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Summary
It has become clear that the player does not have enough information about the characteristics
of the skill performance of table tennis to make training easy, which is exemplified in the
practice of the skill. Technical information about any skill means having a good
understanding of its performance in the light of information that helps in identifying the
required movement procedures to make possible the highest professional performance quality,
skill execution and the greatest variety of application methods.
Speed, spin, and direction are the essential factors in determining the results in table tennis
competitions. The spin hit is one of the most important strokes in table tennis, as it causes a
low flying arc and gives the ball great quickness and rapid turnaround.
Therefore, a problem in the biomechanical analysis of the backhand topspin was to identify
the kinematic characteristics of this skill and determine the effects of the biomechanical
variables on the performance accuracy of expert and novice players.
The sample consisted of 11 expert table tennis players (5 males and 6 females), and 4 novice
table tennis players (2 males and 2 females). The variables were 40 backhand strokes with
topspin for each player (i.e., the performance technique and maximum velocity trials).
The novice players displayed lower performance accuracy than the expert players in
maximum velocity performance and in the technique trials (mean= 1.44, 1.51, respectively).
In addition, the effects of the percentage of the biomechanical variables on performance
accuracy were different between the maximum velocity and technique trials for expert and
novice players. The results showed that the velocity of the novice players had a considerably
lower effect on performance accuracy than that of the expert players in the technique and
maximum velocity trials (the contribution of the velocity= 16.1%, 22.1%; 23%, 52.5%,
respectively).
Moreover, the maximum velocity trials of the acceleration biomechanical variable showed a
considerably higher effect on performance accuracy in the novice players than that of the
expert players (30.1%, 15.3%, respectively).
Furthermore, the technique trials of the angle biomechanical variable showed a considerably
higher effect on performance accuracy than that of the angle in the maximum velocity trials of
the expert players (42%, 29.5%, respectively). However, in the novice players the technique

trials in the angle biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect on performance
accuracy (20.5%) than that of the angle in the maximum velocity trials (28.9%).
In addition, the results showed that the angular velocity of the novice players had a
considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that of the expert players in the
technique and maximum velocity trials (the contribution of the angular velocity= 11.8%,
17.9%; 2.1%, 30.8%, respectively).
Moreover, the momentum of the expert players had a considerably higher effect on
performance accuracy than that of the novice players in the technique and maximum velocity
trials (the contribution of the momentum= 23.1%, 52.5%; 21.6%, 22.1%, respectively).
Finally, the technique trials of the rotation biomechanical variable showed a considerably
lower effect on performance accuracy than that of the maximum velocity trials of the expert
players (the contribution of the rotation= 2.5%, 17.6%, respectively).

Zusammenfassung
Es ist zu konstatieren, dass Spieler nicht genug Informationen über die Eigenschaften der
ihrer Leistungsfähigkeit beim Tischtennis erhalten, um neue Erkenntnisse aus der
Wissenschaft in das Training zu übernehmen und die das Training erleichtern, was in der
Anwendung seiner Fertigkeiten deutlich wird. Technische Informationen über jede Art von
Fertigkeit im Spiel bedeutet, ein gutes Verständnis für seine eigene Leistung im
Zusammenhang mit den technischen Informationen zu haben. Diese Erkenntnisse helfen bei
Analyse notwendigen Bewegungsaufgaben sowie Identifikation und Realisation von
Bewegungselementen leistungsbestimmender Parameter. Nur durch die Analyse bestimmter
Bewegungssequenzen und das Identifizieren der erforderlichen Bewegungsverfahren kann die
höchste professionelle Ausführungsqualität, Fertigkeitsausführung und die größte Vielfalt von
Anwendungstechniken und taktische Methoden ermöglichen.
Geschwindigkeit, Drall und Richtung sind die wesentlichen Faktoren zur Bestimmung der
Ergebnisse bei Tischtennis-Wettkämpfen. Der Spin ist einer der wichtigsten Schläge im
Tischtennis, da er einen niedrig fliegenden Bogen auslöst und dem Ball zu großer
Geschwindigkeit und Richtungsänderung verhilft.
In der vorliegenden Studie wurde daher eine biomechanische Analyse des Rückhand Topspin
durchgeführt, um die kinematischen Eigenschaften dieser Fertigkeit und die Bestimmung der
Effekte der biomechanischen Variablen bei der Leistungsgenauigkeit von Profispielern und
Anfängern zu identifizieren und die leistungsbestimmenden Parameter zu bestimmen..
Das Untersuchungsgut bestand aus 11 erfahrenen Top-Tischtennis-Spielern (5 Männer und 6
Frauen) des Bundeskaders sowie 4 Anfängern (2 Männer und 2 Frauen). Die Variablen waren
40 Rückhandschläge mit Topspin für jeden Spieler (d. h. zum einen unter dem Aspekt einer
optimalen Ausführungstechnik und zum anderen einer maximalen Schlag-Geschwindigkeit).
Die Anfänger zeigten eine niedrigere Leistungsgenauigkeit als die erfahrenen Spieler in der
maximalen Geschwindigkeitsleistung und in den technischen Tests (Mittelwert = 1.44 bzw.
1.51). Außerdem waren die Ergebnisse des Prozentsatzes der biomechanischen Variablen auf
die Leistungsgenauigkeit zwischen der maximalen Geschwindigkeit und den technischen
Tests für Profispielern und Anfänger verschieden. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die
Geschwindigkeit

der

Anfänger

eine

beträchtlich

niedrigere

Wirkung

auf

die

Leistungsgenauigkeit hatte als die der erfahrenen Spieler in der Technik und mit maximaler
Geschwindigkeit (der Anteil der Geschwindigkeit= 16.1%, 22.1% bzw. 23%, 52.5%).
Außerdem

zeigten

die

Belastungen

unter

maximaler

Geschwindigkeit

mit

der

biomechanischen Variablen Beschleunigung eine beträchtlich höhere Wirkung auf die
Leistungsgenauigkeit der Anfänger als auf die der erfahrenen Spieler (30.1% bzw., 15.3%).
Darüber hinaus zeigten die technischen Ausführungen mit der biomechanischen Variablen
Winkel eine beträchtlich höhere Wirkung auf die Leistungsgenauigkeit als die des Winkels
bei den Ausführungen unter maximaler Geschwindigkeit mit den erfahrenen Spielern (42%
bzw. 29.5%). Bei den Anfängern jedoch zeigten die technischen Ausführungen in der
biomechanischen Variablen Winkel eine beträchtlich niedrigere Wirkung auf die
Leistungsgenauigkeit (20.5%) als die des Winkels in den Durchgängen mit maximaler
Geschwindigkeit (28.9%).
Außerdem zeigten die Ergebnisse, dass die Winkelgeschwindigkeit der Anfänger eine
beträchtlich niedrigere Wirkung auf die Leistungsgenauigkeit hatte als die der erfahrenen
Spieler in der Technik und mit maximaler Geschwindigkeit

(der Beitrag der

Winkelgeschwindigkeit= 11.8%, 17.9% bzw. 2.1%, 30.8%).
Überdies hatte der Schwung der erfahrenen Spieler eine beträchtlich höhere Wirkung auf die
Leistungsgenauigkeit als der der Anfänger in der Technik und bei maximaler
Geschwindigkeit (der Beitrag des Schwungs= 23.1%, 52.5% bzw. 21.6%, 22.1%).
Schließlich zeigten die technischen Ausführungen mit der biomechanischen Variablen
Rotation eine beträchtlich niedrigere Wirkung auf die Leistungsgenauigkeit als die unter
maximaler Geschwindigkeit mit den erfahrenen Spielern (der Beitrag der Rotation= 2.5%
bzw. 17.6%).
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Introduction

The sport of table tennis is one of the sporting activities that require special specifications,
capabilities and aptitudes on the side of players. It includes the speed and the accuracy of
performing ball hits. Recently much attention has focused on the determinants in table tennis
matches of results, both at the local level and the international levels, and as well in the
players’ ability to increase their level of performance in a world championship or in Olympic
tournaments. This has made many coaches deeply interested in applying biomechanical
principles to motor performance in order to maximize human capabilities to reach the highest
degree of achievement.
Moreover, table tennis is described to be a top competitive sport that, on the one hand,
confronts the player with very high physical and psychological demands, while on the other
hand, table tennis as a leisure sporting activity can be pursued until an advanced age. This is
true even in the event of degenerative changes in the locomotors system. In addition, it is
considered to be a game that can provide healthy exercise and a social pastime for players of
all ages across the world, because it does not place excessive loads on either the joints or the
spinal column (Kondrić et al., 2000; Mueller & Gibbs, 2006).
In summary, table tennis is a sports game involving the use of a bat and a ball. These games
employ physics to structure the paddle and ball interactions, and to be considered as well are
collisions with the walls and floor in the game (Park et al., 2006).
Table tennis is a sport of a distinctive nature, as it involves special skills that distinguish it
from other sports. It depends on using a racket of a specific nature concerning the size and the
sort of tan casings that cover both sides of the racket. In addition, the motions of the ball are
affected by special and specific qualities and specifications concerning the size and the
material used in making it. It demands a certain degree of adjustment between the motion of
the trunk, the legs and the eye. Therefore, we cannot consider the movements of these parts of
the body separately.
Table tennis is a distinctive sport in its great technical development, which has distinguished
it since it first appeared and up until now. It has become the first primary popular sport in all
parts of the world. Because velocity and endurance characterize it, power and mental abilities
are required for winning in competition.
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Speed, rotation and direction are considered fundamental factors of players in determining the
results of table tennis competition. The training session and the simulation of the training
stance are the effective techniques for improving the performance level.
The spinning stroke is considered to be one of the most important strokes in table tennis. This
stroke is characterized by certain qualities such as causing low flying and giving the ball the
capacity to increase the speed of its trajectory and force over the surface of the table on its
way towards the opponent’s court. The body mechanics in table tennis can be divided into
three parts: feet movement, head and trunk movement, and arm movement. Therefore, players
must improve their body movements to produce the maximum stroke power.
Broadly speaking, the ball spin is a very important factor in racket sports, not only the effects
of the ball in the particular position, but also of its motion in the air. The motions associated
with bouncing and hitting are strongly affected by ball spin, which requires all players and
trainers to try to understand and measure ball spin (Ushiyama et al., 2004).
Consequently, backhand topspin is one of the most important table tennis skills used in
matches, where the table tennis player must perform this skill quickly in a very short time.
This quick, short time governs the performance of this skill in a suitable and effective way to
score points in matches. Hence, the importance of the mechanical contribution becomes vital
when performing this skill. Therefore, the table tennis player has the responsibility to exploit
and make use of all these talent abilities and to direct them in a way that enables him or her to
perform this skill quickly and with high accuracy.
Success in the sport field is greatly affected by the techniques players use, and biomechanics
has an integral role in stroke production (Elliott, 2006).
Biomechanical principles are the primary sources of the knowledge used in the qualitative
analysis of sports. It is one of the most important professional activities of teachers and
coaches to concentrate on how qualitative analysis is made of the motor skills to help athletes
improve their performance and reduce their risk of injury (Knudson, 2007).
In fact, the analysis of arm movements is one of the most important activities in table tennis.
It provides us about the fundamental information for the design of functional tasks (Rad et al.,
1990).
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It has become clear that information about the characteristics of skill performance should be
available to coaches so that training can be more productive. This can be achieved by
exploring the overlap between the motions of the different parts of the body while performing
the skill, which cannot be achieved without observing and analyzing the player’s movements
through the performance phases of this skill.
To have a complete knowledge of performance characteristics in kinetics and biomechanical
research necessitates that the researcher should have a complete mastery of all the information
related to the function of the parts of the human body (for instance, the joints and muscles).
Understanding the techniques involved in any skill means understanding how it is performed
and obtaining a variety of information that helps to identify the kinetic measures needed for
achieving this performance with the highest competence possible and with the least effort.
Skills differ in their composition, importance and aims, depending on the different activities
that belong to them. Therefore, it has become important to study these differences in the
emergence of the need for getting more knowledge about the components of the athletic
activities and the extent of what this knowledge can achieve in improving the performance
level, on the one hand, and simplifying the methods of training and instruction, on the other
hand.
Therefore, studying athletic technique depends primarily on the scientific style, and this is
clearly shown in studying athletic skills in general and table tennis sport in particular.
Performance depends on applying the laws of motion, because the body moves according to
these fundamental kinetic, biological, physiological and mechanical principles.
Finally, four types of kinetic analysis have different uses and disparate levels. The importance
of the skill studied plays the fundamental role in selecting from the available analytic
methods, which can be classified as follows:
• Analytic methods that aim to recognize the kinematic characteristics of the skill.
• Analytic methods used to discover performance deficits.
• Analytic methods with the purpose of comparing the ideal performance on what are
called the theoretical curves.
• Analytic methods with the purpose of studying the modern theories of movements.
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1.1 Problem and importance of this study
Table tennis players should make use of the driving arm movement when performing the
backside of the racket. It is important to achieve optimum utilization through knowledge of
the mechanical driving arm movement contributions to performing the skill under discussion
by improving the legs movements, as these are correlated co-ordinately during the
performance of the skill under discussion, because the arm muscles are smaller than the leg
muscles. These muscle states make the arm movements quicker than the leg movements.
Therefore, they equalize the power resulting from the leg muscles. In this way, the arm
movement speed governs the speed of the leg movement. All these things have led researcher
to study the mechanical contribution of the driving arm movements during the performance of
the backhand drive by table tennis players.
Moreover, the present dissertation focuses on some of the main determinants of some
kinematic aspects when performing table tennis skills. The kinetic analysis technique in
athletic performance is one of the most important means that helps to improve both the
performance and the training of table tennis skills and to recognize the motion origins.
Most of the technical interpretations of this skill found in the small amount of available
literature depend on descriptions based on observations with the naked eye and not on
cinematographic analysis. Therefore, the present study focuses on analyzing this skill with a
scientific method that contributes to clarifying the kinematic characteristics regarding the
spinning stroke with backhand topspin in table tennis.

1.2 The aim of the present study
The main purpose of this study has the following two goals:
• To recognize the contribution of the biomechanical variables (i.e. velocity,
acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and rotation) on the performance
accuracy in the backhand topspin in table tennis.
• To examine the mean differences between the expert and novice players in
performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke.
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1.3 Research questions
• How do the biomechanical variables interact with each other and with the performance
accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke?
• What is the mean difference between the expert and novice players in the performance
accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke?

1.4 Hypothesis of the present study
• I expected that there would be a big contribution between the biomechanical variables
(velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and rotation) and
performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke.
• I expected that the expert players would be found to have more performance accuracy
in the skill of backhand topspin than the novice players.

1.5 The usefulness of the present study
On one hand, with respect to coaches, it is important to recognize the biomechanical variables
which affect performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke. On the other hand, with
respect to players, it is important to improve the performance level of players.
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2 Review of the literature
Table tennis is an athletic game that requires great speed, strength, power, flexibility, and
good reflexes (Kondric, Furjan-Mandic, & Medved, 2004). This review is subdivided into
three general parts. The first part presents the concepts of table tennis in more detail, the
equipment in table tennis, including a brief discussion of the table, the ball and the racket.
After that, the velocity and position of the ball will be discussed. At the end of this part, four
general skills are described (i.e. hand-eye coordination, forehand stroke, backhand stroke,
backhand topspin stroke, and the serve stroke). The second part focuses on the introduction of
spin in table tennis, followed by the types of spin in table tennis. Finally, it reviews the
importance of biomechanical science in table tennis. This is followed by some motion
analysis studies that are related to the kinematic variables in table tennis. The introductory
chapter closes with the importance of using arm movements in the skill of backhand topspin
in table tennis.

2.1 Table tennis
This section focuses on the importance of table tennis among many other games, and then
describes table tennis equipment. After that, it explains the importance of velocity and the
position of the ball in table tennis. At the end of this part, some common skills used in table
tennis will be explained.
2.1.1 Overview
Table tennis is the most popular racket sport in the world. It is an Olympic sport and a
Paralympics sport. It is a sport for all; it can be played by young and old, males and females,
by the fit and not so fit, by the able-bodied and those with disabilities. Moreover, table tennis
requires relatively inexpensive equipment and it is possible to learn the game in a short
period, although mastering the game requires much time and effort. This section is intended to
introduce beginners to the elements of the game by giving simple and clear instructions. Table
tennis does not produce excessive loads on either the joints or the spinal column (Kondric,
Durakovic, Mandic, & Karpljuk, 2000; Lee, 2001; Nordby, Seemiller, & Hodges, 2000) .
Therefore, table tennis is considered to be a leisure-time sporting activity. Leisure is an
important part of people’s lives. The benefits of leisure activities on personal well-being have
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been widely discussed from a mental health perspective. Leisure is believed to have a
beneficial effect on psychological well-being by creating positive moods for physical health.
Athletic leisure activities contribute to a healthier body, reducing the risk of obesity and
diabetes. There is practically no disease state in which doctors would advise patients not to
play table tennis (Kondric et al., 2000; Mueller & Gibbs, 2007).
Therefore, table tennis is defined as a speed sport requiring precision and skill. It is highly
technical and strategic, calling for anticipation qualities, adaptability, emotional control,
knowing how to adapt to situations and constant changes through auto-control. This element
makes for a highly situational sport where the coach must increase the control perception over
the competitive situation; besides, the coach represents a behavior model. It is a system that
causes great expectations among the general public, perhaps due to the speed reached by the
ball, and the player’s capacity to react (Soto, 2003; Tobar, 2003; Jospin & Fayt, 2004).
Table tennis is an asymmetrical individual sport in which a series of hits are received with
great speed and force the technical action developed during the game. It requires great speed,
strength, power, flexibility and good reflexes. Moreover, it is a kind of sport game involving
the use of a paddle. Ball and paddle games are popular, and the well-known games in this
category are pong like games, and breakout style games. These games employ physics for the
paddle and ball interactions, as well as collisions with the walls and floors of the game
(Kondric et al., 2004; Park, Kim, & Yoon, 2006).
Table tennis fixation points change as fast as the ball and opponent velocity change. In this
game, the athlete is confronted with critical situations. Many of these situations arise from the
competition of two equally strong players (Jafarzadehpur & Yarigholi, 2004; Krohne &
Hindel, 2000).
There are two characteristics of table tennis that include a psychological approach, since they
refer to psychomotor development (i.e. the multiple coordination and the high speed of
reaction) (Tobar, 2003).
Broadly, the table tennis task can be divided into three subtasks (for example, see figure 1).
The subtask A, which is a core task for executing the table tennis stroke, is to return the
incoming ball. The subtask B returns the paddle to the home location after hitting the ball.
The subtask C, which is not accompanied by paddle movement, determines a virtual target
based on the observed data (Miyazaki, Takeuchi, Matsushima, Kusano, & Hashimoto, 2002).
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Figure 1. Task oriented description of stroke movement. Th = the time of hitting a ball, Tr = the time when the
paddle returns to the home location, Ts= the time of starting the next stroke movement.

Altogether, the popularity of the sport has allowed access to the required equipment of a
racket, balls, and a table for most individuals wishing to participate in the sport (Lee, 2001).
2.1.2 Table tennis equipment
The following section focuses on the equipment used in the skill of table tennis, including the
table, the ball and the racket.
2.1.2.1 The table tennis table
The table tennis table is 2.74 m x 1.525 m (9ft x 5ft), with a surface thickness of 22-25 mm
(0.8-0.98 in). The table stands 76 cm (2 ft 6 in) above the floor (for more details, see figure 2).
Smaller mini-tables are available for younger players. The edges of the table are marked with
a white line that is 2 cm (3/4in) wide. A continuous white line, 3 mm (1/8 in) wide, divides
the table into two halves and marks the service area for doubles. The overall playing area for
one table must be at least 14 m (about 46 ft) long, 7 m (about 23 ft) wide, and 4 m (about 13
ft) high. The minimum strength of light at every point must not fall below (1000 lux). The
dimensions of the net are given to be (1.83 m) in width and (0.1525 m) in height. The floor
must not be made of concrete, brick, or stone and it must be flat over the entire playing area.
The surrounding area must be of a dark color (Lee, 2001; Rusdorf & Brunnett, 2005).
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Figure 2. Table tennis table, for more details see detail see the text.

2.1.2.2 The table tennis ball
Table tennis balls are made of celluloid or plastic, and are white, yellow or orange in color. In
the past, the ball was 38 mm in diameter and weighed 2.4-2.53 grams. Under the new rules of
table tennis, the new ball is bigger, 40 mm, and heavier, 2.7 g (see figure 3). These changes
influence the requirements of the energy level of motion performance, keeping up a high level
of precision, a stability of the movement and quality of footwork. These changes influence the
requirements of technique in all table tennis skills. It is claimed that the bigger balls have the
effect of reducing the spin of the balls by 23 % and the speed by 13%. The rationale behind
the change is to slow the game down so that there will be more rallies, and therefore more
spectators will be attracted to the game. Furthermore, the quality of the ball is determined by a
‘star’ rating (i.e. the higher the rating, and the higher the quality). Generally, three star balls
have the best quality. All official competitions are played with three star balls (Fayt, Quignon,
& Lazzari, 2004; Lee, 2001).
In support of these views, Rusdorf and Brunnett (2005) reviewed a few facts taken from the
international rules of table tennis. They used a ball with a mass of (2.7 g) and a diameter of (4
cm). They reported that the material of the table is not specified but it has to be guaranteed
that the ball bounces back at least 23 cm when it is released 30 cm above the table. The
bouncing height of the ball is allowed to vary only in a very small range for different
positions on the table.
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Figure 3. Table tennis ball with 40 mm diameter, for more details see the text

Similarly, Fayt et al. (2004) aimed to determine the effects of the modified table tennis rules
(diameter of the ball from 38-40 mm) on performance, which they assessed through the level
of accuracy. They used eighteen males from the sports University of Liven. They examined
two groups: the first group consisted of high-level participants, and the second group involved
beginners. They asked each player to perform 20 forehand drives with different ball diameters
(38 and 40) towards a target of 21 cm. The accuracy was measured through the percentage of
the balls hitting the target. They found that the expert players were more accurate than the
beginners, and the performance decreased by 7.5% for beginners and 5% for experts. Finally,
they reported that the changes generated a reorganization of pattern movements, and all
players took into account this movement adaptation with expertise and keeping a constant
energetic level and not keeping the ball speed constant during rallies.
Furthermore, Xie, Teh and Qin (2002) aimed to identify the characteristics of the large (40
mm) ball and the effects on the technique of elite players. In their experiments, the elite
players received both topspin and backspin balls from a robot. Three video cameras were
employed (200 frames /second), and both the speed and spin of 38 mm and 40 mm balls were
calculated. They found that both the speed and spin of the new ball (40 mm) are less than the
speed and spin of the old ball (38 mm) for most of the tested techniques. They reported that
the percentage reduction is dependent upon the players and techniques, some of them show
less loss in speed and spin, and they clearly assessed how the table tennis players handle the
larger ball. Finally, they found that the faster ball means a stronger impact and shorter
reaction time for the opponent. (See figure 4).
Therefore, the players would have to devote more time to physical preparation if they wanted
to perform as well as before (Kondric, Furjan-Mandi, & Medved, 2006).
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Figure 4. Comparison between table tennis balls (38-40 mm).

2.1.2.3 The table tennis racket
Table tennis rackets (or bats) may be of any size, shape or weight. The bats are made of a
wooden blade and normally two rubber coverings. Penhold rackets may have only one rubber
covering on one side. Typical blades have handles that are straight, anatomical, or flared.
Blades vary according to the layers of plywood, weight and speed and control. The number of
layers and the softness or hardness of the wood affects the speed and control of the blade.
Greater speed generally means less control. Slow blades are made of three-layer plywood,
whereas very fast blades may be seven-ply, with additional layers of carbon or fiberglass or
titanium or other high tech materials inserted between the layers (Lee, 2001; Rusdorf &
Brunnett, 2005).
There are complex racket designs consisting of a wooden, fiberglass, or carbon fiber racket
frame with multi-layer rubber coverings. Furthermore, various rubber compounds and glues
are applied to build up the multi-layer rubber foam coverings to impart greater spin or speed
to the ball (Major & Lang, 2004).
2.1.2.4 The racket covering
The racket covering is even more important than the racket itself. There are three basic types:
inverted sponge, pips-out sponge, and hard rubber (for an example, see figure 5). All racket
coverings include a sheet of “pimpled” rubber, a sheet of rubber covered with conical “pips”
(Hodges, 1993).
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Inverted sponge
The sheet of pimpled rubber is inverted. The pips face inward, toward the racket. On some
types of inverted sponge, the surface is sticky, which helps when spinning the ball, but causes
a loss of control. Sticky inverted is considered the best surface for putting spin on the ball.
While less sticky inverted is best for all around play. Therefore, it is recommended that
beginners use a less sticky inverted surface (Hodges, 1993).
Pips out sponge
This type of surface is ideal for smashing, but is not good for spinning or all around play. A
player cannot spin the ball as well with this surface, for there is no control against spin
(Hodges, 1993).
Hard rubber
A hard rubber covering is a sheet of pimpled rubber, pips outward, without any sponge under
it. A player with a sponge racket can keep the ball in play at a faster pace than with a hard
rubber racket and can attack far more effectively (Hodges, 1993).

Figure 5. The types of racket covering according to Hodges (1993), for more details see the text.

In contrast, Hudetz (2000) reported that there are five basic kinds of rubber. Each has specific
basic characteristics that determine the main purpose of each of these kinds of rubber. The
main kinds are pimpled rubber, backside, pimples out, anti-spin and long pimples; all these
kinds are shown in Figure 6.
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Pimpled rubber

Backside

Pimples out

Anti-spin

Long pimpled

Figure 6. The types of rubbers according to Hudetz (2000), for more details see the text.

2.1.2.5 Speed glues
Many top players now use some sort of speed glue, which makes the racket surface faster and
gives more spin; the glue must be put on before matches or playing because the effect wears
off after a few hours, from 3 to 10 hours. Speed glue is useful for players who attack with
topspin, because it adds more spin than speed (Hodges, 1993).
2.1.3 Velocity and the position of the ball in table tennis
The physics of a ball incident at an oblique angle on a surface has been described theoretically
as “Garwin” and “Brody.” Garwin is considered to be the bounce of a super ball, while Brody
is considered to be the bounce of a tennis ball. Despite the fact that both types of ball are
relatively flexible and bounce well in the vertical direction, their bounce characteristics in the
horizontal direction are dramatically different (Cross, 2002).
In order to make good contact with the ball, the player has to hit the ball with a racket at the
relevant angle, at the right moment of the ball trajectory and the right moment of the racket
trajectory (Hudetz, 2000).
Broadly speaking, the velocity of the ball is very high, and the eyes should follow it clearly.
Therefore, a player who can follow the ball as fast as possible will be more successful
(Jafarzadehpur & Yarigholi, 2004).
Hence, playing ball games requires the ability to produce extremely accurate coincident
timing behavior. It is the ability to make a motor response coincide with the arrival of an
object at a designated point in time and space. In catching or striking a ball, the motor
response accuracy is determined by a temporal window. This temporal window can be as
small as 10 ms in ball games such as table tennis or baseball (Ripoll & Latiri, 1997).
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In fact, there is a relationship between the ball velocity in movement control for striking in
interceptive tasks and the movement velocity. This relationship should be proportional; this
means that when required hit approaching the ball the higher velocity of the striking
movement is proportional with the greater temporal of required accuracy (Marinovic, Iizuka,
& Freudenheim, 2004).
Therefore, successful performance requires a high bat velocity of ball/bat contact that could
be helpful in bringing about such consistency. The player must control the direction of travel
of the bat of ball/bat contact. The players ensure that the bat contacts the ball, but also they
must do so at the moment which the bat is moving in a specific direction (Bootsma & Van
Wieringen, 1990).
Finally, some of the factors determining the post-contact ball flight are the ball’s prior
trajectory and velocity (i.e. the location of the bat at ball contact, the velocity of the bat, the
direction of the bat motion, and the angle of the bat face orientation at contact) (Sheppard &
Li, 2007).
2.1.4 Bat control and ball accuracy in table tennis
Bootsma and Van Wieringen (1990), for instance, examined how the player ensures that the
bat contacts the ball and what the player needs in order to see when the ball will arrive in his
action space when attacking with the forehand drive in table tennis. They used five expert
male table tennis players. They required the players to hit an approaching table tennis ball as
hard and as accurately as possible onto a target on the opposite side of the net, and every
player hit an average of 30-40 balls with a velocity 17 m/s. In their experiment, the players
were supposed to ensure that the table tennis bat contacts the ball. They demonstrated that the
direction of travel of the bat at ball/bat contact was a more important determining factor for
success and terminal accuracy when the ball/bat contact can be taken when derived from the
variability of direction of travel of the bat at ball/bat contact.
Vickers, Rodrigues, Brown (2002) found that novice and elite performers begin tracking the
ball immediately and maintain tracking over 50-60% of early ball flight.
Therefore, the position of the ball would intuitively seem to be an appropriate control
parameter. In this sense of changing the angle of delivery systematically, it would then be
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expected to bring about spontaneous shifts between the two regimes of the striking action
(Sorensen, Ingvaldsen, & Whiting 2001).
The position where the ball hits the table is very important. Baca & Kornfeind (2004) reported
that table tennis matches could be described with the position where balls impact the table. To
determine the position where the ball impacts the table, one-half of a table was especially
equipped for detailed analysis. They reported recording the vibration signals produced by the
ball hitting the table. They found that the impact position in real time could be calculated by
software, and the accuracy of the system could be tested by reconstructing the coordinates of
the known impact points evenly within the area 0.25 m from the net.
However, players not only need to know where the ball is now, but where it will eventually be
within grasping distance at some future point in time (Savelsbergh, Whiting, Pijpers, &
Santvoord, 1993).
In particular, errors result from something untoward happening in the flight path of the ball
between the last time of sampling and the initiation of the (sub-) action (Savelsbergh et al.,
1993).
When playing table tennis, the players should feel well. The elements that have an especially
prominent role in the sport are satisfaction, performing with effortless ease and recovery after
everyday stressful situations. Many kinds of training are therefore out of the question in
recreational training. In training itself, the individual must pay attention above all to the
reactions of his or her own body and adapt the means and loadings to his or her abilities
(Kondric et al., 2000).
In support of this view, Marinovic et al. (2004) explained how seven skills in table tennis
controlled the velocity of a forehand drive stroke when the ball’s trajectory, velocity and spin
were modified. They were interested in the relative and absolute times in the back swing
phases and in the forward swing. They used three digital cameras (GRVDL 9800 JVC), and
two cameras captured images at (120 frames /second) and the third captured images at (60
frames /second). The ball’s position was in the corner of the table on his right side, and every
player tried to hit the balls into the center of the secondary target; the secondary target was
located at the opposite side of the table as accurately as possible. The players were asked to
hit the balls at the secondary target as accurately as possible by using a forehand drive. They
used APAS 2000 to measure the velocity of hitting the ball. They found that highly skilled
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table tennis players needed to adjust the striking velocity and striking time (relative and
absolute) required to reach the peak velocity in the forward swing phases for these task
modifications.
2.1.5 Table Tennis Skills
In the following part, several common skills that are used in table tennis will be contrasted,
including hand-eye coordination, forehand stroke, backhand stroke, and the serve stroke.
2.1.5.1 Hand-eye coordination
Table tennis is a prototypical sport in which players have to decide what movement to
perform and how to carry out the movement within a very short time. Therefore, it helps to
develop hand-eye coordination, agility and reflexes and can contribute to general fitness. It
has to capture a large number of lifetime participants. Table tennis meets all the criteria, and
that is why it is the most played racket sport in the world for young and old people (Kondric
et al., 2000; Mueller & Gibbs, 2007; Raab, Masters, & Maxwell, 2005).
There are three facets of the activity of table tennis players that improve our understanding of
everyday actions: initiative taking in interaction situations, exploration and disguise as
components of play, and the innovative as well as conservative nature of the activity (Sève et
al., 2002).
For instance, Rodrigues, Vickers, and Williams (2002) studied how players coordinate head,
eye and arm movements to acquire the necessary visual information for successful
performance of a table tennis task. They wanted to determine whether head, eye and arm
coordination varies as a function of expertise and temporal constraint. They reported that the
players were able to accommodate the constraints imposed by the early cue-condition by
using shorter quiet eye duration, and earlier quiet eye offset and reduced arm velocity at
contact. Finally, they found that cue-condition, modifications of gaze, head and arm
movements were not sufficient to preserve accuracy. Therefore, their results focused on the
functional coupling between perception and action during time constrained, goal directed
actions.
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2.1.5.2 Forehand stroke in table tennis
One of the most important strokes in table tennis is the forehand or forehand counter (for
example, see figure 7). From the ready position, players should try to have their upper arm
near their side with their elbow bent at a 90° angle. When your opponent strikes the ball, you
begin your backswing. From the ready position, let your arm relax to a position below the
height of the ball and, at the same time, twist your waist so that your racket (paddle) arm
moves away from the ball and put your weight on your back leg. The back leg is the one
farthest from the table (www.specialolympics.org).

Preparation Phase

Forward swing

Backswing

Follow-through

Figure 7. The performance phases of the forehand stroke in table tennis
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However, the open stance forehand was once believed to be poor technique. Table tennis
instruction experts are now advocating it. The studies of the open and square tennis forehand
have been limited to the kinematics of the strokes and tend to show non-significant trends in
racket, and ball rebound velocity advantages over the traditional square stance technique
(Bahamonde & Knudson, 2003).
In striking skills in table tennis, the fastball should be observed, because the ball might lead
one to believe that this is an easy task, but this task makes high temporal demands. Although
these tasks require a short time to deal with, the players must strike the ball with a suitable
velocity and good orientation (Marinovic et al., 2004).
2.1.5.3 Backhand stroke in table tennis
Although most players have very strong forehand strokes, proper backhand technique is
essential. If the ball is coming to the left side of your body, you should prepare for a backhand
stroke (for example see figure 8). From the ready position, the stance at the beginning of a
stroke, twist the upper body so that your racket (paddle) moves away from the ball, and bring
your

racket

(paddle)

back

and

slightly

down

to

the

left

of

your

stomach

(www.specialolympics.org).

Preparation Phase

Backswing

Follow-Through

Figure 8. The Performance phases of the backhand stroke in table tennis

Forward swing
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Research on the one-handed backhand stroke shows that this condition may be related to the
use of faulty stroke mechanics by novice players. Skilled players influence the ball with a
hyper-extended wrist and extend the hand through impact. That is, the extensor muscles about
the wrist joint act concentrically to develop racket speed through impact (Elliott, 2006).
In table tennis, a distinction can be made between two attractor states of the striking
coordinative action, namely (i.e. the forehand and backhand drive). A player delivering the
ball to different spatial locations across the table would force his/her opponent (particularly if
the position to the table is constrained) at some point in time to shift from a forehand to a
backhand regime (Sorensen et al., 2001).
Therefore, the forehand and backhand strokes are the fundamental rallying strokes in table
tennis. A key to success in table tennis is developing consistency with one’s shots. This is
done through working on proper stroke technique and improving concentration.
To sum up, backhand and forehand strokes are the two basic strokes in table tennis. Both
strokes are accomplished by the activation of complex sequences of muscle activity which
incorporate smooth coordination patterns of the trunk and lower extremities (Mavvidis,
Koronas, Riganas, & Metaxas, 2005).
2.1.5.4 The serve stroke in table tennis
Several studies have focused on the kinematics of the tennis service. The importance of
service speed is shown by its role in determining match outcomes and different training
concepts to improve service performance (Ferrauti & Bastiaens, 2007).
In the table tennis serve, the ball flight time is approximately 800 ms, during which time the
opponent must select an appropriate trajectory for the racket based on information available
early in ball flight. Visual information from late ball flight may also help players to refine
their estimates of ball position and velocity (Rodrigues et al., 2002).
Service usually takes from one to a few seconds to complete; however, there are many
observations an umpire needs to take in order to make a judgment before or soon after the
service stroke is completed. For instance, Wong (2007) aimed to develop an intelligent
system which was able to evaluate table tennis services independently and aid the umpire to
make a more accurate decision. He believed that the employment of videography, image
processing and artificial intelligence technologies could help him in evaluating the service. He
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expected to be able to track the location of the ball from live video images and evaluate the
service according to the service rules. He found a system that might benefit players who want
to have their services evaluated in real time without the need to have a human umpire present.
In fact, several tennis-coaching experts have advanced the use of complex training with light
and heavy loads. These aim to immediately increase the serve velocity and therefore combine
technical skill development with the training of overhead power and throwing performance
(Ferrauti & Bastiaens, 2007).
Altogether, in most table tennis strokes, the stretch-shorten cycle is characterized by eccentric
followed by concentric contractions. There are two important points in the service stroke as
follows: (I) external upper arm rotation at the shoulder during the backswing slowed by
eccentric contraction of the internal rotators at the shoulder. (II) concentric contraction of the
shoulder internal rotators, in the drive to the ball is then slowed by an eccentric contraction of
the shoulder external rotators during the follow through (Elliott, 2006).
2.1.6 The backhand topspin stroke
In the section below, the action for the backhand topspin stroke and the performance steps in
this stroke will be discussed.
An important question: Why is the loop important in table tennis? The loop gives the player
more margins for error. The extreme topspin pulls the ball down, so that even if the player
does not hit correctly, the ball may still hit the table. In addition, the player's opponent has to
respond to not only the speed of the ball, but also to its spin. The loop is probably the most
important shot in table tennis. This is a heavy topspin shot made by just grazing the ball
upward and forward. The topspin of the loop has three important functions. It makes the ball
jump when it hits the table, it makes an opponent who doesn’t adjust to the topspin hit the ball
too high or off the end of the table, and it pulls the ball down in flight, letting a player hit the
ball faster, but still hit the table (Hodges, 1993).
Hodges (1993) showed that there are many types of loops – forehand and backhand, against
backspin and topspin. He reported three types of loop speeds. First, the slow loop is the
slowest loop with the most spin. The player strokes mostly upward and just barely grazes the
ball to give the most topspin but the least speed. This is an excellent way to set up a skill shot
(a ball hit with enough speed so that the opponent can make a return) on the next shot.
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However, some opponents may be able to attack it, because of the grazing contact, and the
player may miss the ball entirely in attempting the slow loop.
Second, the medium loop is the safest loop, with medium speed and medium spin. It is easier
than the slow loop, because the contact does not have to be as precise. To do a medium loop,
the player should sink the ball into the sponge a little more than with a slow loop, creating
more speed but less topspin. The stroke is more forward than the slow loop. It is not only a
good setup shot, it is also a good rallying shot.
Finally, the fast loop is the most powerful and most difficult loop. A put-away shot, this loop
is mostly a matter of speed, but it still has a lot of topspin. The ball sinks into the sponge more
than with the other loops, and the stroke is more forward. With fast loops (as with all other
strokes), the player has to stroke more up against backspin, or more forward against topspin.
Also, not that against backspin, a player can use the incoming spin to create more topspin.
Against topspin, the very same loop will have less spin but more speed, because the incoming
topspin will make the ball bounce off the racket faster.
Backhand topspin is a very complicated stroke. One of the main difficulties that most players
encounter is generating sufficient speed to make the ball spin to any significant degree. The
reason for this is that the playing arm is shorter on the backhand than on the forehand, simply
because the bat is being held across the body. However, backhand topspin is possible today
(Parker & Hewitt, 1989).
Backhand topspin is the style in which the player brushes against the flight of the ball with a
light degree of touch at the right angle to produce spin. It serves as an auxiliary stroke for a
player who cannot cover the whole table with a forehand spin. It serves as a starting stroke for
taking over an attack, and then the game continues with some other offensive strokes.
Develop the backhand topspin as an extension of drive strokes, allowing the spin to grow
naturally when the subtle changes in bat angle and the degree of touch lessen (Hudetz, 2000).
Backhand topspin is used to produce spin in varying degrees and at different speeds. A lot of
spin produces mistakes through a breakdown in the level of control of the opponent. Topspin
pulls the ball down and forces opponents into errors. On a normal drive, topspin is moderate,
so the effect is moderate. However, with a loop, the spin is extreme and the effect becomes
maximal. With a small amount of topspin, the ball can be hit hard. However, precision is
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needed on a hard shot, and it is easy to make. Even if the shot hits, an opponent who reacts
fast enough will probably return it (Hodges, 1993; Steggall & Hirst, 1986).
When using backhand topspin against a speed player, one must use a slower first opening ball
with a higher trajectory. This will buy a player a little time to organize his own movements,
especially if he has played a long ball down the middle of the table or to his opponent’s
playing hip, which will reduce the angle available to the opponent. The initial slow ball
should then be followed by a faster topspin, usually to a different target. Against topspin, it is
wise to hold one's ground quite close to the table and attempt to get the topspin in first, or
reply to the opponent's opening ball as forcefully as possible. The overall balance is between
maximum speed and spin to gain the best result. A player should watch his opponent’s actions
carefully. This will give him the information he requires (Steggall & Hirst, 1986).

Figure 9. Performing steps in the backhand topspin stroke.

Steggall & Hirst (1986) demonstrated some teaching tips for when the player is performing
the backhand topspin stroke. First, he emphasizes that the finger and thumb are the main
contributing factors concerning the grip on the bat when learning spin strokes. Second, one
should relax the wrist joint as much as possible, as this helps to accelerate the bat on contact
to gain maximum spin. Finally, the rhythm of movement should remain the same as the speed
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style in order to gain the best overall deception result. If one type of stroke is produced in the
same way as another, then the skill level is potentially higher and the opponent has less
information with which to assess the nature of the hit.

2.2 Spin in table tennis
The following section focuses on the importance of spin in table tennis, followed by the types
of spin in table tennis.
Spin plays a vital role in table tennis. It is an important part of modern table tennis. The ball is
stroked with either topspin or backspin; furthermore, sidespin may be added. The spin of the
ball is considered important in table tennis because of its effects in both the air after hitting
the ball and in the results of the match. Numerous researchers (e.g. Hirst, Marchant, &
Houghton, 1999; Ushiyama, Tamaki, Hashimoto.O., & Igarashi, 2004) have reported that it is
not easy to measure the spin of the ball.
Therefore, ball spin is very important in racket sports, not only the effects of the ball in the
particular position, but also its motion in the air. The motion associated with bouncing and
hitting are largely affected by ball spin, which makes it important for all players and trainers
to know and measure the spin of the ball (Ushiyama et al., 2004).
Spin and speed are two primary factors that play an important role in table tennis. They help
promote the development of international table tennis techniques. Although there is a lot of
information about ball spin produced by qualitative analyses, there is still a need for future
qualitative studies to make more discoveries (Qun, Zhifeng, Shaofa, & Enting, 1992).
After changing some rules, the majority of top level players prefer to concentrate on attacking
or counter-attacking and produce high velocity and high rotation when hitting spin strokes
(Kondric et al., 2006). The physics of a ball incident at an oblique angle on the spin of a ball
in flight is difficult to measure with any technique other than high speed photography (Cross,
2002).
The importance of spin is illustrated by considering the margin for error when the ball is hit
from the baseline. It is described as the angular range of the rebounding ball for a stroke. The
margin for error varies with the velocity of the ball and increases with the correct application
of spin (Bower & Sinclair, 2007). The following figure compares the no-spin and topspin of
the ball.
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Figure 10. Comparison between no spin and topspin of the ball. Where, α= Range of suitable angles for a ball
hit with no spin, and θ= Range of suitable angles for a ball hit with topspin.

Most ball sports use spin in some way, but none to the extent that table tennis does. At the
higher levels, the spin becomes so extreme as to be unimaginable by those not experienced
with it. In contrast, at the lower levels spin has less importance (Nordby, 2000).
Although previous researchers focused on short accuracy, coordination, consistency, velocity
generation, spin production and anatomical contributions to racket head velocity, the recent
changes in the weight, size, and stiffness of rackets have begun to change the dominant
forehand technique used during tennis play. The increased speed in modern tennis play may
be responsible for more athletes adopting the open stance forehand technique compared to the
traditional square stance technique (Bahamonde & Knudson, 2003).
Therefore, the factors that affect the quality of the ball played are the spin, the position where
the ball hits the table, and the intervals at which the ball impacts on the table. For instance,
when to play the ball as near to the edge of the table as possible; in this case, the frequency of
an acoustic feedback signal might depend on the distance of the ball from the edge of the
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table. In addition, when to serve the ball in such a way that the interval between the ball’s first
and second impact on the table is as short as possible (Baca & Kornfeind, 2006).
2.2.1 Types of spin in table tennis
This section focuses on some important types of spin in table tennis, including topspin,
backspin and sidespin.
2.2.1.1 Topspin
Topspin is used in nearly all attack shots. A ball hit with topspin will sink faster than one
without it; this makes the ball drop on the table even if it is hit hard. Therefore, without
topspin most hard hit shots would go off the end of the table. It is considered to be a skill that
combines the speed and forward rotation of the ball. It consists of two types of strokes that are
distinguished according to the speed and rotation of the ball (i.e. striking and rotative
topspin). Striking topspin means that speed is important and ball rotation less important,
whereas rotative topspin means that ball rotation is important and speed less important
(Nordby et al., 2000; Poizat, Thouvarecq, & Séve, 2004).
The topspin shot, or “loop,” is an important shot in table tennis, although it is not clear
whether the backhand loop is more difficult to hit successfully than the forehand loop. The
backhand loop is said to be less powerful than the forehand loop for most players (Iino, Mori,
& Kojima, 2008; Poizat et al., 2004).
Broadly speaking, topspin is produced by hitting the ball with an upward motion, starting the
stroke below and/or behind the ball and contacting the ball as lightly as possible (i.e. brushing
the ball in an upward and forward motion). The use of excessive spin is particularly effective
in the service. Learners should be able to see how spin is produced (Hirst et al., 1999; Lee,
2001; Nordby et al., 2000).
Table tennis revolves around different types of spin. The types of spin applied to the ball
depend on various factors. The most important are a player’s position in relation to the ball,
the ability to read the type of spin, and the type of bat that is used (Lee, 2001).
Liao & Masters (2001) made two experiments with the hypothesis by analogy to an implicit
mode of motor learning. In the first experiment, they used table tennis novices who learned to
hit forehand topspin implicitly, whereas, in the second experiment they used the performance
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of an explicit learning group. They wanted to determine whether analogy learning invokes
mechanisms of motor behavior akin to implicit processes. They found that the table tennis
forehand learned by analogy possesses characteristics of implicit learning.
To sum up, in learning the topspin forehand in table tennis, for example, a novice player may
be told to exaggerate the low to high element of the shots. This includes to complete the
swing with the racket above the ball, keep the wrist firm, or to give several possible
explanations or rules for how to impart a forward spin to the ball. Most table tennis players
prefer to use the forehand topspin, because it requires high velocity and rotation (Kondric et
al., 2004). Finally, topspin affects the ball’s flight. A ball with topspin will drop towards the
table rapidly after it reaches its peak (Liao & Masters, 2001).
2.2.1.2 Backspin
Backspin is the reverse of topspin, because if you hit the ball so that the top rotates toward
you (and the bottom away from you), you have produced backspin. It is mostly a defensive
spin; it is used to make the ball travel in a line and control it. Backspin is produced by hitting
the ball with a downward motion. This too can be demonstrated for students by holding the
ball and showing the stroke and contact (Nordby et al., 2000). Therefore, it is an important
question to know how we can hit the ball with backspin. Backspin is produced by starting the
stroke above and/or behind the ball and contacting the ball as lightly as possible (Hirst et al.,
1999; Lee, 2001). The differences between the topspin and backspin ball arcs are shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 11. Differences between topspin and backspin ball arcs.

However, without knowledge of and ability to use and deal with spin, no one (including
children) can develop a full appreciation of the game. If you hit a ball so that the top of the
ball rotates away from you (and the bottom rotates toward you), you have produced topspin.
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Therefore, a striking phenomenon is the way the spin seems to reverse at each bounce,
backspin turning into topspin and vice versa, with a corresponding effect on the forward
velocity of the ball (Bridges, 1991; Nordby et al., 2000).
2.2.1.3 Sidespin
Sidespin is produced by brushing across the ball lightly. This type of spin can be imparted in
addition to topspin or backspin to make it top sidespin or back sidespin. Furthermore, sidespin
and combination spins bounce sideways when the ball hits the table and can throw an
opponent's timing off (Lee, 2001).
Bridges (1991), for instance, made an experiment to investigate whether the tangential
restitution coefficient was constant under different impact conditions. Bridges aimed to
determine how the values obtained respectively varied with normal and tangential relative
velocity before the impact. He found the topspin and no spin data for single impacts with a
smooth slate.
The next figure describes the comparison types for spin, including topspin, backspin, and
sidespin.
Top Spin

Back Spin

Side Spin

Figure 12. The comparison types for spin
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2.3 Biomechanics of table tennis
This section first introduces the importance of biomechanics for table tennis, followed by
some previous studies that explain the motion analysis studies.
2.3.1 Concept of biomechanics in table tennis
Biomechanics is the science that tries to understand the biological system in the body. It
usually attempts to understand the production and improvement of performance and reflects
on how successful or otherwise it is. By providing us with a lot of information about technical
performance, we can learn this using biomechanical measurement tools: for instance, motion
analysis, force plate analysis, electromyography, and muscle dynamometry. These techniques
enable the direct or indirect measurement of a range of mechanical variables that represent
performance but are generally complex in terms of both their data acquisition and
interpretation. Of all these, the most popular tool used for assessing sports performance is
motion analysis using two or three-dimensional cinematography or videography (Lees, 1999).
Biomechanics is a scientific discipline that studies the movements of athletes practicing a
sport. It analyzes the motor actions of players as mutually related active systems. The
mechanical and biological causes of movements are investigated, as well as the characteristics
of the motor actions depending on different conditions. Therefore, for this reason, it is
necessary to determine the effectiveness of the forms of performance of actions under study
(Garcia, 2003).
Furthermore, biomechanics can contribute to improved sport performance. In the depth of
biomechanical analysis we gain important and relevant information useful for controlling
achievement training goals, and particular applications and time crucial situations during
tournaments (Baca, 2003).
Success in table tennis requires a mix of player talent, good coaching, appropriate equipment,
and an understanding of those aspects of sport science pertinent to the game. Therefore,
biomechanics is a key area in player development, because all strokes have a fundamental
mechanical structure, and sports injuries primarily have a mechanical cause (Elliott, 2006).
Both sport biomechanics and notational analysis are concerned with the analysis and
improvement of sport performance. The practitioners of both make extensive use of video
analysis and video based technology (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002).
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In any case, biomechanical analyses of movement skills use qualitative and/or quantitative
methods. The qualitative analysis method is based on observations of skilled actions, enabling
them to be explained in both performance and general mechanical terms. This approach is
valuable for identifying global characteristics and providing descriptors of a skill (Davids,
Lees, & Burwitz, 2000).
Biomechanical theory provides coaches, players, and sport science support staff with a
general framework for the development of stroke production between the backswing and
forward swing phases of stroke production or at the maximum (Elliott, 2006).
Sport coaches naturally want the best for their athletes to help them improve their
performance and reduce their risk of injury. These two objectives are also the purview of
sports biomechanics. The International Society of Biomechanics in Sports (ISBS) was
founded to foster applied biomechanical research in sport and to bridge the gap in providing
this knowledge to coaches. Biomechanical principles and research should be the primary
sources of knowledge that are used in qualitative analysis of sports (Knudson, 2007).
Biomechanical performance indicators are often linked to the outcome through hierarchical
technical models. Therefore, biomechanical studies traditionally employ optical motion
capture systems for the determination of the position of an object in a room based coordinate
system (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002; Pfau, Witte, & Wilson, 2005).
2.3.2 The biomechanical structure of a stroke in table tennis
A stroke in table tennis represents a kinematic chain in which the initial momentums are
given by the leg muscles, and then successively the body, shoulder, upper arm, forearm and
wrist, respectively. This means that the parts of the body with a greater mass followed one
after the other by body parts with a smaller mass, ending with the wrist in such a kinematic
chain (Hudetz, 2000).
The biomechanics of the service in table tennis establishes that this action is produced by a
combination of forces: internal, understood like the muscular force able to produce a change
in the different involved biocinemáticas chains in the action due to the organic composition of
muscles, the tension of fascias, ligaments and sinews. Therefore, not only does the table
tennis player ensure that the effectors coincide with the target in time and space, but also that
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the bat arrives at the interception with suitable kinematics for the ball to be returned to the
opponent’s side of the table (Garcia, 2003; Sheppard & Li, 2007).
In a short review of the literature, Cortés, Fuente, Pagan, and Revelles (2003) examined
whether there were any differences in maximum meaningful force between the dominant and
the non-dominant members of the superior players who practiced table tennis at a high level.
They aimed to analyze whether this was a crucial factor for the performance of table tennis
players. They found considerable differences in maximum manual force in men, who were
bigger than women. Moreover, they reported that the manual high force was greater for the
dominant player against the non-dominant one, as well as for left-handed or right-handed
players. Finally, they demonstrated that left-handed players have a record of slightly higher
force than right-handed ones.
Success in table tennis is greatly affected by the technique a player uses, and biomechanics
plays an integral role in stroke production. All strokes have a fundamental mechanical
structure, and sports injuries primarily have a mechanical cause. Player development based on
scientific evidence allows an individualized approach to be structured, with due consideration
to the key mechanical features of each skill, while also fostering flair and permitting the
physical characteristics of a player to be considered. An understanding of biomechanics from
a sports medicine perspective is also important if player development is to occur with minimal
risk of injury (Elliott, 2006).
Considerable biomechanical research has examined the effects of various data smoothing
procedures on errors in subsequent calculations of higher-order kinematic variables (Knudson
& Bahamonde, 2001).
Summing up kinetic measures (such as the net joint moment or net joint moment power) of
the individual lower extremity joints has been used in biomechanical research to ascertain a
single measure of lower extremity function during human movement (Flanagan & Salem,
2005).
The most appropriate smoothing depends on the specific kinematic variable. The information
is required on the best extrapolation conditions to accurately model the angular velocity in
sport biomechanical skills involving impacts (Knudson & Bahamonde, 2001).
Many biomechanical theories have tested the skill specific, fundamental movement pattern
specific, and generic theories, principles or concepts of biomechanics (Knudson, 2007).
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Sport biomechanics has generally concentrated analyses of performance on sports in which
the movement technique is critical. Such sports involve predominantly closed skills. These are
classified as acrobatic, including gymnastics, trampoline gymnastics, diving and freestyle
skiing, athletic, including jumping and throwing, and cyclic, including running, swimming,
skating and wheelchair racing (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002).
Sports biomechanics began with attempts to apply physics in coaching sports. With a few
exceptions, most sports biomechanics books are physics books using sports examples for
illustrations. However, there are some problems in the science of sport biomechanics.
Although there has been much research on sports biomechanics, and there are more journals
as outlets for these reports, further research cannot keep up with all the technical issues and
the changes in equipment in sports, and it is difficult for most people to learn the laws of
Newtonian mechanics (Knudson, 2007).
Iino et al. (2008), for instance, made an interesting experiment on eleven advanced male table
tennis players. They used two high-speed cameras (IPL and IP, Photosonics, Inc.) at a
nominal rate of 100 frames per second from the front and lateral sides of the participants.
Each camera was mounted on a tripod placed on the floor, and the spherical was in the
shoulder, elbow and wrist. Five markers were attached on each racket (i.e. one marker was
attached to the racket tip and the other attached to the lateral side of the racket). They used a
ball machine, and the machine was located at the end of the backhand side of the other court.
During their experiment, some of the markers were obscured behind the body or the racket of
the participant in some frames of the film images. They reported that to reduce the possibility
of obscured markers, each camera tripod was placed on a 1.4 m high platform while filming
the collegiate players. They found that the mean speeds of the topspin and backspin balls just
before impact were 20.2 m/s. In addition, there was no significant difference between the two
types of backhand in the magnitudes of the joint and segment angular velocity of the racket
arm at impact. There was no significant difference between the two types of backhand in
racket tip forward velocity at impact. There was no significant difference between the two
types of backhand in any contribution to forward velocity. The contribution of elbow
extension was significantly smaller against backspin than against topspin. The negative
contribution of elbow extension was significantly smaller against backspin than against
topspin. The contribution of the wrist to the upward velocity was greater against backspin
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than against topspin. The contribution of the upper arm external rotation to the upward
velocity was greater against backspin than against topspin.
In another example, Knudson & Bahamond (2001) examined if smoothing through impact
was responsible for the apparent decrease in racket speed before impact in tennis. They aimed
to assess the accuracy of two recent techniques of impact point estimation and extrapolation.
They found that all smoothing methods more closely approximated the true wrist angle data in
the five point linear extrapolation and polynomial extrapolation conditions. They reported that
racket speed decreased before impact in tennis smoothing data through impact created
systematic errors in the position.
Accurate kinematics data near impact are important in documenting the coordination of
movement. That made a lot of previous studies focus on the pattern of the velocity of
segments. Motor control studies have focused on an apparent decrease in speed (i.e. negative
acceleration) before impact as a potential accuracy enhancing strategy (Knudson &
Bahamonde, 2001).
Expert table tennis players have been shown to execute their drives with remarkably
consistent movement times. This is the time between the first persistent forward motion of the
racket and the moment of ball contact (Bootsma & Van Wieringen, 1990).
Moreover, Laurent, Montagne, and Savelsbergh (1994) aimed to identify the control
mechanisms involved in a goal directed task by manipulating the temporal constraints. The
table tennis balls projected by a ball projection machine had fewer than five temporal
conditions (ball speed ranged from 5.7 to 9 m/s, giving rise to flight times of 550-350 ms).
They used three-dimensional kinematic analysis. They found decreases in movement time and
increases in the straightness of the trajectory of the wrist.
Furthermore, teaching motor skills implicitly may not be an easy task. In learning the skill of
basketball shooting, for example, even if the learner is a total novice and no instruction is
given, explicit learning will be inevitable. During practice, the learner will compare his or her
own movements trial by trial to try to figure out the most effective shooting techniques (Liao
& Masters, 2001).
Therefore, in evaluating movements the coach would notice several strengths and weaknesses
in the application of biomechanical principles to table tennis skills. The coach may mentally
note that the coordination and timing between back swing and forward swing was good, and
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the player hit the ball. Thinking in terms of biomechanical principles, he or she can conclude
that the player also made a good compromise between weight shift and balance for the
beginning player (Knudson, 2007).
2.3.3 The motion analysis studies
This section focuses on some previous studies in the kinematics of table tennis.
The kinematics of racket sport is one of the biomechanical sciences interested in the
description or measurement of motion to identify the mechanical characteristics that have
effects on both performance and risk of injury. In addition, there are also three-dimensional
analyses of racket skills that have developed to investigate the underlying mechanisms that
are used in the performance of the racket, ball, surface, and environment to understand the
technique in racket sports and the implications of the performance. These methods have
enabled researchers to quantify the relative contribution that segments make to performance
and to quantify joint torques and power production (Lees, 2004).
Ushiyama et al. (2004) demonstrated that the spin of the ball in racket sports has a big role,
not only for its effects in the air, but beyond that for the effects largely associated with it after
bouncing and hitting. They reported that it was important for players and coaches to know the
quantitative effects of ball spin on the duration of play. However, they reported that it was not
easy to measure ball spin in play.
In another study, Poizat, Thouvarecq and Séve (2004) made a descriptive analytic study of
rotation topspin (i.e. where ball rotation is important and speed less important) and of striking
topspin (i.e. speed is important and ball rotation less important) in table tennis. They used
eight French players and two video cameras with a 50Hz sampling rate. They demonstrated
that the articulation was the elbow and shoulder of the playing arm of the players and the tip
of the racket, and that there were in all three stages of arm movement: preparation, execution,
and follow-through. They found that there were no significant differences between the
temporal organization of striking topspin and rotation topspin. In addition, the two strokes had
the same horizontal distance covered by the racket, and they found that there was a significant
difference between the two strokes in the vertical range. Finally, there was a significant
difference between the two forms of movement.
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Yoshida, Sugiyama, and Murakoshi (2004) made a kinematic study of the skill that was used
to return the rotating ball in table tennis by quick movements after the ball bounces on the
court (flick stroke). They measured the activity muscles and motions of the joints of the
playing arms of five players. They measured the angles of the elbow and wrist of an arm with
Goniometrics, and they measured the acceleration using acceleration sensors. Yoshida et al.
reported that the duration between the start of arm motion and hitting the ball was 0.2 s for all
participants. This time was shorter than the values for elite players reported by Yoshida
(1999). However, this difference may be due to the difference in the service speeds in their
experiment. Finally, they illustrated that there were differences between the players in angles
and muscle activity.
Furthermore, Master, Poolton, Maxwell, and Raab (2008) made a study in Hong Kong with
35 randomly assigned undergraduate students. They aimed to develop the skill performance
and kinematic variables of the forehand topspin movement under different conditions. They
measured kinematic variables such as velocity, acceleration and accuracy. They found that
velocity and acceleration had effects on accuracy in this skill.
Likewise, Sheppard and Li (2007) used 24 right-handed participants. They wanted to compare
the variability patterns of expert and novice table tennis players to assess the presence of
common mode control. They examined the variability patterns of a comprehensive array of
bat kinematics with three conditions: speed, speed-accuracy and accuracy in the forehand
drive. They measured the factors determining the contact ball flight (ball trajectory and
velocity, the location of the bat-ball contact, the velocity of the bat, and the angle of the bat
face). They found that there were differences in values between expert and novice players.
Moreover, they found no significant results from the analyses of absolute bat kinematics.
In a brief review of the literature, Qun et al.(1992) aimed to study the spin techniques (i.e. the
effect of the techniques on the ball) and speed in table tennis by calculating the average and
maximum rotational speeds brought by the above techniques so as to make preparations for
further quantitative tests of the training effect. They discussed the relationships between the
intensity of spin and players’ playing styles by using 24 players from the Chinese national
table tennis and national youth teams. The results indicated that the speed in forward driving
is higher than in high loops. They found that the maximum rotation speed in the cut driving is
less than in loops.
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In another study, Kondric et al. (2006) focused on the differences among forehand topspin
strokes in table tennis with 38 mm and 40 mm balls. They measured the velocity and the
angles of the arm. They found positive kinematic variable effects in the muscles of the arm
using the second diameter of the ball, 40 mm.
Moreover, Ushiyama et al. (2004) aimed to measure one of the most important skills in racket
sports, and especially in table tennis, the spin of the ball. They reported that there was a
significant difference in the spin of the ball in the z-axis between before impact and after
impact. The spin before impact had a minus value and after impact had a plus value. In
addition, they found that there was a significant difference in the absolute value of spin
velocity for each player, A and B. They demonstrated that the absolute value of spin velocity
of player A changed from 2800 rmp to about 5500 rmp, while in player B it changed from
2800 rmp to 3300 rmp. They reported that the topspin of the experienced player was much
stronger than that of the beginning player.
In another interesting study, Kawazoe and Suzuki (2004) investigated the physical properties
of the table tennis racket and ball. They showed the specific designs of racket sport equipment
and the role of each of them in the improvement of technique. They tried to discover and
measure the contact time, the deformation of the ball and rubber covering, the coefficient of
restitution and the racket rebound power. They found that the racket rebound power decreases
markedly with increasing impact velocity.
To sum up, many researchers have been studying the forehand topspin skill in table tennis.
They have reported that there are close relationships among kinematic variables such as
velocity, acceleration and performance accuracy. Therefore, in our knowledge, this is the first
study that attempts to test the relationships between the kinematic variables (i.e. velocity,
acceleration, displacement) and performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke in table
tennis.
2.3.4 Arm movements in table tennis
This section first introduces the concept of movement, and after that focuses on arm
movement. At the end of this section, some previous studies will be discussed.
Movement is considered an important attribute of inanimate objects as well as of living
creatures. However, it is difficult to assess the parameters of movement based on visual
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observation. Although human image processing ability is excellent, it is valid only for static
images. The details of a movement can be estimated based on human observation only if it is
slow enough (Jobbágy, 2005).
Movements are commonly dichotomized into cyclical (e.g. the fine motor skill of finger
tapping or the gross motor skill of running) or discrete (e.g. throwing and hitting a ball). In
movement there are a number of factors, such as movement efficiency, task complexity,
uncertainty, and speed, and all of them have an influence on the effectiveness of movements
(Raab et al., 2005; Sorensen et al., 2001).
Therefore, movements directed at visual stimuli can be divided into three independent
components: the transport of the arm, the orientation of the hand, and the grasp. The transport
component involves proximal joints and muscle groups. While the grasping component
involves distal joints and muscles, the peak transport velocity of the limb is usually achieved
one third of the way through the total duration of the reach and is followed by a prolonged
deceleration phase as the target is approached (Marotta, Medendorp, & Crawford, 2003).
The movement is divided into four characteristics: first, the velocity of the end of a skeletal
chain is the most obvious kinematic characteristic of movements that increases continuously
to reach extremely high values at the end of the movement. A second related characteristic is
the short duration of the movement execution times for these tasks, which in humans range
from about 40 ms to about 300 ms. A third strong dynamic coupling between the segments
occurs. A final characteristic is that found in antigravity movements (i.e. throwing and
vertical jumping) (Soest & Bobbert, 1993).
Barchukova & Voronov (1998) reported that the speed of movement of the racket at the
instant of its contact with the ball, as well as the duration of this contact, might be used as
measures of the effectiveness and efficiency of the tennis player’s technique. In addition, they
found that the effectiveness of this technique, as well as of physical attributes of the player,
might be the ratio of the striking speed to the amplitude of movement, for the shorter the time
during which the player’s arm could develop high speed, the more powerful and more
unexpected his/her strikes would be.
Work by Laurent et al. (1994) aimed to identify the control mechanisms involved in the kind
of goal-directed movement facing different temporal constraints. They reported that several
spatial-temporal adaptations of the catching movement to the increase in temporal constraints
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had been shown: decreases in movement time, increases in the straightness of the trajectory of
the wrist, and a shift backwards of the place of ball-hand contact when the grasping time was
kept constant. Moreover, they found an increase in the correlation of the initial direction of
the transportation component with the initial direction of the ball path.
The preparation phase in table tennis always represented by the arm swing, which gives the
musculature an optimal means of functioning and a favorable angle of the joints involved in
this movement: shoulder, elbow and wrist (Kondric et al., 2006). In addition, the elbow
functions primarily as a link in this kinetic chain, enabling the transfer of kinetic energy from
the body to the racket (Eygendaal, Rahussen, & Diercks, 2007).
The biomechanical model of the two-joint arm consists of two rigid segments and two hinge
joints representing the shoulder and elbow. Three pairs of antagonistic muscles produce
movements. Two pairs are single-joint muscles, crossing the shoulder joint and the elbow
joint. The third pair consists of particular muscles that cross over both the shoulder and the
elbow joints (Lan, 1997).
The measurement of human hand impedance in a virtual sport allows us to analyze muscular
activities. It plays an important role in acquiring task-related hand impedance characteristics
that should be useful for sports training and rehabilitation. People perform a variety of skillful
movements by adjusting the dynamic characteristics of their muscular-skeletal system in
motion. For example, a professional table tennis player can serve an extraordinary fastball
through an arc-shaped movement of his/her arm. The player not only has strong muscle
power, but also the ability to control his/her arm dynamics. In general, such dynamics of a
hand-arm system have often been discussed in relation to the operational task space by using
mechanical impedance parameters (Tsuji, Takeda, & Tanaka, 2004).
Numerous researchers (e.g., Bootsma and van Wieringen, 1990) described arm control in
table tennis in the terms of the duration of the movement and arm velocity at contact. They
found that the movement time duration for elite players was (139 ± 11.7 ms), for highly
skilled players (150 ± 47.6 ms), and low-skill players (165 ± 52.2 ms). Complete novices had
slightly longer movement times (239 ± 38.3 ms).
Rodrigues et al. (2002) found that arm velocity at contact did not differ between high (91.6 ±
33.7 cm/s) and low (89.8 ± 36.7 cm/s) skilled players when expressed as a linear measure.
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In table tennis strokes, three partial movement patterns can be observed: the preparation
phase, followed by the main phase, during which a problem is being solved (i.e. the ball
hitting the racket), and the closing phase (Kondric et al., 2006).
The kinematics of movement in interception tasks is the adaptation of the movement velocity
to the speed of the approaching ball (Fayt, Bootsma, Marteniuk, Mackenzie, & Laurent,
1997).
Fayt et al. (1997) evaluate the effects of absolute movement velocity requirements at the
moment of contact in the context of varying ball approach speeds. The latter manipulation had
been shown to give rise to so-called intensity coupling phenomena when the task did not
require maximal movement velocities at the interception point and would thus seem to be at
odds with a precise control of absolute movement velocity. They found that movement
velocity was clearly adapted to the distance to be covered by the ball after contact, with the
near target-giving rise to lower movement velocities. The far target gave rise to higher
movement velocities, even when the conditions were presented in random order.
Sports exercises are good potential examples of the impedance training of dynamic
movements. There are difficulties, however, in measuring force and positional information in
human motion. In the impedance training method, it is necessary to apply an external
disturbance to the trainee’s hand movements during dynamic movements in order to estimate
human hand impedance (Tsuji et al., 2004).
The fact that arm movements with the same starting and end points are made in a consistently
reproducible fashion suggests that there is a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom
(Marotta et al., 2003).
In human arm movements, the biphasic muscle pattern was observed. Muscle mechanical
energy expenditure is an important quantity to analyze human locomotion, since it reflects the
strategies that are used by the nervous system and is directly related to the efficiency of the
task (Lan, 1997; Sasaki & Neptune, 2006).
Functionally, the internal rotator musculature must accelerate the upper arm in the swing to
impact, before the external rotators eccentrically contract to decelerate this rotation during the
follow-through phase of the action. The external rotator is much smaller than the internal
rotator counterparts. It is essential that specific training is structured to protect the shoulder
from injury (Elliott, 2006).
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Therefore, muscles contribute to the end point of movement along their vector of action,
where the length of the vector is proportional to the modeled muscle activation level (Fagg,
Shah, Barte, 2002).
Broadly speaking, a human being is capable of elegantly controlled visually guided reaching
and grasping movements. During these movements, there are an “infinite” number of finger
and arm postures that will successfully place the hand on a target (Marotta et al., 2003).
Lan (1997) proposed a model of biological motor control for the generation of goal-directed
multi-joint arm movements. He studied the formation of muscle control inputs and the
invariant kinematic features of movement. He found that for fast movements, the hand
approaches a target position along a nearly straight path with a smooth bell-shaped velocity.
Joint movements were not always smooth. Joint reversal was found in movements in some
directions. Whereas, for slow movements, it was shown that a constant joint stiffness was
necessary to produce a smooth movement with a bell-shaped velocity. In addition, the scaled
movements could be reproduced by varying the constraints on the maximal level of excitation
signals according to the speed of movement.
In another study, Abbink, Bosman, Glas, Erkelens and Klaassen (1999) aimed to know the
response of the arm muscles to sudden loading during rhythmic movements. They wanted to
compare the results for biceps and triceps with those for masseter/digastric, and the loading of
the arm muscles had to resemble that of the jaw muscles. To this end, the flexion/extension
movement of the arm was counteracted by a spring-like external load that depended on arm
position in a similar way as the loading of the jaw muscles depended on the position of the
jaw. They found that differences in reflex activity between masseter and digastric muscles
indicated fundamental differences in sensory feedback to the jaw closing muscles and jawopening muscles. The force-velocity properties of the jaw muscles had a stabilizing effect on
the jaw and had this effect before sensor induced responses occur. The differences between
the responses of the arm and the jaw muscles might be related to physical differences. Jaw
muscles differed, however, in that the reflex response was stronger in masseter than in
digastric.
Miyazaki et al. (2002) described how a table tennis robot with a fiat paddle coordinates its
movement in order to achieve efficient strokes for any given ball. They proposed a method of
generating stroke movement based on virtual targets, which means the point at which the ball
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should be struck and the paddle velocity just before hitting the ball. These targets were
predicted by using input and output maps implemented efficiently by means of a threedimensional. The paddle approaches these targets by using a visual feedback control scheme.
The results of the implementation were given to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
Hirashima, Ohgane, Kudo, Hase, and Ohtsuki (2003) examined the relationship between the
interaction torque and muscle torque at the joints of the upper extremities during ball
throwing. The purpose of their experiment was to clarify by means of a computer simulation
of two joints, the throwing elbow and wrist, whether the counteractive relationship at the wrist
during ball throwing was caused by the neural contribution or the muscular-skeletal
mechanical properties at the wrist or a combination of these two factors. They confirmed that
the shoulder muscle torque produced the assistive interaction torque for the elbow. The
interaction torque at the wrist was always counteractive to the muscle.
Kim et al. (2003) used a four channel impedance system. They measured the impedance
changes resulting from wrist and elbow movements. They determined optimum electrode
configurations by examining the correlations between changes in impedance and joint angle,
magnitudes of impedance changes, interference from unwanted movements, and the influence
of torque on the impedance of wrist and elbow movements. The optimum electrode
configurations showed very strong relationships between the wrist joint angle and forearm
impedance, and between the elbow joint angle and upper arm impedance. Although the
measured impedance changes of the wrist and elbow varied between individuals, the
reproducibility of wrist and elbow impedance changes of five subjects were for the optimum
electrode pairs, respectively. They reported that the optimum electrode configuration would
be useful for future studies involving the accurate measurement of arm movements by the
impedance method.
Finally, Tsuji et al. (2004) studied the process of acquiring skills. They used the analysis of
dynamic characteristics of human arm movements in training experiments with the measured
EMG signals and arm positions. The primary characteristics were clarified: (i) subjects
prepared for a motion by increasing hand stiffness. (ii) Subjects changed their hand stiffness
according to the mass of the ball in order to control the interaction force. (iii) Skilled subjects
increased their hand viscosity in less viscous environments in order to maintain stability.
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Table 1 Summarize of some previous studies in table tennis skills.

Study

1

Sample

Poizat et al.

Eight French

(2004)

Players

Aim
Measure the differences
between rotating and striking
topspin.

Apparatus
Two video cameras
(50 Hz) per second.

Hypotheses
They expected no significant difference
between the temporal organization of
striking and rotation of topspin.

Measured the activity muscles
and motion of the joints.

2

Yoshida et
al. (2004)

Measured the angles of elbow
Five Players

Goniometry.

and wrist.

They expected differences in the values
of the angles and muscle activity

Acceleration sensors
Measured the acceleration

between the players.

through the acceleration
sensors.
Participants in the implicit condition
would show stable motor performance

3

Master et al.
(2008)

Thirty-five
undergraduate
students

Aimed to develop the skill
performance and kinematic
variables of the movement
forehand topspin.

Table tennis table

and unperturbed movement kinematics.

40 mm balls

Participants in the explicit condition

Six cameras

would show reduced motor
performance and perturbed
measurement kinematics.
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They expected implicit (analogy)
learners to report less explicit
(declarative) knowledge of their
movements than explicit learners
would.

Compared variability patterns

4

Sheppard et
al. (2007)

Twenty-four
players

Table tennis table

of expert and novice players.

Ball machine

Examined the variability

14 mm reflective

patterns of a comprehensive

markers

array of bat kinematics -

13 high speed cameras

Measure the factors
determining the contact of
ball flight.

They expected different values
between expert and novice players
They expected no significant results
from the analyses of absolute bat
kinematics

Vicon MX motion
capture system with a
frequency of 100 HZ
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-Twenty-four
5

Qun et al.

players from

Study the spin techniques and

(1992)

Chinese national speed in table tennis.

PD-1 Dynamic spin

They expected that the speed in

surveying meter

forward driving is higher than high

B-83 table tennis robot
Table tennis table

table tennis team

loops
They expected that the maximum
rotation speed in the cut driving is less

40 mm balls

than loops.

EMG signal

They expected positive kinematic

measurement

variable effects in the muscles of the

technique

arm after using 40mm balls

Examine the differences

6

Kondric et
al. (2006)

Professional
male table tennis
players

between forehand topspin
strokes with 38mm and
40mm balls in table tennis.
Measure the velocity and
angle of the arm.
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High speed camera

7

Ushiyama et
al. (2004)

Two players

Measure the spin of the

with 500 HZ and an

They expected significant differences

ball.

exposure time of 0.5

in the absolute value of spin velocity

Compare the topspin

ms

They expected the topspin of the

patterns of experienced

A Canon 16-1.9

experienced players to be stronger

and beginning players.

macro lens was used

than that of the beginning players

in the experiment

They expected no significant
differences in the magnitudes of the
Assess the contribution

8

Lino et al.

Eleven advanced

(2008)

male players

of racket arm joint
rotations to the racket
velocity tip at the impact
in table tennis

Two high speed

joint and segment angular velocity of

cameras (100 frames

the racket arm between the types of

per second) Ball

backhand

machine

They expected that the contribution of
the elbow was smaller against
backspin than against topspin
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Table 1 summarizes some of the previous studies that have investigated the differences
between expert and novice players in some strokes in table tennis (i.e. forehand topspin). In
addition, as can be seen, some investigators aimed to know the differences between 38 mm
and 40 mm balls in table tennis strokes.
Therefore, the main purpose of the present study is that although we can find many
researchers interested in some strokes in table tennis (e.g. forehand stroke), only a few
researchers are interested in the backhand topspin stroke. Up to now, the biomechanical
variables (velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and rotation) that have
effects on performance accuracy in the backhand topspin have not been well clarified.
Thereby, this study aims at directly investigating interactions between the biomechanical
variables and accuracy of performance in the backhand topspin stroke.
To sum up, the hypothesis underlying these data is that a relationship will be found between
the biomechanical variables and accuracy of performance. In addition, we expected that the
expert players would show increased accuracy of performance in the backhand topspin stroke.
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3 Methodology
Do velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and rotation predict individual
differences in performance accuracy in the skill of backspin table tennis? An examination was
made of the theoretical issues outlined above using an analysis of a series of regression
analyses. Multi-regression analysis has several advantages over the use of zero-order
correlations, or ANOVA, because multi-regression analysis shows what is shared among
multiple variables used to tap the same construct. In addition, multi-regression analysis
provides a more reliable and accurate measure of the intended construct than do the individual
tasks. Individual task measurement errors and reliability have less influence on the results.
Therefore, multi-regression analysis provides a more powerful method for examining the
issues addressed here.

3.1 Logic of the analyses
The analysis in the present study has two goals: the first addresses the issue of how
biomechanical variables (i.e., velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and
rotation) relate to performance accuracy in backhand topspin table tennis skills. Do these
terms refer to the same construct? On the other hand, are they somehow independent of each
other (either partially or completely)? If so, what differentiates them, and how do they interact
with each other? The second goal is to determine the mean differences between expert and
novice players in performance accuracy in backhand topspin table tennis strokes.
Therefore, this section is organized around these questions. These issues were examined by
using multiple regression analysis using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS),
version 12, to examine the unique relations of the measures of four biomechanical variables to
performance accuracy in the skill of backhand topspin table tennis. In addition, an
independent sample t-test was made to compare the mean difference between expert and
novice players in performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke.
Based on the previous literature, the following hypotheses were developed: (a) biomechanical
variables (i.e., velocity, acceleration, angle, etc.) explain the accuracy of performance in the
backhand topspin stroke. (b) Expert players should display more performance accuracy than
novice players in the backhand topspin stroke.
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3.2 Pilot studies
3.2.1 First pilot study
The first experiment was made using a biomechanical analysis apparatus (LUKOtronic),
which is one of the biomechanical tools belonging to the laboratory of the Department of
Sport Science at the University of Konstanz. This device consists of three cameras with a
speed of 300 frames per second. To use the system, markers were attached to key anatomical
points on the striking arms of table tennis players, and all these markers were connected
together by an electric cable. All the markers can be recognized by the cameras, because each
of the markers emits infrared light, and consequently each camera can see each of the markers
on each arm. But when the researcher asked the player to perform the skill that was to be
mechanically analyzed, he found that the player had a problem, i.e., he was unable to perform
the skill with sufficient speed, and also with the level of competence needed, because of the
wire connecting the markers. This required us to discontinue using the apparatus.
3.2.2 Second pilot study
The second experiment was performed using two high speed cameras capable of recording
500 frames per second. There was also a connection between them and a computer with a
special program for operating the two cameras. One camera was placed above the player in
order to photograph the player’s arm from above when he performed the playing stroke or the
skill under study, and the other camera was placed above the right side of the player, in order
to photograph the motion of the arm when the racket strikes the ball. After the player had
performed this skill and was photographed, some problems were found: First, the
photographic system of these cameras produces black-and-white images; there was the
problem that it was hard to see the movement of the player’s arm while he or she was
performing the skill. Second, the time required to store the series of trials that were made by
each player on the hard disk of the computer linked with the cameras was very large. It
amounted to seven minutes for each camera, and hence this was the most important problem.
Consequently it was decided not to use this system.
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3.3 Method
The next section focuses on the details of players, and all the tools used in the present study.
At the end of this section, the general procedure for the present study will be discussed.
3.3.1 Participants
Two group of players, one comprising eleven expert table tennis players (5 male and 6
female) selected from the German national team, and the other four novice players (2 male
and 2 female), participated in the experiment. The ages of the expert players ranged from 11
to 17. Their mean age was 13.7 years, SD = 2.4. All the players were right-handed
intermediate-level tennis players and they had played competitive table tennis for at least 6
years prior to this experiment, whereas the ages of the novice players ranged from 12 to 17.
Their mean age was 14.7 years, SD = 1.5 and they had played competitive table tennis for at
least 3.6 years. They had suffered no upper extremity injuries for at least one year before
testing. The anthropometric characteristics (see appendix B) for the expert players are
presented in Table 2 and the anthropometric characteristics for the novice players are
presented in Table 3.
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for the anthropometric characteristics of expert players: Number of subjects,
Means, Standard Deviations, Skewedness, and Kurtosis.

Descriptive Statistics
Std.
N
MinimumMaximum
Mean
Deviation
Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic
age
11
11.00
17.00 13.7273 .72727 2.41209
tranningage
11
3.00
11.00 6.0909 .75624 2.50817
mass
11
28.70
64.70 48.2364 2.85531 9.46998
height
11 137.90 167.80157.9455 2.83155 9.39120
HSternum
11 103.30 127.60113.8182 2.52852 8.38616
HSP
11
67.00
83.80 78.1455 1.54021 5.10830
WH
11
24.20
37.70 30.5000 1.12169 3.72022
DW
11
14.50
79.00 22.1636 5.6978818.89774
DB
11
18.40
23.30 20.6091 .50838 1.68609
WC
11
16.50
36.80 26.0818 1.47961 4.90730
DC
11
13.90
53.50 20.4182 3.3442211.09151
CH
11
36.50
56.70 53.3818 1.73974 5.77006
HS
11
84.50 138.80124.9455 4.6773215.51292
HH
11
44.70
89.40 78.4000 3.8466312.75782
HK
11
6.80
47.40 41.4273 3.5486311.76946
HA
11
4.70
30.20 8.5091 2.18409 7.24382
LUA
11
22.00
37.60 32.3273 1.43642 4.76405
LFA
11
19.00
24.00 21.7364 .47831 1.58636
LF
11
22.50
26.70 24.2091 .43765 1.45152
CU
11
18.60
30.30 24.7182 .89248 2.96001
CE
11
19.70
24.40 22.2727 .38544 1.27835
CW
11
13.70
16.00 14.9909 .23295 .77260
CF
11
22.00
26.20 24.3818 .37606 1.24725
CT
11
39.70
57.30 49.1818 1.63839 5.43393
CK
11
23.70
40.40 34.2636 1.25381 4.15843
CA
11
21.80
32.60 25.6545 .87036 2.88665
Valid N (listwise) 11

Skewness
Statistic Std. Error
.129
.661
1.083
.661
-.339
.661
-.892
.661
.416
.661
-1.009
.661
.373
.661
3.286
.661
.088
.661
.293
.661
3.186
.661
-2.973
.661
-1.965
.661
-2.052
.661
-3.048
.661
3.233
.661
-.967
.661
-.531
.661
.706
.661
-.218
.661
-.337
.661
.014
.661
-.796
.661
.015
.661
-1.534
.661
1.353
.661

Kurtosis
Statistic Std. Error
-1.756
1.279
.211
1.279
1.166
1.279
.395
1.279
-1.298
1.279
.797
1.279
.384
1.279
10.854
1.279
-1.485
1.279
2.802
1.279
10.382
1.279
9.337
1.279
4.673
1.279
5.034
1.279
9.615
1.279
10.603
1.279
.841
1.279
-.654
1.279
-.846
1.279
1.634
1.279
.623
1.279
-1.037
1.279
.222
1.279
-.431
1.279
4.442
1.279
2.779
1.279

Note. H Sternum= The height of the sternum, HSP= The height in sitting position, WH= The width of the hips,
DW= The depth of waist, DB= The depth of buttock, WC= The width of chest, DC= The depth of chest, CH=
The circumference of the head, HS= The height of shoulder, HH= The height of the hip, HK= The height of the
knee, HA= The height of the ankle, LFA= The length of the forearm, LF= The length of foot, CU= The
circumference of the upper arm, CE= The circumference of the elbow, CW= The circumference of the wrist,
CF= The circumference of the fist, CT= The circumference of the thigh, CK= The circumference of the knee,
and CA= The circumference of the ankle.
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Table 3 Descriptive Statistics for the anthropometric characteristics of novice players: Number of subjects,
Means, Standard Deviations, Skewedness, and Kurtosis.
Descriptive Statistics
Std.
N
Minimum Maximum
Mean
Skewness
Deviation
Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Statistic Std. Error
age
4
14.00
17.00 14.7500 .75000 1.50000
2.000
1.014
tranningage
4
3.50
6.00 4.3750 .55434 1.10868
1.720
1.014
mass
4
47.80
59.50 54.2750 2.56300 5.12600
-.553
1.014
height
4 161.10 167.90 165.4500 1.54731 3.09462 -1.354
1.014
HSternum
4 113.70 123.20 117.6750 2.12147 4.24294
.784
1.014
HSP
4
78.00
83.80 80.8250 1.38346 2.76692
.076
1.014
WH
4
30.50
37.40 34.3250 1.70654 3.41309
-.249
1.014
DW
4
14.40
18.50 16.5500 .90784 1.81567
-.233
1.014
DB
4
20.50
79.40 35.7000 14.57012 29.14024
1.997
1.014
WC
4
25.70
27.80 26.9750 .46435 .92871 -1.138
1.014
DC
4
16.70
18.80 17.8750 .49896 .99791
-.374
1.014
CH
4
54.50
58.00 55.7250 .77607 1.55215
1.720
1.014
HS
4 133.80 138.40 135.6750 1.09649 2.19298
.601
1.014
HH
4
84.60
90.00 87.9250 1.19957 2.39913 -1.218
1.014
HK
4
43.50
46.90 45.1250 .73072 1.46145
.249
1.014
HA
4
6.50
7.50 6.9250 .21747 .43493
.830
1.014
LUA
4
30.20
33.00 31.5000 .62450 1.24900
.328
1.014
LFA
4
22.70
24.30 23.6250 .34970 .69940
-.844
1.014
LF
4
23.00
27.80 25.2750 1.10708 2.21416
.193
1.014
CU
4
23.70
27.80 25.6250 1.03953 2.07906
.109
1.014
CE
4
21.00
25.30 23.0250 .91413 1.82825
.349
1.014
CW
4
14.50
17.10 15.8000 .55528 1.11056
.000
1.014
CF
4
23.60
25.80 24.7000 .45092 .90185
.000
1.014
CT
4
48.00
50.20 49.0500 .49413 .98826
.199
1.014
CK
4
33.80
37.50 35.7500 .77942 1.55885
-.340
1.014
CA
4
24.50
27.00 25.9000 .60139 1.20277
-.345
1.014
Valid N (listwise)
4

Kurtosis
Statistic Std. Error
4.000
2.619
3.265
2.619
-1.126
2.619
1.349
2.619
-.885
2.619
-4.344
2.619
-4.451
2.619
-2.165
2.619
3.990
2.619
.758
2.619
-3.532
2.619
3.265
2.619
-2.570
2.619
1.023
2.619
-1.003
2.619
-.037
2.619
-2.239
2.619
-.131
2.619
-3.429
2.619
-5.176
2.619
-.393
2.619
-.870
2.619
1.256
2.619
-2.677
2.619
.017
2.619
-3.798
2.619

Note. Abbreviations see Table 2.

3.3.2 Apparatus
The present section attempts to explain several tools that were used in the present study. This
section first introduces the figure of the LED Ring and the control box for synchronization. At
the end of this section, the position of markers that were used in the present study, the table
tennis table, and the ball machine will be illustrated.
The LED Ring (see figure 13a for an example) which was used in the present study consisted
of 16 lamps placed in each camera. It was used to create the reflective light of each marker on
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the body of each player. The control box (see figure 13b) was used to make synchronizations
between each camera.

Figure 13a. The LED Ring

Figure 13b.The control box.
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3.3.2.1 Calibration System
Two metal cubes were used in the present study. The first cube included eight reflective
points (50cm x 50cm x 50cm). It helps to make an accurate calculation of the co-ordinate’s
position of the ball that falls on the target. This cube is shown in figure 14.

Figure 14. The cube with the eight reflective points.

The second cube included 51 reflective points (1x 2 x 2). The distance between each
reflective point was 50 cm; it was also used to make an accurate calculation of the coordination position of the segments and joints of the body of the player. A metal wand with
points on each end was then recorded in motion inside the workspace defined by the
calibration cube. For more details, see figure 15.
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Figure 15. The cube with the 51 reflective points

3.3.2.2 Camera characteristics
Twelve high-speed video cameras (Casio, Model Exilim EX-F1, 60 mega-pixels and made in
Japan), with an Exilim optical 12x zoom, F= 1.3-87.6 mm, were used in the present study to
produce three hundred frames per second with an 800 shutter speed (see figure 16). The
positions of the high-speed cameras are shown in figure 17.

Figure 16. The camera used in the experiment
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Figure 17. The position of all cameras with the distance between each camera and the calibration; the two types
of cube are also illustrated.
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3.3.2.3 The table tennis table
The table tennis table used in the present study is a “DONIC.” The table tennis table is 2.74 m
x 1.525 m, with a surface thickness of 22 mm. The table stands 76 cm above the floor (see
figure 18). The edges of the table are marked with a 2 cm wide white line. A continuous white
line, 3 mm wide, divides the table into two halves. Two target points were put on the table
tennis table with a width of 20 cm. Target number 1 referred to the maximum velocity trials
and target number 2 referred to the technique trials.

Figure 18.The table tennis table used in the experiment with the targets

3.3.2.4 The position of markers on the body and right arm
Two types of markers (i.e., tracking markers and calibration markers) were used in the present
study. They are used in calculating the kinematics and dynamic variables. On the one hand, in
all, 47 calibration markers were placed on the body of each player. They were used before the
players took part in the experiment. On the other hand, 29 tracking markers were used when
the players performed in the experiment. The following figures illustrate an example of the
tracking and calibration markers that were used on the body, the arm, and the bat of each
player.
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Figure 19A.

Figure 19B.
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Figure 19C.

Figure 19D.
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Figure 19E.

Figure 19 F.
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Figure 19 G.
Figure 19 (A-G). View of the two types of markers (tracking markers and calibration markers) were pasted on
each joint on the body, the arm, and the bat of each player. For details, see the text.
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3.3.2.5 The ball and ball machine
The “TSP” training ball used in the present study was made of white-colored plastic. Its mass
was (2.7 g), with a diameter of (4cm). For more details, see figure 20a.
With respect to the ball machine, it threw approximately 35 white balls in one minute to the
left side of the players. The ball machine threw with a ball speed of approximately 2.7 m/sec.
The distance between the ball machine and the table tennis table was 3.3 cm, see figure 20b.

Figure20a. View of the ball

Figure 20b. View of the ball machine.
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3.3.3 Procedures
To calibrate the motion analysis system, 12 high-speed cameras were used to record the
motion. The players performed 40 backhand topspin strokes from the center of the cube under
the guidance of an experienced coach. Before the test, the anthropometric characteristics were
measured for each player. After that, the players practiced for about 4-5 minutes to warm-up
so that they could become familiar with the test. Then the markers were pasted on each joint
of each player, with two types of position markers (tracking markers and calibration markers).
The players made the static trial with the two types of position markers. The calibration
markers were removed from the joints of each player. After that, the players were tested
without the calibration markers, but only with the tracking markers. At the beginning of the
test, the instruction given to each player was to hit the ball in two tasks: the first task required
each player to hit the ball with the best possible technique. The second task required each
player to hit the ball as hard (maximum velocity) as possible. Note that target point number 1
referred to the maximum velocity trials, and target point number 2 referred to the technique
trials. The strokes were considered valid only if the ball landed over the net and if the ball fell
on target number 1. The time taken to complete the test was 30 min. for each player. The
following summary gives an overall view of the course of the study:
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The following Figure (21) illustrated the final position that was used in the present study.

Figure 21. View of the table tennis table showing the player, the ball machine and target areas. The motion
analysis system with twelve cameras and LEDS is also illustrated. Where number 1= the position of LED on the
camera; 2= stand; 3= camera; 4= LED used for the synchronization; 5= targets on the table tennis table; 6= ball
machine; 7= control box; 8= laptop.
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The biomechanical variables of the whole body were measured with the Simi Motion program
(see appendix A) and the Matlab program; the best backhand topspin stroke with the best
technique performance was used for analysis. Figure 22 illustrates the action for backhand
topspin performance with technique performance using the Simi Motion program, where
figure (a) illustrates that in the starting position the player assumed the forehand stance with
the racket below table height in an explicitly closed position and with the wrist bent
backward. Figure (b) illustrates that in the stroke phase the racket hits the ball in front of the
body. The hand is somewhat stretched, with the racket in the closed position. The stretch of
the wrist gives additional momentum to the stroke. Figure (c) refers to a stroke that ends with
an almost stretched arm in front of the body at shoulder height and with a closed racket
position. Finally, figure (d) illustrates all performance stages of the arm movement.

Figure d
Figure 22. The action for the backhand topspin with technique performance. For more details, see the text.

In addition, the best backhand topspin stroke with the highest ball speed was used for the
analysis. Figure 23 illustrates the action for backhand topspin performance with high-speed
performance by using the Simi Motion program. Figure (a) illustrates that in the starting
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position the player was in a neutral position, with his right shoulder turned to the left and
downward. The hand was stretched downward with the racket lowered. The wrist was bent
backward, with the racket in the closed position. Figure (b) refers to the player hitting the ball
in front of his body by moving his whole arm and lifting and turning his shoulder,
emphasizing the forearm and wrist movement. Figure (c) illustrates the stroke movement that
ends with a stretched arm on the right in front of the body; the racket is in the closed position,
and the head is held high. At the end, figure (d) illustrates all performance stages of the arm
movement.

Figure d
Figure 23. The action for the backhand topspin with high-speed performance. For more details, see the text.

Altogether, in the present study an independent sample t-test is used to test the differences
between expert and novice players in their accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke. The
Pearson’s coefficient is used to test the correlation between the biomechanical variables and
the performance accuracy score. Finally, multi-regression analysis is used to test the effects of
biomechanical variables on the efficiency of the strokes.
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4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Overview
Players’ responses on the all strokes were entered into a computer database for analysis using
the statistical program SPSS. A multiple regression analysis was then run on the data. Multiregression is based on correlation, but allows for more exploration of the interrelations among
a set of variables. It is a statistical technique that allows us to predict someone’s score on one
variable on the basis of his scores on several other variables (Brace, Kemp, & Snelgar, 2006;
Norusis, 2005).
With a regression analysis, we can answer these questions: Which variables are linearly
related to the dependent variable? Can the values of the dependent variable be predicted from
the values of the independent variables? Can a subset of independent variables be identified
that are useful for predicting the dependent variable?
Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS to examine the relationships between
biomechanical variables and performance accuracy. Multiple regression analysis was
conducted to help define the relationship between a single dependent variable (performance
accuracy) and a set of independent variables (biomechanical variables). The logic behind a
multiple regression analysis is to test the hypothesis that there is a contribution of the
biomechanical variables (velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, angle acceleration,
rotation and momentum) to performance accuracy.
The main purpose of the present study is that, although we can find many researchers
interested in some strokes in table tennis (e.g. forehand stroke), only a few researchers are
interested in the backhand topspin stroke. Up to now, the biomechanical variables that have
effects on performance accuracy in the backhand topspin have not been well clarified.
Therefore, this study aims at directly investigating the interactions between the biomechanical
variables and accuracy of performance in the backhand topspin stroke.
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4.2 Data analysis
As can be seen in this section, we use retro reflecting markers to digitize the motion. Each
human body segment has its own marker cluster for the skin and the bone landmarks. The
marker movements caused by skin movement create errors in the successive calculations.
Each marker cluster produces vectors, coordinate systems and an absolute orientation. Linear
algebra shows the mathematics of these calculations. The mathematics will be calculated with
a human-skeletal-model called Dagobert. The model is currently in development by the
Biomechanical Sports Science Group of the University of Konstanz, Trumpp and Riehle
(2010).
This model calculates the linear algebra, the kinematics and the dynamics. An explanation of
the linear algebra can be found in Cappozzo, Croce, Leardini, & Chiari (2005)and Kwon
(2007). The Euler angles, the angular velocity, the velocity and acceleration of the center of
gravity are calculated as kinematic variables. The model uses the estimation method of the
glenohumeral joint center by Chang and Pollard (2007) and the ISB recommendations for the
orientation of local segment coordinate systems by Wu, Frans, Helm, Veeger, & Makhsous
(2005).
Furthermore, it uses the inertial parameters of the body segments of Dumas, Chèze, &
Verriest (2007) and real three dimensional bone scans. These parameters are necessary to
further calculate dynamic variables like momentum, angular momentum and the kinetic
energy of rotation and translation. These variables are important characteristics of movements
and are the input for the statistical analysis in the following chapters. The two following
figures 24 and 25 illustrates the three dimensional movement of one player for each video
frame.
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Figure 24. Three-dimensional movement seen from the front

Figure 25. Three-dimensional movement seen from the rear.
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4.3 Statistical tests
The results of the present study are presented in five parts: (a) The T-test is reviewed to
establish the mean difference of the player groups (the expert and the novice players). (b) The
multiple regression analysis of the velocity biomechanical variable for each player is
analyzed. (c) The multiple regression analysis of the acceleration biomechanical variable for
each player is evaluated. (d) The multiple regression analysis of the angular velocity
biomechanical variable for each player is analyzed. (e) The multiple regression analysis of the
angle biomechanical variable for each player is analyzed. (f) The multiple regression analysis
of the momentum biomechanical variable for each player is analyzed. (g) Finally, the multiple
regression analysis of the rotation biomechanical variable for each player is evaluated.
4.3.1 T-test
Is there a significant difference in the mean performance accuracy scores for expert and
novice players? To answer this question, which is addressed in this section, I used an
independent-sample t-test, which tells us whether there is a statistically significant difference
in the mean scores for the two groups of players (that is, whether experts and novices differ
significantly in terms of their performance accuracy levels).
An independent-sample t-test was conducted to compare the performance accuracy scores for
expert and novice players. We found that there was more performance accuracy in the expert
players (mean= 1.51, SD=.5002) than in the novice players (mean=1.44, SD=.489). An
independent t-test showed that the difference between players was significant (t=2.09, df=
1215.9, P=.037, one-tailed).
4.3.2 Multiple regression analysis
With a regression analysis, we can answer these questions: Which variables are linearly
related to the dependent variable? Or what is the relationship between performance accuracy
and biomechanical variables (i.e., velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, rotation, and
momentum)?
4.3.2.1 Multi-regression analysis of velocity as the biomechanical variable
In the following section, a regression analysis of the velocity biomechanical variable was
made for each player. There were two questions:
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Question 1: Which is the best predictor of performance accuracy: the velocity of the upper
arm in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or the velocity of the lower arm in the X, Y, or Z
coordinates, or the velocity of the hand in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or the velocity of the bat
in the X, Y, or Z coordinates for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve velocity segments predict performance accuracy? How
much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by values on these twelve variables?
4.3.2.1.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 4 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case eleven variables
were added (e.g., the upper arm velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
hand velocity (X) was added in the second step, upper arm velocity (X) as a predictor variable
was added in the third step, hand velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fourth
step, lower arm velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth step, lower arm
velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, bat velocity (Y) as a predictor
variable was added in the seventh step, bat velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in
the eight step, hand velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the ninth step, lower
arm velocity (X) as a predictor variable was added in the tenth step, and finally bat velocity
(X) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). However, one variable (upper arm
velocity on the Z-axis) was removed, because it did not significantly strengthen the model
when I selected the stepwise method.
Table 5 is important. Here SPSS reports R, R2, and Adjusted R2. Multiple R is the correlation
coefficient between the observed and predicted values. R square (R2) is the proportion of the
variability in the dependent variable that is attributable to the regression equation. It is the
square of multiple R. Adjusted R2 corrects for R2 being an overly optimistic estimate of how
well the model fits the population and decreases R2 accordingly.
In Table 5 we can see that model 11 accounts for 52.5% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .525).
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Table 4. Variables Entered / Removed in the Velocity Segments in the maximum velocity trials of the expert
players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variables Entered
velocity upper Y
velocity hand X
velocity upper X
velocity hand Y
velocity lower Y
velocity lower Z
velocity bat Y
velocity bat Z
velocity hand Z
velocity lower X
velocity bat X

Table 5. Summary of model of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of the expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

R
.320
.576
.609
.639
.656
.669
.688
.712
.723
.725
.730k

Adjusted
R Square
.334
.370
.368
.405
.426
.443
.468
.501
.516
.519
.525

R Square
.335
.332
.371
.409
.430
.448
.473
.506
.523
.525
.532

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.474037999
.409123044
.397424964
.385559142
.378876171
.372977220
.364788245
.353295722
.347711816
.346877795
.344599031

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.084
.036
.039
.038
.021
.018
.025
.033
.016
.003
.007

k. Predictors: (Constant), velocity upper Y, velocity hand X, velocity
upper X, velocity hand Y, velocity lower Y, velocity lower Z, velocity bat
Y, velocity bat Z, velocity hand Z, velocity lower X, velocity bat X

Table 6 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p< .001
the model is significant; as can be seen in Table 6, the ANOVA results for the eleven models,
they are significant.
Table 6. Analysis-of-variance table of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.
Model
11

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
92.342
81.105
173.447

df
11
683
694

Mean Square
8.395
.119

F
70.694

Sig.
.000k

k. Predictors: (Constant), velocity upper Y, velocity hand X, velocity upper X, velocity
hand Y, velocity lower Y, velocity lower Z, velocity bat Y, velocity bat Z, velocity hand Z,
velocity lower X, velocity bat X.

Table 7 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
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model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= .967+ (.860 x velocity upper arm Y) + (.046 x velocity hand X) (.378 x velocity upper arm X) + (.244 x velocity hand Y) - (.206 x velocity lower arm Y) +
(.133 x velocity lower arm Z) - (.099 x velocity bat Y) + (.125 x velocity bat Z) - (.130 x
velocity hand Z) + (.111 x velocity lower arm X) + (.037 x velocity bat X).
Table 7. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the velocity biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
11

(Constant)
velocity upper Y
velocity hand X
velocity upper X
velocity hand Y
velocity lower Y
velocity lower Z
velocity bat Y
velocity bat Z
velocity hand Z
velocity lower X
velocity bat X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
.967
.035
.860
.057
.046
.019
-.378
.047
.244
.019
-.206
.041
.133
.025
-.099
.012
.125
.021
-.130
.031
.111
.031
.037
.012

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
1.139
.208
-.361
.726
-.464
.271
-.488
.480
-.352
.221
.265

t
27.672
15.152
2.390
-8.121
13.108
-5.042
5.286
-8.249
5.895
-4.256
3.622
3.174

Sig.
.000
.000
.017
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.002

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (11, 683) = 70.69,
P<.000. The model explains 52.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2=
.525). Figure 26 illustrates the mean velocities of the maximum velocity trials of the expert
players.

Figure 26. The mean velocities of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.
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In the technique task:
Table 8 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case nine variables
were added (e.g., hand velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, lower
arm velocity (X) was added in the second step, upper arm velocity (X) as a predictor variable
was added in the third step, bat velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fourth
step, bat velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth step, lower arm velocity (Z)
as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, upper arm velocity (Z) as a predictor
variable was added in the seventh step, bat velocity (X) as a predictor variable was added in
the eighth step¸ and finally hand velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the final
step). In addition, three variables (upper arm velocity (Y), lower arm velocity (Y), and hand
velocity (X)) were removed, because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I
selected the stepwise method.
In Table 9 we can see that model 9 accounts for 23% of the variance in performance accuracy
(Adjusted R2= .230).
Table 8. Variables entered / Removed of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Variables
Entered
velocity hand Y
velocity lower X
velocity upper X
velocity bat Y
velocity bat Z
velocity lower Z
velocity upper Z
velocity bat X
velocity hand Z

Table 9. Summary of model of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique of
the expert players.
Model Summary

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
k.

R
.322
.366
.379
.396
.408
.452
.469
.466
.490k

R Square
.104
.134
.144
.157
.167
.205
.220
.217
.240

Adjusted
R Square
.100
.129
.137
.150
.158
.195
.210
.208
.230

Predictors: (Constant), velocity hand Y, velocity lower X, velocity
upper X, velocity bat Y, velocity bat Z, velocity lower Z, velocity upper
Z, velocity bat X, velocity hand Z

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.468531563
.460863942
.458594630
.455258643
.453054662
.442899675
.438981271
.439518750
.433168421

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.022
.030
.010
.014
.009
.038
.015
-.003
.024
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Table 10 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as can be seen in Table 10 the ANOVA result for the nine
models, they are significant.
Table 10. Analysis-of-variance table of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
9

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
37.776
134.122
171.898

df
9
696
705

Mean Square
4.197
.193

F
21.781

Sig.
.000i

i. Predictors: (Constant), velocity hand Y, velocity lower X, velocity upper X, velocity
upper Y, velocity bat Y, velocity bat Z, velocity lowerZ, velocity upper Z, velocity bat X

Table 11 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.62- (.152 x velocity hand Y) + (.179 x velocity lower arm X) - (.798
x velocity upper arm X) + (.050 x velocity bat Y) - (.134 x velocity bat Z) + (.789 x velocity
lower arm Z) - (.815 x velocity upper arm Z) - (.063 x velocity bat X) + (.126 x velocity hand
Z).
Table 11. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the velocity biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique of the expert players.

Model
9

(Constant)
velocity hand Y
velocity lower X
velocity upper X
velocity bat Y
velocity bat Z
velocity lower Z
velocity upper Z
velocity bat X
velocity hand Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.622
.039
-.152
.016
.179
.040
-.798
.088
.050
.013
-.134
.025
.789
.083
-.815
.086
-.063
.010
.126
.027

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.542
.295
-.630
.277
-.530
1.371
-1.114
-.404
.360

t
92.959
-9.581
4.485
-9.040
3.943
-5.312
9.560
-9.436
-6.293
4.646

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (9, 696) = 21.78,
P<.000. The model explains 23% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.230). Figure 27 shows the mean velocities of the technique trial of the expert players.
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Figure 27. The mean velocities of the technique trial of the expert players.

4.3.2.1.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 12 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case three variables
were added (e.g., lower arm velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
upper arm velocity (X) was added in the second step, and finally upper arm velocity (Y) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step). However, nine variables (upper arm velocity
(Z), lower arm velocity (X), lower arm velocity (Z), hand velocity (X), hand velocity (Y),
hand velocity (Z), bat velocity (X), bat velocity (Y), and bat velocity (Z)) were removed
because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 13 we can see that model 1, which included only lower arm velocity in the Y-axis
variable, accounts for 6 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .063). The second model 2 also
included upper arm velocity in the X-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 7.6% of
variance explained (R2 change= .076). This second model accounted for 13.6% of the
variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .136). Finally, model 3 also included upper
arm velocity in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 8.7% of variance
explained (R2 change= .087). This third model accounted for 22.1% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .221).
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Table 12. Variables Entered / Removed of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3

Variables Entered
velocity lower Y
velocity upper X
velocity upper Y

Table 13. Summary of model of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3

R

R Square
.065
.141
.228

.256
.376
.478c

Adjusted
R Square
.063
.136
.221

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.468682597
.449860194
.427145606

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.065
.076
.087

c. Predictors: (Constant), velocity lower Y, velocity upper X, velocity
upper Y

Table 14 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant, as we can see in the Table 14, the ANOVA result for the three
models, they are significant.
Table 14. Analysis-of-variance table of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
3

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
18.338
62.034
80.372

df
3
340
343

Mean Square
6.113
.182

F
33.503

Sig.
.000

Table 15 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.486 - (.422 x velocity lower arm Y) + (.497 x velocity upper arm X)
- (.559 x velocity upper arm Y).
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Table 15. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the velocity biomechanical

variable

entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
3

(Constant)
velocity lower Y
velocity upper X
velocity upper Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.486
.038
-.422
.051
.497
.077
.559
.090

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.937
.315
.689

t
39.164
-8.324
6.440
6.183

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (3, 340) = 33.503,
P<.000. The model explains 22.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.221). The mean velocities of the maximum trial of the novice players are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28. The mean velocities of the maximum trial of the novice players.

In the technique task:
Table 16 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case three variables
were added (e.g. lower arm velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
upper arm velocity (X) was added in the second step, and finally the bat velocity (Y) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step). Moreover, nine variables (upper arm velocity
(Y), upper arm velocity (Z), lower arm velocity (X), lower arm velocity (Y), hand velocity
(X), hand velocity (Y), hand velocity (Z), bat velocity (X), and bat velocity (Z)) were
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removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method.
In Table 17 we can see that model 1, which included only lower arm velocity in the Z-axis
variable, accounts for 6.9 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .069). The second model 2 also
included upper arm velocity in the X-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 3.2% of
variance explained (R2 change= .032). This second model accounted for 9.8% of the variance
in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .098). The final model 3 also included bat velocity in
the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 6.5% of variance explained (R2 change=
.065). This third model accounted for 16.1% of the variance in performance accuracy
(Adjusted R2 = .161).
Table 16. Variables Entered / Removed of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique trials of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3

Variables Entered
velocity lower Z
velocity upper X
velocity bat Y

Table1 7. Summary of model of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
trials of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3

R

Adjusted
R Square
.069
.098
.161

R Square
.072
.104
.170

.269
.323
.412c

Std. Error of
the
Estimate
.479047239
.471481746
.454808578

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.072
.032
.065

c. Predictors: (Constant), velocity lower Z, velocity upper X, velocity bat
Y

Table 18 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 18 the ANOVA result for the three
models, they are significant.
Table 18. Analysis-of-variance table of the velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique trials of the novice players.

Model
3

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
11.906
58.332
70.238

df
3
282
285

Mean Square
3.969
.207

F
19.186

Sig.
.000
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Table 19 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.671 - (.347 x velocity lower arm Z) + (.439 x velocity upper arm X)
+ (.084 x velocity bat Y).
Table 19. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the velocity biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique trials of the novice players.

Model
3

(Constant)
velocity lower Z
velocity upper X
velocity bat Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.671
.051
-.347
.054
.439
.084
.084
.018

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.507
.334
.411

t
71.563
-6.475
5.244
4.704

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (3, 282) = 19.18,
P<.0001. The model explains 16% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.161). The mean velocities of the technique trial of the novice players are illustrated in Figure
29.

Figure 29.The mean velocities of the technique trials in the novice players.

Taken together, the technique trials in the velocity biomechanical variable had a considerably
lower effect on performance accuracy (23%) than that of the velocity of the maximum
velocity trials of the expert players (52.5%); similarly, in the novice players the technique
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trials of the velocity biomechanical variable had a considerably lower effect on performance
accuracy (16.1%) than that of velocity in the maximum velocity trials (22.1%).
4.3.2.2 Multi-regression analysis of acceleration as the biomechanical variable
In the following section, a regression analysis for the acceleration biomechanical variable for
each player was made. There were two questions:
Question 1: Which is the best predictor of performance accuracy: the acceleration of the upper
arm in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or lowers arm acceleration in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or
bat acceleration in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or hand acceleration in the X, Y, or Z
coordinates for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve accelerations segments predict performance accuracy?
How much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by values on these twelve
variables?
A multiple regression analysis of the acceleration biomechanical variable was performed for
each player, similar to the method of analyzing the velocity segments above.
4.3.2.2.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task
Table 20 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case seven variables
were added (e.g., lower arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, lower arm acceleration (Z) was added in the second step, upper arm acceleration (Z) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step, bat acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was
added in the fourth step, upper arm acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the
fifth step, bat acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, and finally
upper arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). Five variables
(lower arm acceleration (Y), hand acceleration (X), hand acceleration (Y), hand acceleration
(Z), bat acceleration (Z)) were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the
model when I selected the stepwise method. In Table 21 we can see that model 7 accounts for
15.3% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .153).
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Table 20. Variables Entered / Removed of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variables Entered
acceleration lower X
acceleration lower Z
acceleration upper Z
acceleration bat Y
acceleration upper Y
acceleration bat X
acceleration upper X

Table 21. Summary of the model of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R
.201
.252
.325
.354
.364
.391
.401g

R Square
.041
.063
.106
.125
.132
.153
.161

Adjusted
R Square
.049
.061
.102
.120
.126
.145
.153

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.490032377
.484534950
.473788992
.468937944
.467333220
.462174680
.460203747

.041
.042
.022
.019
.007
.020
.008

g. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration lower X, acceleration lower Z,
acceleration upper Z, acceleration bat Y, acceleration upper Y,
acceleration bat X, acceleration upper X

Table 22 reports an NOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p< .001
the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 22, the ANOVA result for the seven
models, they are significant.
Table 22. Analysis-of-variance table of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
7

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
27.949
145.498
173.447

df
7
687
694

Mean Square
3.993
.212

F
18.853

Sig.
.000g

g. Predictors: (Constant), accelerationlowerX, accelerationlowerZ,
accelerationupperZ, accelerationbatY, accelerationupperY, accelerationbatX,
accelerationupperX

Table 23 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.44 - (.012 x acceleration lower arm X) + (.027 x acceleration lower
arm Z) - (.022 x acceleration upper arm Z) - (.003 x acceleration bat Y) + (.017 x acceleration
upper arm Y) + (.002 x acceleration bat X) + (.008 x acceleration upper arm X).
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Table 23. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the acceleration biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
7

(Constant)
acceleration lower X
acceleration lower Z
acceleration upper Z
acceleration bat Y
acceleration upper Y
acceleration bat X
acceleration upper X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.441
.024
-.012
.001
.027
.003
-.022
.003
-.003
.001
.017
.003
.002
.001
.008
.003

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.456
1.177
-.864
-.258
.288
.264
.149

t
60.847
-7.764
7.623
-6.443
-4.551
4.965
4.473
2.628

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.009

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (7, 687) = 18.85,
P<.001. The model explains 15.3% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.153). The mean accelerations of the maximum trials of the expert players are illustrated in
Figure 30.

Figure 30.The mean accelerations of the maximum trial of the expert players.
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In the technique task:
Table 24 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case six variables were
added (e.g. the upper arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
bat acceleration (Y) was added in the second step, lower arm acceleration (Y) as a predictor
variable was added in the third step, upper arm acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was
added in the fourth step, lower arm acceleration (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the
fifth step, and finally bat acceleration (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the final step).
In addition, six variables (upper arm acceleration (Z), lower arm acceleration (X), hand
acceleration (X), hand acceleration (Y), hand acceleration (Z), bat acceleration (X)) were
removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method. In Table 25 we can see that model 6 accounts for 18.1% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .181).
Table 24. Variables Entered / Removed of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6

Variables Entered
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat Y
acceleration lower Y
acceleration upper Y
acceleration lower Z
acceleration bat Z

Table 25. Summary of the model of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6

R
.375
.401
.424
.424
.423
.433j

R Square
.141
.160
.180
.180
.179
.188

Adjusted
R Square
.135
.153
.172
.173
.173
.181

j. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration upper X, acceleration bat Y,
acceleration lower Y, acceleration upper Y, acceleration lower Z,
acceleration bat Z

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.459314664
.454374348
.449409370
.449159405
.449007465
.446888385

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.012
.020
.019
.000
-.001
.009
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Table 26 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in Table 26, the ANOVA result for the six
models, they are significant.
Table 26. Analysis-of-variance table of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
6

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
32.301
139.597
171.898

df
6
699
705

Mean Square
5.384
.200

F
26.957

Sig.
.000j

j. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration upper X, acceleration bat Y, acceleration lower
Y, acceleration upper Y, acceleration lower Z, acceleration bat Z

Table 27 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.312 - (.036 x acceleration upper arm X) - (.006 x acceleration bat
Y) - (.016 x acceleration lower arm Y) + (.021 x acceleration upper arm Y) + (.027 x
acceleration lower arm Z) + (.002 x acceleration bat Z).
Table 27. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the acceleration biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the technique of the expert players.

Model
6

(Constant)
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat Y
acceleration lower Y
acceleration upper Y
acceleration lower Z
acceleration bat Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.312
.024
-.036
.004
-.006
.001
-.016
.002
.021
.004
.027
.003
.002
.001

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.398
-.687
-.597
.341
.980
.180

t
138.231
-8.464
-7.483
-6.963
4.946
9.867
2.767

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.006

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (6, 699) = 26.96,
P<.001. The model explains 18.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.181). The mean accelerations of the technique trials of the expert players are shown in Figure
31.
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Figure 31.The mean accelerations of the technique trial of the expert players.

4.3.2.2.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 28 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case eight variables
were added (e.g. lower arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
bat acceleration (X) was added in the second step, lower arm acceleration (Z) as a predictor
variable was added in the third step, upper arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was
added in the fourth step, bat acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth
step, lower arm acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, upper arm
acceleration (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the seventh step and finally hand
acceleration (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). Furthermore, we found
that four variables (hand acceleration (X), hand acceleration (Z), bat acceleration (Z), upper
arm acceleration (Y)) were removed, because they did not significantly strengthen the model
when I selected the stepwise method. In Table 29 we can see that model 8 accounts for 30.1%
of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .301).
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Table 28. Variables Entered / Removed of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variables Entered
acceleration lower X
acceleration bat X
acceleration lower Z
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat Y
acceleration lower Y
acceleration upper Z
acceleration hand Y

Table 29. Summary of the model of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
8

R
.563l

R Square
.317

Adjusted
R Square
.301

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.404662812

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.011

l. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration lower X, acceleration bat X,
acceleration lower Z, acceleration upper X, acceleration bat Y,
acceleration lower Y, acceleration upper Z, acceleration hand Y

Table 30 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in Table 30, the ANOVA result for the eight
models, they are significant.
Table 30. Analysis-of-variance table of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
8

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
25.515
54.857
80.372

df
8
335
343

Mean Square
3.189
.164

F
19.477

Sig.
.000l

l. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration lower X, acceleration bat X, acceleration lower Z,
acceleration upper X, acceleration bat Y, acceleration lower Y, acceleration upper Z,
acceleration hand Y

Table 31 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.45 + (.014 x acceleration lower arm X) + (.006 x acceleration bat
X) - (.023 x acceleration lower arm Z) + (.045 x acceleration upper arm X) + (.005 x
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acceleration bat Y) + (.020 x acceleration lower arm Y) - (.014 x acceleration upper arm Z) (.005 x acceleration hand Y).
Table 31. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the acceleration biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
8

(Constant)
acceleration lowerX
acceleration bat X
acceleration lower Z
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat Y
acceleration lower Y
acceleration upper Z
acceleration hand Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.451
.053
.014
.003
.006
.001
-.023
.005
.045
.008
.005
.001
.020
.002
-.014
.005
-.005
.002

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.336
.299
-.609
.441
.490
.536
-.293
-.259

t
27.270
4.742
4.394
-4.714
5.494
4.021
8.164
-2.649
-2.357

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.008
.019

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (8, 335) = 19.477,
P<.001. The model explains 30.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.301). The mean accelerations of the maximum velocity trial of the novice players are shown
in Figure 32.

Figure 32.The mean accelerations of the maximum velocity trial of the novice players.
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In the technique task:
Table 32 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case four variables
were added (e.g., upper arm acceleration (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, bat acceleration (X) was added in the second step, lower arm acceleration (Y) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step, and finally bat acceleration (Z) as a predictor
variable was added in the final step). Additionally, eight variables (upper arm acceleration
(Y), upper arm acceleration (Z), lower arm acceleration (X), lower arm acceleration (Z), hand
acceleration (X), hand acceleration (Y), hand acceleration (Z), and bat acceleration (Y)) were
removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method. In Table 33 we can see that model 4 accounts for 13.1% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .131).
Table 32. Variables Entered / Removed of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3
4

Variables Entered
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat X
acceleration lower Y
acceleration bat Z

Table 33. Summary of model of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3
4

R
.174
.288
.317
.379d

R Square
.030
.083
.100
.143

Adjusted
R Square
.027
.076
.091
.131

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.489729360
.477102405
.473367617
.462700017

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.030
.053
.017
.043

d. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration upper X, acceleration bat X,
acceleration lower Y, acceleration bat Z

Table 34 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 34, the ANOVA result for the four
models, they are significant.
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Table 34. Analysis-of-variance table of the acceleration biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.

Model
4

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
10.078
60.160
70.238

df
4
281
285

Mean Square
2.520
.214

F
11.768

Sig.
.000d

d. Predictors: (Constant), acceleration upper X, acceleration bat X, acceleration lower
Y, acceleration bat Z

Table 35 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.446 + (.048 x acceleration upper arm X) + (.009 x acceleration bat
X) + (.017 x acceleration lower arm Y) - (.007 x acceleration bat Z).
Table 35. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the acceleration biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the technique of the novice players.

Model
4

(Constant)
acceleration upper X
acceleration bat X
acceleration lower Y
acceleration bat Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.446
.055
.048
.009
.009
.002
.017
.004
-.007
.002

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.318
.471
.420
-.303

t
62.105
5.255
5.981
4.364
-3.762

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (4, 281) = 11.768,
P<.0001. The model explains 13.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.131). The mean accelerations of the technique trial of the novice players are illustrated in
Figure 33.
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Figure 33. The mean accelerations of the technique trial of the novice players.

Taken together, the technique trials of the acceleration biomechanical variable show a
considerably higher effect on performance accuracy (18.1%) than that of the acceleration of
the maximum velocity trials (15.3%) of the expert players; in contrast, in the novice players
the technique trials of the acceleration biomechanical variable show a considerably lower
effect on performance accuracy (13.1%) than that of the acceleration of the maximum
velocity trials (30.1%).
4.3.2.3 Multi-regression analysis of angular velocities as the biomechanical variable
In the following section, a regression analysis for the angular velocity biomechanical variable
for each player was performed. There were two questions:
Question 1: Which is the best predictor of performance accuracy: the angular velocity of the
upper arm in the X, Y, or Z coordinates or the angular velocity of the lower arm in the X, Y,
or Z coordinates or the angular velocity of the hand in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or the
angular velocity of the racket in the X, Y, or Z coordinates for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve angular velocity segments predict performance accuracy?
How much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by values on these twelve
variables?
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A multiple regression analysis of the angular velocity biomechanical variable was conducted
for each player, in a like manner to the method of analyzing the velocity and acceleration
biomechanical variables above.
4.3.2.3.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 36 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case eight variables
were added (e.g., upper arm angular velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, upper arm angular velocity (X) was added in the second step, lower arm angular velocity
(X) as a predictor variable was added in the third step, lower arm angular velocity (Z) as a
predictor variable was added in the fourth step, bat angular velocity (Z) as a predictor variable
was added in the fifth step, bat angular velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the
sixth step, bat angular velocity (X) as a predictor variable was added in the seventh step, and
finally upper arm angular velocity (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the final step).
However, four variables (lower arm angular velocity (Y), hand angular velocity (X), hand
angular velocity (Y), and hand angular velocity (Z)) were removed because they did not
significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 37 we can see that model 8 accounts for 30.8% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .308).
Table 36. Variables Entered / Removed of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the maximum velocity of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variables Entered
angle velocity upper Z
angle velocity upper X
angle velocity lower X
angle velocity lower Z
angle velocity bat Z
angle velocity bat Y
angle velocity bat X
angle velocity upper Y
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Table 37. Summary of model of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

R
.366
.497
.521
.537
.541
.548
.558
.562h

Adjusted
R Square
.133
.244
.268
.284
.288
.294
.304
.308

R Square
.134
.247
.271
.288
.293
.300
.311
.316

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.465478620
.434550289
.427774352
.422933478
.421942487
.420087883
.417122742
.415894837

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.134
.112
.024
.017
.004
.007
.011
.005

h. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity upper Z, angle velocity upper X,
angle velocity lower X, angle velocity lower Z, angle velocity bat Z,
angle velocity bat Y, angle velocity bat X, angle velocity upper Y

Table 38 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p< .001
the model is significant; as we can see in Table 38, the ANOVA result for the eight models,
they are significant.
Table 38. Analysis-of-variance table of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
8

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
54.791
118.656
173.447

df
8
686
694

Mean Square
6.849
.173

F
39.596

Sig.
.000h

h. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity upper Z, angle velocity upper X, angle velocity
lower X, angle velocity lower Z, angle velocity bat Z, angle velocity bat Y, angle
velocity bat X, angle velocity upper Y.

Table 39 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.17 + (.002 x angular velocity upper arm Z) + (.001 x angular
velocity upper arm X) + (.000 x angular velocity lower arm X) + (.000 x angular velocity
lower arm Z) + (.000 x angular velocity bat Z) + (.000 x angular velocity bat Y) + (.000 x
angular velocity bat X) + (.000 x angular velocity upper arm Y).
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Table 39. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angular velocity biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the expert players.

Model
8

(Constant)
angle velocity upper Z
angle velocity upper X
angle velocity lower X
angle velocity lower Z
angle velocity bat Z
angle velocity bat Y
angle velocity bat X
angle velocity upper Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.175
.030
.002
.000
.001
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.498
.502
-.153
-.215
-.311
.159
.173
-.088

t
38.885
10.939
11.220
-4.590
-5.045
-4.984
3.483
3.571
-2.250

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001
.000
.025

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (8, 686) = 39.59,
P<.001. The model explains 30.8% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.308). The mean angular velocities of the maximum velocity trial of the expert players are
illustrated in Figure 34.

Figure 34.The mean angular velocities of the maximum velocity trial of the expert players.
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In the technique task:
Table 40 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case two variables
were added (e.g., bat angular velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first step
and lower arm angular velocity (Y) was added in the second step). We found in this case ten
variables (upper arm angular velocity (X), upper arm angular velocity (Y), upper arm angular
velocity (Z), lower arm angular velocity (X), lower arm angular velocity (Z), hand angular
velocity (X), hand angular velocity (Y), and hand angular velocity (Z), bat angular velocity
(X), and bat angular velocity (X)) were removed because they did not significantly strengthen
the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 41 we can see that model 1, which included only bat angular velocity in the Z-axis
variable, accounts for 1.7 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .017). Finally, model 2 also
included lower arm angular velocity in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional
.5% of variance explained (R2 change= .005). This final model accounted for 2.1% of the
variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .021).
Table 40. Variables Entered / Removed of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the technique of the expert players.

Model
1
2

Variables Entered
angle velocity bat Z
angle velocity lower Y

Table 41. Summary of model of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
1
2

R
.136
.155b

R Square
.018
.024

Adjusted
R Square
.017
.021

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.489555904
.488531392

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.018
.005

b. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity bat Z, angle velocity lower Y

Table 42 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p< .001
the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 42, the ANOVA result for the two models,
they are significant.
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Table 42. Analysis-of-variance table of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the technique of the expert players.
Model
2

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
4.118
167.780
171.898

df
2
703
705

Mean Square
2.059
.239

F

Sig.
8.627

.000b

b. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity bat Z, angle velocity lower Y

Table 43 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.443 + (.000 x angular velocity bat Z) + (.000 x angular velocity
lower arm Y).
Table 43. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angular velocity biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the technique of the expert players.

Model
2

(Constant)
angle velocity bat Z
angle velocity lower Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.443
.019
.000
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.134
.074

t
177.838
-3.586
1.989

Sig.
.000
.000
.047

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (8, 686) = 39.59,
P<.001. The model explains 2.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.021). The mean angular velocities of the technique trial of the expert players are shown in
Figure 35.

Figure 35.The mean angular velocities of the technique trials of the expert players.
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4.3.2.3.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 44 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case five variables
were added (e.g., upper arm angular velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, upper arm angular velocity (Y) was added in the second step, upper arm angular velocity
(X) as a predictor variable was added in the third step, hand angular velocity (Z) as a predictor
variable was added in the fourth step, and finally bat angular velocity (X) as a predictor
variable was added in the final step). Furthermore, seven variables (lower arm angular
velocity (X), lower arm angular velocity (Y), lower arm angular velocity (Z), hand angular
velocity (X), hand angular velocity (Y), bat angular velocity (Y), and bat angular velocity (Z))
were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the
stepwise method.
In Table 45 we can see that model 5 accounts for 18% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .179).
Table 44. Variables Entered / Removed of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the maximum velocity of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5

Variables Entered
angle velocity upper Z
angle velocity upper Y
angle velocity upper X
angle velocity hand Z
angle velocity bat X

Table 45. Summary of model of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5

R
.334
.393
.412
.425
.437e

R Square
.111
.155
.169
.181
.191

Adjusted
R Square
.109
.150
.162
.171
.179

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.456972528
.446389341
.443119826
.440732994
.438527485

e. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity upper Z, angle velocity upper Y,
angle velocity upper X, angle velocity hand Z, angle velocity bat X

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.111
.043
.015
.011
.011
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Table 46 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 46, the ANOVA result for the five
models, they are significant.
Table 46. Analysis-of-variance table of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
5

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
15.373
65.000
80.372

df
5
338
343

Mean Square
3.075
.192

F
15.988

Sig.
.000e

e. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity upper Z, angle velocity upper Y, angle velocity
upper X, angle velocity hand Z, angle velocity bat X

Table 47 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.379 - (.001 x angular velocity upper arm Z) - (.001 x angular
velocity upper arm Y) + (.000 x angular velocity upper arm X) + (.000 x angular velocity
hand Z) + (.000 x angular velocity bat X).
Table 47. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angular velocity biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
5

(Constant)
angle velocity upper Z
angle velocity upper Y
angle velocity upper X
angle velocity hand Z
angle velocity bat X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.379
.040
-.001
.000
-.001
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.326
-.196
.132
.106
-.112

t
34.203
-5.307
-3.415
2.534
2.124
-2.102

Sig.
.000
.000
.001
.012
.034
.036

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (5, 338) = 15.98,
P<.0001. The model explains 18% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.179). The mean angular velocities of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players are
shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36.The mean angular velocities of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

In the technique task:
Table 48 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case three variables
were added (e.g., lower arm angular velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, lower arm angular velocity (Y) was added in the second step, and finally bat angular
velocity (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). However, nine variables
(upper arm angular velocity (X), upper arm angular velocity (Y), upper arm angular velocity
(Z), lower arm angular velocity (X), hand angular velocity (X), hand angular velocity (Y), and
hand angular velocity (Z), bat angular velocity (X), and bat angular velocity (X)) were
removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method.
In Table 49 we can see that model 1, which included only lower arm angular velocity in the
Z-axis variable, accounts for 3.7 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .017). The second model 2
also included lower arm angular velocity in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an
additional 6.5 % of variance explained (R2 change= .065). This model accounted for 9.9% of
the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .099). Finally, model 3 also included bat
angular velocity in the Z-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 2.3 % of variance
explained (R2 change= .023). This final model accounted for 11.8% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .118).
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Table 48. Variables Entered / Removed of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the technique of the novice players.

Model
1

Variables Entered
angle velocity lower Z

2

angle velocity lower Y

3

angle velocity bat Z

Table 49. Summary of model of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3

R
.201
.324
.357c

Adjusted
R Square
.037
.099
.118

R Square
.040
.105
.128

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.487176852
.471319672
.466110592

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.040
.065
.023

c. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity lower Z, angle velocity lower Y,
angle velocity bat Z

Table 50 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As P<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 50, the ANOVA result for the three
models, they are significant.
Table 50. Analysis-of-variance table of the angular velocity biomechanical variable entered into the model of
the technique of the novice players.

Model
3

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
8.971
61.267
70.238

df
3
282
285

Mean Square
2.990
.217

F
13.763

Sig.
.000c

c. Predictors: (Constant), angle velocity lower Z, angle velocity lower Y, angle velocity
bat Z

Table 51 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables included in the model.
Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is: Performance
accuracy= 3.576 + (.001 x angular velocity lower arm Z) - (.001 x angular velocity lower arm
Y) + (.000 x angular velocity bat Z).
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Table 51. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angular velocity biomechanical
variable entered into the model of the technique of the novice players.

Model
3

(Constant)
angle velocity lower Z
angle velocity lower Y
angle velocity bat Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.576
.042
.001
.000
-.001
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.294
-.386
-.195

t
84.896
4.536
-5.315
-2.713

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.007

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (3, 282) = 13.76,
P<.0001. The model explains 11.8% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.118). The mean angular velocities of the technique trial of the novice players are shown in
Figure 37.

Figure 37. The mean angular velocities of the technique trials of the novice players.

Taken together, the technique trials of the angular velocity biomechanical variable showed a
considerably lower effect on the performance accuracy (2.1%) than that of the angular
velocity of the maximum velocity trials (30.8%) of the expert players; similarly, in the novice
players the technique trials of the angular velocity biomechanical variable showed a
considerably lower effect on performance accuracy (11.8%) than that of the angular velocity
of the maximum velocity trials (17.9%).
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4.3.2.4 Multi-regression analysis of the angle as a biomechanical variable
In the following section a regression analysis was made for the angle biomechanical variable
for each player. There were two questions:
Question 1: Which is the best predictor of performance accuracy: the angle of the upper arm
in the X, Y, or Z coordinates or the angle of the lower arm in the X, Y, or Z coordinates or the
angle of the hand in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or the angle of the bat in the X, Y, or Z
coordinates for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve variables of angle segments predict performance
accuracy? How much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by values on these
twelve variables?
A multiple regression analysis of the angle biomechanical variable was conducted for each
player in a way similar to the method for analyzing the acceleration, velocity, and angular
velocity biomechanical variables illustrated above.
4.3.2.4.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 52 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case seven variables
were added (e.g., lower arm angle (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, hand
angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the second step, upper arm angle (Z) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step, upper arm angle (Y) as a predictor variable was
added in the fourth step, lower arm angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth
step, bat angle (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, and finally upper arm
angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). In addition, five variables (lower
arm angle (Z), hand angle (Y), hand angle (Z), bat angle (X), and bat angle (Y)) were
removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method.
In Table 53 we can see that model 7 accounts for 29.5% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .295).
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Table 52. Variables Entered / Removed of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variables Entered
angle lower Y
angle hand X
angle upper Z
angle upper Y
angle lower X
angle bat Z
angle upper X

Table 53. Summary of model of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R

Adjusted
R Square
.220
.258
.264
.267
.293
.296
.295

R Square
.221
.260
.267
.271
.300
.304
.302

.470
.510
.517
.521
.548
.552
.550i

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.441527590
.430592864
.428986293
.427954642
.420270803
.419367142
.419720798

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.221
.039
.007
.005
.005
.004
-.002

i. Predictors: (Constant), angle lower Y, angle hand X, angle upper Z,
angle upper Y, angle lower X, angle bat Z, angle upper X

Table 54 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p< .001
the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 54, the ANOVA result for the seven
models, they are significant.
Table 54. Analysis-of-variance table of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of expert players.

Model
7

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
52.422
121.026
173.447

df
7
687
694

Mean Square
7.489
.176

F
42.510

Sig.
.000i

i. Predictors: (Constant), angle lower Y, angle hand X, angle upper Z, angle upper Y,
angle lower X, angle bat Z, angle upper X

Table 55 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables included in the model.
Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is: Performance
accuracy= 1.923 - (.014 x angle lower arm Y) + (.001 x angle hand X) - (.005 x angle upper
arm Z) - (.013 x angle upper arm Y) - (.005 x angle lower arm X) - (.001 x angle bat Z) (.004 x angle upper arm X).
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Table 55. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angle biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity of expert players.

Model
7

(Constant)
angle lower Y
angle hand X
angle upper Z
angle upper Y
angle lower X
angle bat Z
angle upper X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.923
.130
-.014
.001
.001
.000
-.005
.002
-.013
.002
-.005
.001
-.001
.001
-.004
.001

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.695
.155
-.209
-.286
-.340
-.084
-.184

t
14.793
-10.114
4.525
-2.404
-5.503
-4.699
-2.419
-2.474

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.016
.000
.000
.016
.014

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (7, 687) = 42.51,
P<.001. The model explains 29.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.295). The mean angles of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players are shown in
Figure 38.

Figure 38. The mean angles of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.

In the technique task:
Table 56 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case nine variables
were added (e.g., upper arm angle (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, hand
angle (Y) was added in the second step, hand angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in
the third step, lower arm angle (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fourth step, bat
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angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth step, lower arm angle (Z) as a
predictor variable was added in the sixth step, lower arm angle (X) as a predictor variable was
added in the seventh step, upper arm angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the eighth
step, and finally bat angle (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). However,
three variables (upper arm angle (Z), hand angle (Z), and bat angle (Z) were removed because
they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 57 we can see that model 9 accounts for 42% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .42).
Table 56. Variables Entered / Removed of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Variables Entered
angle upper Y
angle hand Y
angle hand X
angle lower Y
angle bat X
angle lower Z
angle lower X
angle upper X
angle bat Y

Table 57. Summary of model of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique of the
expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

R
.372
.448
.513
.538
.603
.620
.637
.646
.654i

R Square
.138
.201
.264
.289
.363
.384
.406
.418
.427

Adjusted
R Square
.137
.198
.260
.285
.359
.379
.400
.411
.420

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.458714804
.442124827
.424651201
.417504341
.395401440
.389246092
.382576014
.378874996
.376153420

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.138
.062
.063
.026
.074
.021
.022
.012
.009

i. Predictors: (Constant), angle upper Y, angle hand Y, angle hand X,
angle lower Y, angle bat X, angle lower Z, angle lower X, angle upper
X, angle bat Y

Table 58 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 58, the ANOVA result for the nine
models, they are significant.
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Table 58. Analysis-of-variance table of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
of the expert players.

Model
9

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
73.420
98.478
171.898

df
9
696
705

Mean Square
8.158
.141

F
57.656

Sig.
.000i

i. Predictors: (Constant), angle upper Y, angle hand Y, angle hand X, angle lower Y,
angle bat X, angle lower Z, angle lower X, angle upper X, angle bat Y

Table 59 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 4.720 + (.029 x angle upper arm Y) - (.008 x angle hand Y) + (.001 x
angle hand X) - (.006 x angle lower arm Y) + (.004 x angle bat X) + (.001 x angle lower arm
Z) + (.001 x angle lower arm X) + (.002 x angle upper arm X) - (.004 x angle bat Y).
Table 59. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angle biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique of the expert players.

Model
9

(Constant)
angle upper Y
angle hand Y
angle hand X
angle lower Y
angle bat X
angle lower Z
angle lower X
angle upper X
angle bat Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
4.720
.085
.029
.003
-.008
.001
.001
.000
-.006
.001
.004
.001
.001
.000
.001
.000
.002
.000
-.004
.001

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.619
-.327
.117
-.411
.337
.170
.200
.171
-.158

t
55.365
11.328
-7.687
3.414
-9.807
8.066
4.790
5.399
4.927
-3.335

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.001
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (9, 696) = 57.66,
P<.0001. The model explains 42% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.42). The mean angles of the technique trial of the expert players are shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39. The mean angles of the technique trials of the expert players.

4.3.2.4.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 60 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case three variables
were added (e.g., upper arm angle (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, upper
arm angle (X) was added in the second step, and finally bat angle (Y) as a predictor variable
was added in the third step). In this case nine variables (upper arm angle (Y), lower arm angle
(X), lower arm angle (Y), lower arm angle (Z), hand angle (X), hand angle (Y), hand angle
(Z),bat angle (X), and bat angle (Z)) were removed because they did not significantly
strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 61 we can see that model 1, which included only upper arm angle in the Z-axis
variable, accounts for 23.5 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .235). The second model 2 also
included upper arm angle in the X-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 3.7 % of
variance explained (R2 change= .037). This model accounted for 27% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .270). Finally, model 3 also included bat angle in the Yaxis variable, which resulted in an additional 2.1 % of variance explained (R2 change= .021).
This final model accounted for 28.9% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.289).
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Table 60. Variables Entered / Removed of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.
Variables
Entered

Model
1
2
3

angle upper Z
angle upper X
angle bat Y

Table 61. Summary of model of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3

R
.487
.524
.544c

Adjusted
R Square
.235
.270
.289

R Square
.237
.274
.296

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.423473962
.413641123
.408076606

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.237
.037
.021

c. Predictors: (Constant), angle upper Z, angle upper X, angle bat Y

Table 62 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 62, the ANOVA result for the three
models, they are significant.
Table 62. Analysis-of-variance table of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
3

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
23.753
56.619
80.372

df
3
340
343

Mean Square
7.918
.167

F
47.546

Sig.
.000c

c. Predictors: (Constant), angle upper Z, angle upper X, angle bat Y

Table 63 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables included in the model.
Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is: Performance
accuracy= 1.861 - (.007 x angle upper arm Z) - (.004 x angle upper arm X) + (.008 x angle bat
Y).
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Table 63. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angle biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity of the novice players.

Model
3

(Constant)
angle upper Z
angle upper X
angle bat Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.861
.085
-.007
.001
-.004
.001
.008
.002

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.556
-.198
.147

t
21.873
-11.709
-4.199
3.219

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.001

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (3, 340) = 47.55,
P<.001. The model explains 28.9% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.289). The mean angles of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players are shown in
Figure 40.

Figure 40.The mean angles of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

In the technique task:
Table 64 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case four variables
were added (e.g., bat angle (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, hand angle
(Y) was added in the second step, hand angle (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the
third step, and finally lower arm angle (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the fourth
step). However, in this case eight variables (upper arm angle (X), upper arm angle (Y), upper
arm angle (Z), lower arm angle (X), lower arm angle (Y), hand angle (X), bat angle (X), and
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bat angle (Z)) were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I
selected the stepwise method.
In Table 65 we can see that model 1, which included only bat angle in the Y-axis variable,
accounts for 12.5 % of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .125). Model 2
also included hand angle in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 3.8 % of
variance explained (R2 change= .038). This model accounted for 16% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .160). Finally, model 3 also included hand angle in the
Z-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 3.8 % of variance explained (R2 change=
.038). This model accounted for 19.6% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2
= .196). The last model 4 also included lower arm angle in the Z-axis variable, which resulted
in an additional 1.2 % of variance explained (R2 change= .012). This model accounted for
20.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .205).
Table 64. Variables Entered / Removed of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3
4

Variables Entered
angle bat Y
angle hand Y
angle hand Z
angle lower Z

Table 65. Summary of the model of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique of
the novice players.

Model
1
2
3
4

R
.358
.407
.452
.465d

R Square
.128
.166
.204
.216

Adjusted
R Square
.125
.160
.196
.205

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.464411189
.455025562
.445243834
.442585974

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.128
.038
.038
.012

d. Predictors: (Constant), angle bat Y, angle hand Y, angle hand Z,
angle lower Z

Table 66 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 66, the ANOVA result for the four
models, they are significant.
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Table 66. Analysis-of-variance table of the angle biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
of the novice players.

Model
4

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
15.195
55.043
70.238

df
4
281
285

Mean Square
3.799
.196

F
19.393

Sig.
.000d

d. Predictors: (Constant), angle bat Y, angle hand Y, angle hand Z, angle lower Z

Table 67 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.722 + (.019 x angle bat Y) + (.007 x angle hand Y) + (.005 x angle
hand Z) + (.005 x angle lower arm Z).
Table 67. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the angle biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique of the novice players.

Model
4

(Constant)
angle bat Y
angle hand Y
angle hand Z
angle lower Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.722
.182
.019
.004
.007
.003
.005
.001
.005
.002

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.920
.197
.762
.165

t
20.483
5.462
2.730
4.215
2.097

Sig.
.000
.000
.007
.000
.037

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (4, 281) = 19.39,
P<.0001. The model explains 20.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.205). The mean angles of the technique trials of the novice players are shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 41.The mean angles of the technique trials of the novice players.

Taken together, the technique trials of the angle biomechanical variable show a considerably
higher effect on performance accuracy (42%) than that of the angle of the maximum velocity
trials (29.5%) of the expert players; in contrast, in the novice players the technique trials of
the angle biomechanical variable show a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy
(20.5%) than that of the angle of the maximum velocity trials (28.9%).
4.3.2.5 Multi-regression analysis of momentum as the biomechanical variable
In the following section, a regression analysis of the momentum biomechanical variable for
each player was performed. There were two questions:
Question 1: Which is the best predictor of performance accuracy: the momentum of the upper
arm in the X, Y, or Z coordinates or the momentum of the lower arm in the X, Y, or Z
coordinates or the momentum of the hand in the X, Y, or Z coordinates, or the momentum of
the racket in the X, Y, or Z coordinates for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve variables of momentum segments predict performance
accuracy? How much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by the values of
these twelve variables?
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A multiple regression analysis on the momentum biomechanical variable was conducted for
each player in a way similar to the method for analyzing the acceleration, velocity, angle
biomechanical variables discussed above.
4.3.2.5.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 68 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case eleven variables
were added (e.g., upper arm momentum (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
hand momentum (X) was added in the second step, upper arm momentum (X) as a predictor
variable was added in the third step, hand momentum (Y) as a predictor variable was added in
the fourth step, lower arm momentum (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the fifth step,
lower arm momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth step, bat momentum
(Y) as a predictor variable was added in the seventh step, bat momentum (Z) as a predictor
variable was added in the eight step, hand momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added in
the ninth step, lower arm momentum (X) as a predictor variable was added in the tenth step,
and finally the bat angle (X) as a predictor variable was added in the final step). Only one
variable (upper arm momentum (Z)) was removed because it did not significantly strengthen
the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 69 we can see that model 11 accounts for 52.5% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .525).
Table 68. Variables Entered / Removed of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variables Entered
impulse upper Y
impulse hand X
impulse upper X
impulse hand Y
impulse lower Y
impulse lower Z
impulse bat Y
impulse bat Z
impulse hand Z
impulse lower X
impulse bat X
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Table 69. Summary of model of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of expert players.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
k.

R

Adjusted
R Square

R Square
.102
.332
.371
.409
.430
.448
.473
.506
.523
.525
.532

.320
.576
.609
.639
.656
.669
.688
.712
.723
.725
.730k

.101
.330
.368
.405
.426
.443
.468
.501
.516
.519
.525

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.474037999
.409123044
.397424964
.385559142
.378876171
.372977220
.364788245
.353295722
.347711816
.346877795
.344599031

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.102
.230
.039
.038
.021
.018
.025
.033
.016
.003
.007

Predictors: (Constant), impulse upper Y, impulse hand X, impulse
upper X, impulse hand Y, impulse lower Y, impulse lower Z,
impulse bat Y, impulse bat Z, impulse hand Z, impulse lower X,
impulse bat X

Table 70 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant, as we can see in the Table 70 the ANOVA result for the eleven
models, they are significant.
Table 70. Analysis-of-variance table of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of expert players.

Model
11

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
92.342
81.105
173.447

df
11
683
694

Mean Square
8.395
.119

F
70.694

Sig.
.000k

k. Predictors: (Constant), impulse upper Y, impulse hand X, impulse upper X, impulse
hand Y, impulse lower Y, impulse lower Z, impulse bat Y, impulse bat Z, impulse
hand Z, impulse lower X, impulse bat X

Table 71 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= .967 + (.519 x momentum upper arm Y) + (.111 x Momentum hand
X) - (.228 x Momentum upper arm X) + (.590 x Momentum hand Y) - (.175 x Momentum
lower arm Y) + (.113 x Momentum lower arm Z) - (.496 x Momentum bat Y) + (.623 x
Momentum bat Z) - (.314 x Momentum hand Z) + (.094 x Momentum lower arm X) + (.184 x
Momentum bat X).
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Table 71. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the momentum biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity of expert players.

Model
11

(Constant)
impulse upper Y
impulse hand X
impulse upper X
impulse hand Y
impulse lower Y
impulse lower Z
impulse bat Y
impulse bat Z
impulse hand Z
impulse lower X
impulse bat X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
.967
.035
.519
.034
.111
.046
-.228
.028
.590
.045
-.175
.035
.113
.021
-.496
.060
.623
.106
-.314
.074
.094
.026
.184
.058

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
1.139
.208
-.361
.726
-.464
.271
-.488
.480
-.352
.221
.265

t
27.672
15.152
2.390
-8.121
13.108
-5.042
5.286
-8.249
5.895
-4.256
3.622
3.174

Sig.
.000
.000
.017
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.002

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (11, 683) = 70.69,
P<.0001. The model explains 52.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.525). The mean momentums of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players are shown
in Figure 42.

Figure 42.The mean momentums of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.
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In the technique task:
Table 72 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case seven variables
were added (e.g. the hand momentum (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
lower arm momentum (X) was added in the second step, the upper arm momentum (X) as a
predictor variable was added in the third step, the bat momentum (X) as a predictor variable
was added in the fourth step, the lower arm momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added
in the fifth step, the upper arm momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the sixth
step, and finally the hand momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the final step).
Moreover, five variables (upper arm momentum (Y), lower arm momentum (Y), hand
momentum (X), bat momentum (Y), and bat momentum (Z)) were removed because they did
not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 73 we can see that model 7, account for 23.1% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2= .231).
Table 72. Variables Entered / Removed of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variables Entered
impulse hand Y
impulselower X
impulseupper X
impulse bat X
impulse lower Z
impulse upper Z
impulse hand Z

Table 73. Summary of model of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
of the expert players.
Model Summary

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R
.394
.415
.427
.484
.483
.491
.489 k

R Square
.155
.172
.182
.234
.233
.241
.239

Adjusted
R Square
.149
.165
.174
.225
.226
.232
.231

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.455537242
.451226521
.448813885
.434570187
.434536106
.432641755
.432917723

k. Predictors: (Constant), impulse hand Y, impulse lower X, impulse upper
X, impulse bat X, impulse lower Z, impulse upper Z, impulse hand Z

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.017
.017
.010
.052
-.001
.008
-.002
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Table 74 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant, as we can see in the Table 74 the ANOVA result for the seven
models, they are significant.
Table 74. Analysis-of-variance table of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the expert players.

Model
7

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
41.080
130.818
171.898

df
7
698
705

Mean Square
5.869
.187

F
31.313

Sig.
.000k

k. Predictors: (Constant), impulse hand Y, impulse lower X, impulse upper X, impulse
bat X, impulse lower Z, impulse upper Z, impulse hand Z

Table 75 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.564 - (.303 x momentum hand X) + (.131 x Momentum lower arm
X) - (.375 x Momentum upper arm X) - (.409 x Momentum bat X) + (.574 x Momentum
lower arm Z) - (.417 x Momentum upper arm Z) + (.147 x Momentum hand Z).
Table 75. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the momentum biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique of the expert players.

Model
7

(Constant)
impulse hand Y
impulse lower X
impulse upper X
impulse bat X
impulse lower Z
impulse upper Z
impulse hand Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.564
.035
-.303
.031
.131
.030
-.375
.046
-.409
.047
.574
.063
-.417
.048
.147
.051

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.447
.252
-.490
-.519
1.169
-.944
.174

t
101.012
-9.757
4.295
-8.233
-8.754
9.108
-8.644
2.868

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.004

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (7, 698) = 31.313,
P<.0001. The model explains 23.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.231). The mean momentums of the technique trials of the expert players are shown in Figure
43.
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Figure 43.The mean momentums of the technique trials of the expert players.

4.3.2.5.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 76 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case three variables
were added (e.g. the lower arm momentum (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first
step, upper arm momentum (X) was added in the second step, the upper arm momentum (Y)
as a predictor variable was added in the third step). In addition, we found nine variables
(upper arm momentum (Z), lower arm momentum (X), lower arm momentum (Z), hand
momentum (X), hand momentum (Y), hand momentum (Z), bat momentum (X), bat
momentum (Y), and bat momentum (Z)) were removed because they did not significantly
strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 77 we can see that model 1, which included only lower arm momentum in the Y-axis
variable, account for 6.3 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .063). The second model 2 also
included upper arm momentum in the X-axis variable which resulted in an additional 13.6 %
of variance explained (R2 change= .076). This model accounted for 13.6% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .136). The last model 3 also included upper arm
momentum in the Y-axis variable which resulted in an additional 8.7 % of variance explained
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(R2 change= .087). This final model accounted for 22.1% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .221).
Table 76. Variables Entered / Removed of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of novice players.
Model
1
2
3

Variables Entered
impulse lower Y
impulse upper X
impulse upper Y

Table 77. Summary of model of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity of novice players.

Model
1
2
3

R
.256
.376
.478c

R Square
.065
.141
.228

Adjusted
R Square
.063
.136
.221

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.468682597
.449860194
.427145606

.065
.076
.087

c. Predictors: (Constant), impulse lower Y, impulse upper X, impulse upper Y

Table 78 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant, as we can see in the Table 78 the ANOVA result for the three
models, they are significant.
Table 78. Analysis-of-variance table of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity of novice players.

Model
3

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
18.338
62.034
80.372

df
3
340
343

Mean Square
6.113
.182

F
33.503

Sig.
.000c

c. Predictors: (Constant), impulse lower Y, impulse upper X, impulse upper Y

Table 79 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information on the predictor variables included in the model.
Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is: Performance
accuracy= 1.486 - (.360 x momentum lower arm Y) + (.300 x momentum upper arm X) +
(.338 x momentum upper arm Y).
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Table 79. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the momentum biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity of novice players.

Model
3

(Constant)
impulse lowerY
impulse upper X
impulse upper Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.486
.038
-.360
.043
.300
.047
.338
.055

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.937
.315
.689

t
39.164
-8.324
6.440
6.183

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (3, 340) = 33.50,
P<.0001. The model explains 22.1% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.221). The mean momentums of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players are shown
in Figure 44.

Figure 44.The mean momentums of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

In the technique task:
Table 80 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case four variables
were added (e.g., bat momentum (Z) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, hand
momentum (Z) was added in the second step, upper arm momentum (Y) as a predictor
variable was added in the third step, and finally the lower arm momentum (Y) as a predictor
variable was added in the final step). Additionally, eight variables (upper arm momentum (X),
upper arm momentum (Z), lower arm momentum (X), hand momentum (X), hand momentum
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(Y), bat momentum (X), bat momentum (Y), and lower arm momentum (Z)) were removed
because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 81 we can see that model 1, which included only bat momentum in the Z-axis
variable, accounts for 6.9 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .069). The second model 2 also
included hand momentum in the Z-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 5.9 % of
variance explained (R2 change= .059). This model accounted for 12.5% of the variance in
performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .125). The third model 3 also included upper arm
momentum in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 4.8 % of variance explained
(R2 change= .048). This model accounted for 17% of the variance in performance accuracy
(Adjusted R2 = .170). The last model 4, accounted for 21.6% of the variance in performance
accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .216).
Table 80. Variables Entered / Removed of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.
Model
1
2
3
4

Variables Entered
impulse bat Z
impulse hand Z
impulse upper Y
impulse lower Y

Table 81. Summary of the model of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3
4

R
.269
.362
.422
.476f

R Square
.072
.131
.178
.227

Adjusted
R Square
.069
.125
.170
.216

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.479047239
.464457824
.452364365
.439603209

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.072
.059
.048
.034

f. Predictors: (Constant), impulse bat Z, impulse hand Z, impulse
upper Y, impulse lower Y

Table 82 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 82, the ANOVA result for the four
models, they are significant.
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Table 82. Analysis-of-variance table of the momentum biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique of the novice players.

Model
4

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
15.934
54.304
70.238

df
4
281
285

Mean Square
3.984
.193

F
20.613

Sig.
.000f

f. Predictors: (Constant), impulse bat Z, impulse hand Z, impulse upper Y, impulse
lower Y

Table 83 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 3.601 + (1.018 x momentum bat Z) - (.819 x momentum hand Z) (.520 x momentum upper arm Y) + (.350 x momentum lower arm Y).
Table 83. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the momentum biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique of the novice players.

Model
4

(Constant)
impulse bat Z
impulse hand Z
impulse upper Y
impulse lower Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.601
.076
1.018
.132
-.819
.093
-.520
.125
.350
.099

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.664
-.770
-.618
.507

t
47.516
7.686
-8.814
-4.153
3.533

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (4, 281) = 20.613,
P<.0001. The model explains 21.6% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.216). The mean momentums of the technique trials of the novice players are illustrated in
Figure 45.
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Figure 45.The mean momentums of the technique trials of the novice players.

Taken together, the maximum velocity trials in the momentum biomechanical variable was
considerably higher effect on the performance accuracy (52.5%) than that of the momentum
of the technique trials (23.1%) in the expert players; similarity, in the novice players the
technique trials in the angle biomechanical variable was considerably lower effect on the
performance accuracy (21.6%) than that of the angle of the maximum velocity trials (22.1%).
4.3.2.6 Multi-regression analysis in the Rotation as the biomechanical variable
In the following part the regression analysis for the rotation biomechanical variable for each
player was conducted. There were two questions:
Question 1: Which is the best predictor of the performance accuracy: the rotation of the upper
arm in the X, Y, or Z coordination’s or the rotation of the lower arm in the X, Y, or Z
coordination’s or the rotation of the hand in the X, Y, or Z coordination’s, or the rotation of
the racket in the X, Y, or Z coordination’s for each player?
Question 2: How well do the twelve variables of rotation segments predict performance
accuracy? How much variance in performance accuracy can be explained by values on these
twelve variables?
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The multiple regression analysis on the rotation biomechanical variable was conducted for
each player, in like manner to the method of analyzing the other biomechanical variables are
illustrated above.
4.3.2.6.1 The expert players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 84 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case two variables
were added (e.g. the lower arm rotation (X) as a predictor variable was added in the first step,
and lower arm rotation (Y) was added in the second step). Although, we found ten variables
(upper arm rotation (X), upper arm rotation (Y), upper arm rotation (Z), lower arm rotation
(Z), hand rotation (X), hand rotation (Y), hand rotation (Z), bat rotation (X), bat rotation (Y),
and bat rotation (Z)) were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model
when I selected the stepwise method.
In Table 85 we can see that model 1, which included only lower arm rotation in the X-axis
variable, account for 16 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .160). The final model 2 also
included lower arm rotation in the Y-axis variable which resulted in an additional 1.7% of
variance explained (R2 change= .017). This final model accounted for 17.6% of the variance
in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .176).
Table 84. Variables Entered / Removed of the Rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity trials of the expert players.
Model
1
2

Variables Entered
Rotation lower X
Rotation lower Y

Table 85. Summary of model of the Rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity trials of the expert players.

Model
1
2

R
.402a
.423b

R Square
.161
.179

Adjusted
R Square
.160
.176

a. Predictors: (Constant), Rotation lower X
b. Predictors: (Constant), Rotation lower X, Rotation lower Y

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.458141696
.453685543

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.161
.017
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Table 86 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant, as we can see in the Table 86 the ANOVA result for the two
models, they are significant.
Table 86. Analysis-of-variance table of the Rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity trials of the expert players.

Model
2

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
31.013
142.435
173.447

df
2
692
694

Mean Square
15.506
.206

F
75.336

Sig.
.000b

b. Predictors: (Constant), Rotation lower X, Rotation lower Y

Table 87 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.335 + (.000 x rotation lower arm X) + (.000 x rotation lower arm
Y).
Table 87. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the Rotation biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.

Model
2

(Constant)
Rotation lower X
Rotation lower Y

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.335
.021
.000
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.356
.140

t
63.723
9.754
3.831

Sig.
.000
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (2, 692) = 75.34,
P<.0001. The model explains 17.6% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.176). The mean rotations of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players are illustrated
in Figure 46.
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Figure 46. The mean rotations of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.

In the technique task:
Table 88 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case one variable was
added (i.e., bat rotation (Z)). Altogether, eleven variables (upper arm rotation (X), upper arm
rotation (Y), upper arm rotation (Z), lower arm rotation (X), lower arm rotation (Y) lower arm
rotation (Z), hand rotation (X), hand rotation (Y), hand rotation (Z), bat rotation (X), and bat
rotation (Y)) were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I
selected the stepwise method.
In Table 89 we can see that model 1, which included only bat rotation in the Z-axis variable,
accounts for 2.5 % of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2= .025).
Table 88. Variables Entered / Removed of the Rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique trials of the expert players.
Model
1

Variables Entered
Rotation bat Z

Table 89. Summary of model of the rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the technique
trials of the expert players.

Model
1

R
.162

R Square
.026

Adjusted
R Square
.025

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.487641046

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change
.026
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Table 90 reports an ANOVA, which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 90, the ANOVA result for the one
model, it is significant.
Table 90. Analysis-of-variance table of the rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
technique trials of the expert players.

Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
4.491
167.407
171.898

df
1
704
705

Mean Square
4.491
.238

F
18.887

Sig.
.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), Rotation bat Z

Table 91 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables included in the model.
Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is: Performance
accuracy= 3.444 + (.000 x rotation bat Z).
Table 91. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the Rotation biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the technique trials of the expert players.

Model
1

(Constant)
Rotation bat Z

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.444
.019
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.162

t
179.164
-4.346

Sig.
.000
.000

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (1, 704) = 18.89,
P<.0001. The model explains 2.5% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.025). The mean rotations of the technique trials of the expert players are illustrated in Figure
47.
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Figure 47.The mean rotations of the technique trials of the expert players.

4.3.2.6.2 The novice players
In the maximum velocity task:
Table 92 tells us about the predictor variables and the methods used. It shows us the order in
which the variables were entered and removed. We can see that in this case four variables
were added (e.g., bat rotation (Y) as a predictor variable was added in the first step, upper arm
rotation (Z) was added in the second step, upper arm rotation (Y) was added in the third step,
and finally hand rotation (X) was added in the final step). Additionally, in this case eight
variables (upper arm rotation (X), lower arm rotation (X), lower arm rotation (Y), lower arm
rotation (Z), hand rotation (Y), hand rotation (Z), bat rotation (X), and bat rotation (Z)) were
removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the stepwise
method.
In Table 93 we can see that model 1, which included only bat rotation in the Y-axis variable,
accounts for 7.3 % of the variance (Adjusted R2= .073). Model 2 also included upper arm
rotation in the Y-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 3.3% of variance explained (R2
change= .033). This model accounted for 10.3% of the variance in performance accuracy
(Adjusted R2 = .103). Model 3 also included upper arm rotation in the Y-axis variable, which
resulted in an additional 4.5% of variance explained (R2 change= .045). This model accounted
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for 14.6% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .146). Finally, model 4
also included hand rotation in the X-axis variable, which resulted in an additional 2.2% of
variance explained (R2 change= .022). This final model accounted for 16.6% of the variance
in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 = .166).
Table 92. Variables Entered / Removed of the Rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity trials of the novice players.
Variables
Entered

Model
1
2
3
4

Rotation bat Y
Rotation upper Z
Rotation upper Y
Rotation hand X

Table 93. Summary of model of the rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the maximum
velocity trials of the novice players.

Model
1
2
3
4

R
.275
.329
.392
.419d

Adjusted
R Square
.073
.103
.146
.166

R Square
.076
.108
.154
.176

Change
Statistics
R Square
Change

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.466057057
.458404796
.447218186
.442086297

.076
.033
.045
.022

d. Predictors: (Constant), rotation bat Y, rotation upper Z, rotation upper Y,
rotation hand X

Table 94 reports an ANOVA which assesses the overall significance of my model. As p<
.0001 the model is significant; as we can see in the Table 9, the ANOVA result for the four
models, they are significant.
Table 94. Analysis-of-variance table of the rotation biomechanical variable entered into the model of the
maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

Model
4

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
14.118
66.254
80.372

df
4
339
343

Mean Square
3.529
.195

F
18.059

Sig.
.000d

d. Predictors: (Constant), Rotation bat Y, Rotation upper Z, Rotation upper Y, Rotation
hand X

Table 95 illustrates the unstandardized and standardized coefficients for the variables included
in the model. This table gives information for the predictor variables that are included in the
model. Based on the coefficients in this table, the resulting regression equation is:
Performance accuracy= 1.414 + (.000 x rotation bat Y) + (.000 x rotation upper arm Z) +
(.000 x rotation upper arm Y) + (.000 x rotation hand X).
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Table 95. The unstandardized and standardized regression coefficients of the rotation biomechanical variable
entered into the model of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

Model
4

(Constant)
Rotation bat Y
Rotation upper Z
Rotation upper Y
Rotation hand X

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.414
.037
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.249
.706
-.573
-.150

t
37.814
4.911
5.165
-4.221
-2.990

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.003

To sum up, using the stepwise method, a significant model emerged: F (4, 281) = 20.61,
P<.0001. The model explains 16.6% of the variance in performance accuracy (Adjusted R2 =
.166). The mean rotations of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players are illustrated
in Figure 48.

Figure 48.The mean rotations of the maximum velocity trials of the novice players.

In the technique task:
In this case we found that no one variable was added. However, all twelve rotation segments
were removed because they did not significantly strengthen the model when I selected the
stepwise method. The mean rotations of the technique trials of the novice players are
illustrated in Figure 49.
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Figure 49. The mean rotations of the technique trials of the novice players.

Taken together, the technique trials in the rotation biomechanical variable showed a
considerably very lower effect on performance accuracy (2.5%) than that of the rotation of the
maximum velocity trials (17.6%) of the expert players. However, in the novice players the
technique trials of the rotation biomechanical variable showed much less of an effect on
performance accuracy than did the rotation of the maximum velocity trials.
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Section summary
Table 96. Summary of the mean differences between the expert and novice players in both the maximum
velocity and the technique trials.

Sub-variables
(Segments)

Expert players

Novice players

Maximum
Velocity
ranging from
21.9 to 65.5
6 to 82.2
7.5 to 45.2
18.3 to 36.6
.18 to 1.1
.7 to 1.4
1.2 to 2.1
1.9 to 3.4
24 to 150

Technique
ranging from

Maximum Velocity
ranging from

Technique ranging
from

16.7 to 47.5
4.2 to 61.8
4.6 to 48.2
12.9 to 31
.17 to 1.04
.48 to 1.3
1.4 to 2.1
2.2 to 2.9
48 to 78

10.7 to 50.6
.1 to 85.8
6.7 to 44
25.8 to 39
.25 to .98
.44 to 1.2
1.5 to 1.8
1.7 to 2.5
34.4 to 153.9

13 to 40.8
1.2 to 98
37 to 60
13 to 50.8
.002 to .88
.24 to 1.5
.97 to 1.7
1.5 to 1.8
21 to 211

39 to 232

144 to 239

63.9 to 303

62 to 223

Angle upper arm
Angle Lower arm
Angle Hand
Angle bat
Velocity upper arm
Velocity lower arm
Velocity hand
Velocity bat
Angular velocity
upper arm
Angular velocity
lower arm
Angular velocity
hand
Angular velocity bat
Rotation upper arm
Rotation lower arm
Rotation hand
Rotation bat

23 to 215

112 to 190

38.8 to 67.5

102 to 331

101 to 287
17.99 to 19.69
12.09 to 14.68
24.75 to 53.43
25.33 to 65.36

11 to 257
35.92 to 53.07
10.93 to 24.52
13.05 to 20.65
5.52 to 9.44

Acceleration upper

.89 to 4.2

.32 to 3.1

74 to 111
17.02 to 43.73
17.33 to 23.92
14.48 to 23.29
6.61 to 13.38
1.6 to 3.6

77.6 to 195
29.24 to 43.75
17.06 to 23.65
14.18 to 23.02
6.62 to 13.15
.73 to 3.2

.08 to 9.2

.49 to 7.8

1.3 to 10.5

1.4 to 6.5

Acceleration hand

5 to 19.6

.14 to 18.2

1.7 to 15.4

7.8 to 13.6

Acceleration bat

8.8 to 40.5

21.3 to 37.8

12 to 36.6

19.5 to 31

Momentum upper

.3 to 1.8

.28 to 1.7

.42 to1.6

.004 to 1.4

.68 to 1.6

.57 to 1.5

.52 to 1.5

.28 to 1.7

Momentum hand

.51 to .87

.59 to .87

.65 to .75

.4 to .74

Momentum bat

.39 to .68

.44 to .58

.35 to .52

.34 to .39

arm
Acceleration lower
arm

arm
Momentum lower
arm
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Table 97. Summary of the contributions of the biomechanical variables to performance accuracy for the expert
and novice players in both of maximum velocity and technique trials.

Contribution of the
Biomechanical variables

Expert players
Maximum

Technique

velocity

Novice players
Maximum

Technique

velocity

Velocity

52.5%

23%

22.1%

16.1%

Acceleration

15.3%

18.1%

30.1%

13.1%

Angle

29.5%

42%

28.9%

20.5%

Angular Velocity

30.8%

2.1%

17.9%

11.8%

Rotation

17.6%

2.5%

16.6%

-

Momentum

52.5%

23.1%

22.1%

21.6%

Table 97 summarizes the contributions of the biomechanical variables to performance
accuracy. Furthermore, this table summarizes the differences between the expert and novice
players in these biomechanical variables. As can be seen in Table 97, with respect to velocity
as the biomechanical variable, the technique trials of the velocity biomechanical variable
showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that of velocity in the
maximum velocity trials of the expert players. Similarly, with the novice players the
technique trials of the velocity biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect on
performance accuracy than that of the velocity of the maximum velocity trials.
However, with respect to acceleration as the biomechanical variable, the technique trials of
the acceleration biomechanical variable showed a considerably higher effect on performance
accuracy than that of the acceleration of the maximum velocity trials of the expert players. In
contrast, with the novice players the technique trials of the acceleration biomechanical
variable showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that of
acceleration in the maximum velocity trials.
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Similarly, with respect to angle as the biomechanical variable, as can be seen in Table 97, the
technique trials of the angle biomechanical variable showed a considerably higher effect on
performance accuracy than that of angle in the maximum velocity trials of the expert players.
In contrast, with the novice players the technique trials of the angle biomechanical variable
showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that of angle in the
maximum velocity trials.
In contrast, with respect to angular velocity as the biomechanical variable, the technique trials
of the angular velocity biomechanical variable showed a considerably very lower effect on
performance accuracy than that of angular velocity in the maximum velocity trials of the
expert players. Similarly, with the novice players the technique trials of the angular velocity
biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that
of angular velocity in the maximum velocity trials.
With respect to rotation as the biomechanical variable, the technique trials of the rotation
biomechanical variable showed a considerably very lower effect on performance accuracy
than that of rotation in the maximum velocity trials of the expert players. However, another
interesting point is that with the novice players the technique trials of the rotation
biomechanical variable showed much less effect on performance accuracy than that of
rotation in the maximum velocity trials.
Finally, with respect to momentum as the biomechanical variable, the maximum velocity
trials of the momentum biomechanical variable showed a considerably higher effect on
performance accuracy than that of momentum in the technique trials of the expert players.
Similarly, with the novice players the technique trials of the momentum biomechanical
variable showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy than that of the
momentum in the maximum velocity trials.
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5 General Discussions
Table tennis is a fast action sport, and success requires highly skilled players who are capable
of hitting and anticipating the rapid movement of the ball under very different circumstances.
In this respect, spin and speed are two primary factors that play an important role in winning
table tennis matches. They are often related to and limited by each other. They help promote
the development of international table tennis playing techniques.
The general aim of this dissertation was to assess the contribution of biomechanical variables
to performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke, because their movement
coordination influences how well players perform. Changes in movement coordination can
reveal and help in diagnosing and treating neural diseases. One of the main areas of
application is the technique used by players while playing shots. The advance of technology
in recent years has enabled detailed three-dimensional kinematic and kinetic characterizations
of racket skills to be established and has enabled biomechanics researchers to investigate the
underlying mechanisms used in performing racket skills. Kinematics is the description and
measurement of motion. It deals with displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Both linear
and angular variables can be used to characterize the movement of body segments or joints. A
spatial reference is needed, either an absolute or a relative one. The kinetics that deals with
the motions of internal/external rotations is important for understanding the way technique
may influence injuries.
Additionally, this study addressed another question as to whether expert and novice players
differ significantly in terms of their performance accuracy levels.
In the interpretation of the results produced, the novice players showed lower performance
accuracy than the expert players in the maximum velocity and technique trials. A second
variant of this experiment was conducted in which variables are linearly related to the
dependent variable “performance accuracy.” Or what is the relationship between performance
accuracy and the biomechanical variables (i.e., velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity,
rotation, and momentum)? To our knowledge, no data on racket arm velocities, accelerations,
angles, angular velocities, momentums, and rotations for the table tennis backhand topspin
stroke have been reported of the two groups of players in the two trials (i.e., the maximum
velocity and the technique trials). Hence, the racket arm speed, acceleration, angle, angular
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velocity, momentum, and rotation data in the present study cannot be compared with other
similar study data.
Overall, for the multiple regression analysis presented in this study, several points are worthy
of note. First, with respect to velocity as the biomechanical variable, we found that the upper
arm in the Y-axis in the expert players was by far the first best segment that affects
performance accuracy in maximum velocity trials. However, the hand in the Y-axis was
entered as the first best segment, which affects performance accuracy in the technique trials.
On the other hand, in the novice players we found that the lower arm in the Y-axis was by far
the first best segment that contributed to performance accuracy in the maximum velocity
trials; however, the lower arm in the Z-axis was entered as the first best segment in affecting
performance accuracy in the technique trials.
In addition, the results showed that the technique trials had a considerably lower effect on
performance accuracy (23%) than that of the velocities in the maximum velocity trials of the
expert players (52.5%). Similarity, in the novice players the technique trials showed a
considerably lower effect on the performance accuracy (16.1%) than that of velocity in the
maximum velocity trials (22.1%).
Second, with respect to acceleration as the biomechanical variable, the results showed that the
lower arm in the X-axis of the expert players was by far the first best segment to affect
performance accuracy in the maximum velocity trials. However, the upper arm in the X-axis
was entered as the first best segment in contributing to performance accuracy in the technique
trials. Similarly, in the novice players, we found that the lower arm in the X-axis was by far
the first best segment in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the maximum velocity
trials; however, the upper arm in the X-axis was entered as the first best segment in terms of
effects on performance accuracy in the technique trials. This pattern of variability did not
differ between expert and novice groups through the maximum velocity and technique trials,
suggesting that despite the somewhat different absolute kinematics, the expert and novice
players were controlling their movements in a similar manner; this finding is quite consistent
with previously reported results (See Sheppard & Li, 2007).
Moreover, the technique trials of the acceleration biomechanical variable showed a
considerably higher effect on performance accuracy (18.1%) than that of acceleration in the
maximum velocity trials (15.3%) of the expert players. In contrast, with the novice players the
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technique trials of the acceleration biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect
on performance accuracy (13.1%) than that of acceleration in the maximum velocity trials
(30.1%).
Third, with respect to the angle as the biomechanical variable, we observed that the lower arm
in the Y-axis for the expert players was by far the first best segment in terms of contribution
to performance accuracy in the maximum velocity trials. However, the upper arm in the Yaxis was entered as the first best segment in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the
technique trials. While with the novice players, we found that the upper arm in the Z-axis was
by far the first best segment in terms of contribution to performance accuracy in the
maximum velocity trials; and the bat in the Y-axis was entered as the first best segment in
terms of effects on performance accuracy in the technique trials.
Furthermore, the technique trials of the angle biomechanical variable showed a considerably
higher effect on performance accuracy (42%) than that of the angle in the maximum velocity
trials (29.5%) of the expert players. However, in the novice players the technique trials in the
angle biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect on performance accuracy
(20.5%) than that of the angle in the maximum velocity trials (28.9%).
Fourth, with respect to angular velocity as the biomechanical variable, we observed that the
upper arm in the Z-axis of the expert players was by far the first best segment in terms of
effects on performance accuracy in the maximum velocity trials. However, the bat in the Zaxis was entered as the first best segment in terms of contributions to performance accuracy in
the technique trials. While with the novice players, we found that the upper arm in the Z-axis
was by far the first best segment in terms of contribution to performance accuracy in the
maximum velocity trials; and the lower arm in the Z-axis was entered as the first best segment
in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the technique trials.
Additionally, the technique trials of the angular velocity biomechanical variable showed a
considerably lower effect on performance accuracy (2.1%) than that of the angular velocity in
the maximum velocity trials (30.8%) of the expert players. Similarly, in the novice players the
technique trials of the angular velocity biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower
effect on performance accuracy (11.8%) than that of angular velocity in the maximum
velocity trials (17.9%).
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Fifth, with respect to momentum as the biomechanical variable, the results showed that the
upper arm in the Y-axis in the expert players was by far the first best segment in terms of
effects on performance accuracy in the maximum velocity trials. However, the hand in the Xaxis was entered as the first best segment in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the
technique trials. While in the novice players, we found that the lower arm in the Y-axis was
by far the first best segment in terms of its contribution to performance accuracy in the
maximum velocity trials; and the bat in the Z-axis was entered as the first best segment in
terms of effects on performance accuracy in the technique trials.
Moreover, the maximum velocity trials of the momentum biomechanical variable showed a
considerably higher effect on performance accuracy (52.5%) than that of the momentum of
the technique trials (23.1%) in the expert players. Similarly, in the novice players the
technique trials of the momentum biomechanical variable showed a considerably lower effect
on performance accuracy (21.6%) than that of the momentum in the maximum velocity trials
(22.1%).
Finally, with respect to rotation as the biomechanical variable, we found that the lower arm in
the X-axis in the expert players was by far the first best segment contribution to performance
accuracy in the maximum velocity trials. However, the bat in the Z-axis was entered as the
first best segment in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the technique trials. While
with the novice players, we found that the bat in the Y-axis was by far the first best segment
in terms of effects on performance accuracy in the maximum velocity trials; and no variable
was entered in the technique trials.
Furthermore, the technique trials of the rotation biomechanical variable showed a
considerably lower effect on performance accuracy (2.5%) than that of the rotation of the
maximum velocity trials (17.6%) of the expert players. However, in the novice players the
technique trials of the rotation biomechanical variable showed very little much less effect on
performance accuracy than that of rotation in the maximum velocity trials.
Iino et al. (2008) reported that the value of the angular velocities of the upper arm and the
elbow joint depend on definition of the upper arm segment coordinate system. In the present
study, the mean lower arm angle at impact was greater than 40o in both groups of players.
This finding is quite consistent with the results reported by Iino et al. (2008).
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According to the angular velocities of the hand in the present study, the mean contribution of
angular velocity as the biomechanical variable hand was only .01% in the performance
technique trials of the novice players. We found that there was no effect of the angular
velocity of the hand in each of the maximum velocity trials with both expert and novice
players. The data from the present study are consistent with the findings of Tanabe & Ito
(2007), who reported that a low angular velocity of the hand (.8%) was observed at the ball
impact in the table tennis serve.
In the present study, the upper arm moves from an internally rotated position to a slight
externally rotated position, roughly 18 o -53 o in the expert players, and ranged between 17 o
and 43 o in the novice players,. In addition, this result is nearly the same as the results reported
by Elliott, Marshall, & Noffal (1996) in squash forehand players, because their external
rotation angles ranged between 50

o

and 60 o. In contrast, baseball players reach extreme

external rotation angles ranged between 160

o

and 185

o

during the acceleration phase (see

Fleisig, Andrews, Dillman, & Escamilla, 1995).
Moreover, as can be seen in Figures 44 and 46, the mean rotations of the bat and hand in the
Y-axis were much more for experts than for novices in the maximum velocity trial (mean
rotations= 65.4, 53.4 in the expert players, and 6.6, 14.5 in the novice players, respectively).
However, the mean rotations of the upper arm in the X-axis were similar for novice players in
both maximum velocity and technique trials (see Figures 46, 47 for details). Interestingly, we
found that the mean rotation of the upper arm in the X-axis was higher for experts than for
novices in the technique trials (mean rotations= 53 and 43, respectively).
The mean momentum of the expert and novice players was calculated in the present study.
We found that the upper arm and lower arm in the Z-axis were similar for the experts and
novices in the maximum velocity trial (for details, see Figure 40 and 42). In addition, as can
be seen in Figures 40 and 41, we found no mean momentum change between the maximum
velocity and technique trials for the expert players in the upper arm and lower arm segments
in the Z-axis. Moreover, the mean momentums of the bat and the hand segments were very
low for novices and experts.
The mean velocity of the bat was less for novices than for experts (mean velocities= 1.5- 2.5
m/s and 1.9 to 3.4 m/s respectively, in the present study). The data in this study support the
findings reported by Sheppard & Li (2007), who found that the mean speed variability was
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less for novice players than for expert players. Additionally, these values were nearly
consistent with those of Neal (1991), who found that the velocities of the bat ranged from 3.07.0 m/s in table tennis. In contrast, in squash forehand, Elliott et al. (1996) found that the
mean velocity of the racket was ranged from 29.6 -31.5 m/s.
With respect to bat velocity, the results of the present study support the data reported by Iino
et al. (2008). We found that hand flexion, upper arm external rotation, and lower arm were the
main contributors to racket forward velocity.
The mean velocities of the hand segments of the two groups illustrated an interesting finding
that appears to differentiate between the two groups of players. The main effect demonstrated
that the expert players were able to generate a much greater hand velocity (ranging from 1.2
to 2.2 m/s) than the novice players (ranging from .9 to 1.7 m/s). This higher velocity of the
expert players would undoubtedly lead to greater post-impact ball speed compared to the
novice, For more details see Table 96. This findings is quite consistent with the results
reported by Sheppard & Li (2007), who reported that the difference between the two groups
in terms of hand speed was due mostly to the difference in the Y-direction velocity
component of the hand.
The mean velocities of the upper arm showed that they were very similar for the two groups.
However, one of the most interesting findings was that the velocity of the lower arm in the
technique trial of the expert players was lower than that of the novice players. For more
details, see Table 96.
Moreover, the mean acceleration of the bat was calculated in the present study. Bat
acceleration is not a critical factor in that it does not directly influence ball trajectory and shot
outcome, however it is important because it is the means to control bat speed (Sheppard & Li,
2007). The mean acceleration variability was less for novices than for experts (mean
acceleration= 36.5m/s2 and 40.5 m/s2 respectively, in the present study). This findings is quite
consistent with the results reported by Sheppard & Li (2007), who found that bat acceleration
was more common with experts than with novice players.
Altogether, the present study provides support for the idea that biomechanical variables
(velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, momentum, and rotation) are related to
performance accuracy in the backhand topspin stroke in table tennis. Furthermore,
biomechanical variables seem to be a necessary variable for performance accuracy in the
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backhand topspin. In this way, our results support theories, which view the biomechanical
variables as reflecting a mechanism useful for the evaluation of performance accuracy. In
addition, there are also three-dimensional analyses of racket skills that have been developed to
investigate the underlying mechanisms of the racket, ball, surface, and environment in order
to understand technique in racket sports and the implications of player performance (Poizat,
Thouvarecq, & Séve, 2004; Ushiyama, Tamaki, Hashimoto, & Igarashi, 2004; Yoshida,
Sugiyama, & Murakoshi, 2004).
Finally, our results are consistent with the general view that the kinematics of racket sports is
one of the biomechanical sciences interested in the description or measurement of motion to
identify the mechanical characteristics that have effects on both performance and risk of
injury (Lees, 2004; Sheppard & Li, 2007).
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Summary and Conclusion
The data presented have quantified the movement kinematics of two groups of players
performing backhand topspin in table tennis. The expert players generated higher velocities of
the hand and the bat than the novice players did. However, one of the most interesting
findings was that the velocity of the lower arm of the expert players was lower than that of the
novice players. Biomechanical methods have been used to investigate techniques used in a
range of racket skills and have been interpreted in relation to both performance and injury.
Recent developments in qualitative analysis methods that enable researchers to quantify the
relative contribution that segments seem ripe for further research interest.
It is important to note that the external rotation of the upper arm, lower arm and hand flexion
were the movements that had the greatest influence on the velocity of the center of the rackethead at impact. More attention in particular must be given to the movement of the upper arm,
which generally has been neglected in discussions of the table tennis backhand. It is also
important to acknowledge the role of the lower arm, because peak angular velocity values
which were recorded prior to impact assisted in the generation of racket-head velocity during
the forward swing.
A biomechanical assessment can aid in improving performance, but there is a lack of direct
evidence to support this claim. The procedures involved in achieving improved performance
are underdeveloped and require the involvement of other specialists. Biomechanics
researchers appear skilled in determining ‘what is wrong’ with a sports performance, but
generally allow others to tackle the problem of ‘how to put it right’. This leads to uncertainty
about how effective biomechanical assessment ultimately can be. It is concluded that
biomechanics researchers need to work more closely with others in establishing evidencebased practice.
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Using Simi Motion
Start
After the software has been started, the following screen is displayed:

The following options are available in this window: read help on Simi Motion, open an
existing project, create a new project, and select from database.

Read help on Simi Motion
On-line help includes explanations of all the important software functions. Press F1 to get
help on the dialog box displayed on the screen.

Open an Existing Project
The open dialog box allows you to open Simi Motion 5.x projects (*.SMP files) which
already exist. If you want to load projects saved by a previous version of Simi Motion a
compatibility problem can occur. In this case open the files with pressed shift key.

Create a New Project
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In the “Project label” box, type the name of the project, e.g. “Motion Example”. In the
“Author” box, enter the name of the author, e.g. “Simi...” This information will be
automatically displayed later in the dialog box for selecting project properties. Choose the
“...” button to load a specification file which has already been created. It is possible to use old
Motion 4.x specifications as well as new Motion 5.x specifications. This means that once a
specification has been created, it can be used several times. Up to six cameras can be entered
in the “Number of Cameras” box. Choose the “Create and Save” button to create and save a
new project. It is very helpful if the file name is chosen carefully to describe each project
precisely so that earlier projects can be easily identified later. Moreover, all the files which
belong to a project (video files *.avi, Simi Motion project files *.smp) should be saved in the
one folder. After all the settings have been chosen, the Simi Motion desktop is displayed.

Select item from Database

Open the database on the path file database. In this dialog box you can choose and load Simi
Motion projects already created.
Search
By title
By keywords
By the two fields in this dialog box it is defined with which systematic the database entries
shall be shown in the display window. In the description field beneath the display field the
path of the Simi Motion project (*.SMP) is shown.
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Title
In this window the title of the chosen project is displayed.
Subject
In this window the subject of the project is stated.
Keywords
In this window the keywords of the project are displayed.
Comment
In this window the comment on project is shown.
Desktop

The above illustration shows the Simi Motion desktop: the Project, specification and camera
folders are standard. The method of working with the folders is the same as with the Explorer
in Windows 95/98 and Windows NT. The camera folder includes one to six cameras,
depending on the settings made in the welcome window.

Working with 3D Data
Many movements cannot be observed on one plane alone because spatial depth is an
important factor. There are two prerequisites for spatial calibration: firstly there should be at
least two cameras operating from different perspectives and secondly there should be 3-D
reference objects (calibration systems). Cube-shaped calibration systems are often used. The
same applies here: the further the recorded points are from the calibrated area, the more
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inaccurate the results become. The calibration system (and therefore the calibrated area)
should also fill as much of the picture as possible.

The camera positions are not important for the recording and can be chosen arbitrarily. In
particular, the cameras do not have to be positioned at the same height. If only two cameras
are used, these should be set up at an angle of approx. 60°-120° to each other.

Additional cameras (in as far as they are supported by the current system) increase the
accuracy, since errors can be better offset.
Calibration System
The system requires a minimum of eight calibration points. These points must not lie on the
same plane and should entirely surround the area to be calibrated. If a cube-shaped calibration
system is used, the eight corners of the cube are the obvious choice. The use of more
calibration points (typically between 10 and 30) is recommended for increased accuracy. If a
cube is used, for instance, then the middle of each edge and points inside the cube (e.g. the
center) can be used. In order to make the necessary calculations, the actual coordinates of all
the points (in meters) and their coordinates in the recorded picture must be input to the
system. This procedure must be carried out for every camera. It is possible to use different
calibration points for each camera. The coordinates of all the calibration points for all the
cameras must be defined in the same system of coordinates and in the same sequence. In
cases where motion is in a particular direction (e.g. running), it has proved helpful in practice
to ensure that one axis of the system of coordinates selected points in the direction of the
movement.
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Note: The system assumes that the z-axis points upwards. This assumption has no effect on
the calculation of the coordinates but it plays a role in the representation of the motion e.g. in
a line drawing.
Example: If a cube-shaped calibration system is used, select one corner as the origin of the
system of coordinates and the edges of the cube as its axes. Then for a cube measuring 2m x
2m x 2m, the coordinates (X; Y; Z) of the eight corners are as follows:

(0; 0; 0) origin
(2; 0; 0) Right-hand near corner (bottom)
(2; 2; 0) Right-hand far corner (bottom)
(0; 2; 0) Left-hand far corner (top)
(0; 0; 2)...
(2; 0; 2)...
(2; 2; 2)...
(0; 2; 2)...
This cube should then be positioned so that: the spatial area to be calibrated lies as much as
possible within the cube, one axis (e.g. the X-axis) points in the direction of the movement,
and the cube is recorded by all the cameras completely and fills as much of each picture as
possible.
Creating and Editing the 3-D Calibration System
The standard calibration can be changed whenever required. To do so, click on the
“Properties” button, and select the command “Edit Calibration System”.
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First of all type the name of the calibration system in the “Description” box. Then add all the
points, depending on which calibration system is to be used. The coordinates of each point
must be entered in meters. When the editing of a point has been completed, click on “Apply”
to add it to the list. At least 8 calibration points are required for 3-D calibration. The more
points which are used, the more precise the calibration becomes. The 3D reconstruction is
dependent on an accurate calibration. Please use the “Camera constants” (in the 3D
calibration menu) to check your calibration. Pay attention in particular to the calculated
camera position and the principal point with “Optimization” turned off. The options “Pan, Tilt
and Zoom” are only available if the corresponding optional module has been installed. Please
read the special manual to get more information.
Additional information: “Camera position”
The camera position (coordinates according to the calibration system) is calculated
automatically during the calibration process, but if the exact position has been measured it
should be entered. This information is optional and you can also enter only one component
(e.g. the height of the camera) and leave all other textboxes empty.
Additional information: “Principal point”
The camera’s principal point is calculated automatically during the calibration process, but if
the exact values are known they should be entered. The principal point is usually close to the
center of the image. According to circumstances the default values “0.5 / 0.5” are sometimes
good enough to achieve an improved accuracy. There is also the possibility to measure the
exact position of the principal point. It is not dependent on the camera’s position, rotation or
setup but on the optics and the cameras itself. Please contact the Simi support for a software
tool to measure the principal point of your camera.
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If the user wishes connecting lines to be drawn in between the calibration points, this can be
done using the “Connecting Lines” button analogous to editing the connecting lines in the
specification.
Importing Calibration Data
Using the Import “button” it is also possible to load calibration systems which have already
been defined. It is possible either to load an existing 3-D calibration file (*.CA3).
Exporting Calibration Data
Using the “Export” button the calibration file created can be saved as a (*.CA3) file and can
thus be used in other projects without any problems.
Global Tracking Settings
By clicking on global tracking settings, the dialog box global settings are opened in which
adjustments for all markers can be done. The dialog is divided into two parts. They contain
settings for trust values and the limitation of the search result at search.

With the trust values the weighting of the similarity values and the threshold values can be
set. The similarity values are a weighting of the total trust. What is given is the medium of the
weighting of the similarity values and how high the single values are to be valued.
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The trust values of the similarities are:
• Color: similarity of the color of the searched marker with the one of the former found
marker.
• Area: similarity of the area of the searched marker with the one of the former found marker.
• Ratio: proportion of the area of the marker to the surrounding area.
• Brightness: similarity of the brightness of the searched marker with the one of the former
found marker.
• Saturation: similarity of the saturation of the searched marker with the one of the former
found marker.
• Motion path: about how far it is a steady or a stochastic movement process The weightings
of the single similarity values depend on the kind of markers that is used (color or
black/white), on the movement that is carried out in the video (important for the motion path)
and on how big the markers are. On the right side, next to the field of the similarity values
there is the opportunity to have the trust values for the color values calculated by the system
calculate trust values for color. For that the check box has to be activated. Now the program
recommends the weightings for the similarity values. If the option is deactivated the
weightings have to be set manually with the scrollbar. This is only possible if the scrollbars
are pale grey.
Remark to the similarity values for black/white markers (manual adjustment)
In contrast to the color markers the weighting on the value for color similarity
is lower and is recommended at 20%.
The same applies to the saturation similarity.
The brightness similarity is to be valued highly because the recognition of the
black/white markers must be possible with difficult areas (e.g. when moving into a shadow).
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Threshold values
The upper threshold indicates the area in which the markers are recognized well and surely.
This one should be over 90% even better is 95%. The value below indicates that until this
threshold the marker is recognized. Beneath this Value the marker cannot be seen any more.
The recommended value here is75%.For the limitation of the search result the following
adjustments can be done in the part dialog search:
Maximum marker size
The maximum marker size is on one hand the size of the marker given in pixels and on the
other hand it says something about the size of the search room. For the value of the marker
size it is recommended to use 2*x. x is the distance between the center of the found marker
and the center of the searched marker in the direction of the x-axis (horizontal). The size of
the search room should be taken double that size because of the following reason: The search
room square has in its center the marker and the marker in turn has in its center the coordinate
origin of the Cartesian coordinate system. That means that there is the same distance is the xand the y directions. With a marker size of 60 pixels (that is 60*60 pixels in x and in ydirection) the distance from the center of the marker until the edge of the search room square
only 30 pixels. But the center of the next marker could lie for example at 60 pixels starting
out from the first marker center. The search for the next marker would be unsuccessful. But
by choosing 2*x the search room square enlarges by the factor four and the next searched
marker will be found no matter in which x- and y-direction it has moved.
Note that, the marker size should not be chosen too big! By the time the marker becomes
almost as big as the entire image the search may take very much time.
Maximum search time
The maximum search time is an index for how much time shall be spent on the search for the
next equal marker. That means that if the time is expired and no marker was found the
program cancels the search and gives the note: Marker not found to the user. Therefore it
makes sense to limit the search time. It is given in ms. if the maximum search time shall be
limited the checkbox search time limit must be activated.
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Marker Properties

Under properties the properties of the markers can be set and tested. The dialog box shows in
the upper half two equally sized quadratic windows. The left window shows the original
image with marker and the surrounding area. The right window shows the recognized marker.
The windows adapt to the size of the marker. In the lower half the properties of the markers
are set. They can be changes by the user. In the list field color spaces the color space
components are listed. The following color space components are available: Red, greed, blue,
grey; Red/green, red/blue, green/blue; HSV-H, HSV-S and HSV-V; and HUV-H, HUV-U,
HUV-V.
The program activates the color space components with which the marker is depicted at best.
If a marker is not recognized during the tracking the dialog window marker properties is
automatically opened by the program and all color space components are activated. Now the
user is enabled to turn off or activate the check boxes. Next to the listing of the color spaces
there are scrollbars that indicate the bottom or the top threshold value of the single color space
components and make it unchangeable.
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In order to open further perspectives for the marker image the appearance of the marker
surface and its direct surrounding can be changed in the following points:
Area of component
As soon as an area of component is activated the area of the color space component is
depicted in the window recognized marker. This is not the area of the resulting marker! The
area of component appears blue.
Area of resulting marker
If the checkbox marker area is activated the area of the marker is depicted in the window
recognized marker. The marker area appears green. The area of resulting marker and the area
of component overlap the marker area has been a turquoise color.
Center of resulting marker
By activating the check box center of resulting area the center of the marker is shown by a
red point in the window recognized marker.
Contrast enhancement
If the contrast is enhanced the image of the recognized marker is depicted in grey. This
setting helps the user to distinguish better between marker and non marker-area. If the
checkbox contrast enhancement is activated the marker is depicted stronger in darker grey
color.
Dynamic marker adjustment
Here the dynamic can be turned on and off separately for this marker. Note, if the check boxes
area of component and area of resulting marker are activated at the same time the area of
component which does not belong to the marker is colored blue. The area of component
which is the area of resulting marker is depicted turquoise and the area of marker which does
not belong to the area of component is depicted green. With the button reset any movement of
the scrollbars is undone. If the button reset all is used the program demands a confirmation. If
this is answered with yes the program defines the settings itself.
At the end of the dialog box there are two buttons are “OK” and “Cancel”. The meanings of
these buttons are described under global tracking settings and have the same impact here.
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Filtering and smoothing
Smooth with moving average: The smoothing radius determines the number of the adjacent
points (on both sides) which are included in the calculation (e.g. radius 3 = smoothing with 7
points).
Parameters: Data row and smoothing radius (integer).
Example: Slight smoothing of raw data to eliminate noise (smoothing radius 1 or 2)
Filter with Low-pass.
Filter with double Low-pass
Filter with 2nd order Low-pass
Frequency parts above the filter frequency (threshold value) will be damped or eliminated
using a Butterworth filter.
Parameters: Data row and filter frequency (floating point number)
Example: Filtering 3D coordinates (human movements (Filter frequency e.g. 10 hertz)
Filter with Low-pass (percentage)
Filter with doubled Low-pass (percentage)
Filter with 2nd order Low-pass (percentage)
A FFT will be calculated and integrated in order to determine the filter frequency which
corresponds to the given percentage. Then the data is filtered with this frequency. This is done
for each data row separately (i.e. for X, Y and Z, too).
Parameters: Data row and percentage value (floating point number)
Example: Smoothing of 3D data (e.g. with 85%)
Filter with High pass
Frequency parts below the filter frequency will be damped or eliminated.
Parameters: Data row and filter frequency (floating point number)
Example: Eliminate low frequencies in EMG signals which are often movement artifacts.
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Filter with Band pass
Applies a low pass and a high pass filter at the same time. Frequencies outside the given range
will be damped or eliminated.
Parameters: Data row, lower and upper filter frequency (floating point numbers)
Examples: EMG processing: Eliminate movement artifacts (very low frequencies) and noise
(high frequencies) at the same time.
Filter with Splines
“Quintic Splines” are used to describe the data and allowed to differ slightly
From the original data. The resulting curve is smooth and can be derived several times.
Parameters: Data row and error variance (floating point number). The error variance is a
number between 0 (no filtering) and 1 (infinite filtering), typically between 0.1 and 0.0001.
Negative values make the system determine the optimal error variance automatically.
Example: Smoothing of 3D.

Interpolate missing values
Interpolates missing values with a “cubic spline.” Only gaps are filled, that is smaller as or
equal to the maximum interpolation interval. This avoids mathematical correct interpolation
without any relation to reality. Parameters: Data row and max. Interpolation interval (integer)
Example: Sometimes during a 3D recording the right hand is only visible in one camera. For a
3D calculation, however, the information of two cameras is necessary. So the gaps of the
envelope of the second camera are filled with (mathematical) sensible values. Be careful,
because the result is an approximation and no real measurement!

Point Tracing
Particular points can be shown up by displaying them in a special way (tracing). The
development of the movement is thereby emphasized and possible anomalies can be
recognized.
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Calculating the Scaled 3-D Coordinates
It is not necessary to use every camera to calculate the 3-D coordinates. The system only
requires two cameras to carry out a 3-D calculation. If, however, more than two cameras are
used, the resulting calculation is usually more accurate and fewer problems occur with points
which have not been captured.

The required cameras can be selected here using the check-box options. Enter the type of raw
data to be used in the corresponding list box. It is possible to choose between two different
types of raw data here: either normal raw data created during capture or filtered raw data
which has already been slightly smoothed. One of these sets of data can be defined as
standard. This standard raw data is then used to calculate the 3-D coordinates which represent
the third possible choice. Click on “OK” to create the “3-D Coordinates” folder. These sets of
data can now be viewed as a line drawing these sets of data can now be viewed as a line
drawing or exported to other programs.

Angles and distances
Angle (3 Points)
Calculates an angle where is defined by one point on each leg and the vertex. Parameters: Leg
point, vertex, leg point. Example: Angle between ankle, knee and hip (knee angle). Remark:
angles do not have an orientation in 3D (e.g. counterclockwise). Therefore the result is always
the smallest angle (less than 180°).
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Angle (4 Points)
Calculates an angle where both legs are defined by two points. The legs do not have to have
an intersection, the projection is used instead. Parameters: Leg 1 (points 1 + 2), Leg 2 (point 3
+ 4). Example: Angle between wrist/elbow on the right and wrist/elbow on the left (angle
between the forearms). Remark: angles do not have an orientation in 3D (e.g.
counterclockwise). Therefore the result is always the smallest angle (less than 180°)
Angle with X/Y-plane, X/Z-plane, Y/Z-plane
Calculates the angle between a plane and a straight defined by two points. Parameters: two
points. Example: The angle of a javelin in the moment of ground contact.
2D-angle (3 Points)
Calculates an angle, which is defined by one point on each leg and the vertex. Parameters:
Leg point, vertex, leg point. Example: Angles between ankle, knee and hip (knee angle).
Remark: Only the X and Y coordinates (2 D) are taken into account. The angle is measured
counterclockwise and the resulting angle is between 0° and 359°.
Displaying the Data
Once the movement has been recorded and saved and motion data has been generated, the
data can be analyzed. There are two ways of presenting the data. The first possibility consists
of a line drawing in which the movement can be demonstrated in virtual reality and therefore
the performance of the movement can be continually monitored. The second method consists
of presenting the data in the form of a graph and analyzing the resulting curves. It is also
possible to export the data for use with other programs.
Line drawing
The movement which has been captured is displayed as a line drawing in this window. It is
possible to select whether the system of coordinates is shown or not.
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Each of the three axes represents a certain direction or plane: for instance, the X and Y-plane
represents the floor and the z-axis indicates the height. Clicking with the right-hand mouse
button on this window opens a context sensitive menu with the following options:
Graph
The second method of presenting data rows is in the form of a graph. Data rows which have
been calculated can be displayed and analyzed in a graph. Data rows can be included in the
graph by dragging and dropping them. Clicking on the graph with the right-hand mouse
button opens a dialog box with the following options

Copy
This option copies the graph and its contents to the Windows Clipboard. From there it can be
exported to all commonly-used programs.

Display Time (F9)

It is possible here to display information about extreme values which have occurred, zero
positions and points of intersection of the curves. The exact time at which such phenomena
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occurred can be displayed. To do so, position the time near the point and press F9. A dialog
box is displayed which describes the type of extreme value and the exact time at which this
was measured

Add data

This dialog box allows data rows to be added to a graph which has already been opened,
which enables the easy comparison and analysis of two or more data rows. The “Category”
text box allows the choice of raw data, filtered raw data or, depending on the calculation
previously performed 2-D or 3-D data. Those points which were defined in the specification,
e.g. right knee, right hip, can be entered as data rows. The required coordinates, speeds etc.
should be specified in the “Type” field It is, of course, simpler to enter the required data row
by dragging and dropping it.
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Appendix B
The anthropometric characteristics

Measurement Description

1. Mass measurement

Measuring
Instrument
scale

2. Height is measured from the floor to the peak
of the head. The subject stands fully erect,
symmetrically balanced on both feet, which touch
each other at the pads and heels. The posture of
the head is that of the “Frankfurt horizontal.” A Anthropometer
plane defined by the two ear openings and the
lower rims of the two eye sockets must be
oriented approximately perpendicular to the floor.
3. The height of the sternum is the distance from
the floor to the lower part of the breastbone
(Procesus xiphoideus). The subject stands in the Anthropometer
same posture as for the height measurement.
4. The height in sitting position is measured from
the buttocks to the peak of the head. The subject
sits on a table with legs together and supported.
The shanks hang relaxed, and the feet do not
touch the ground. The position of the head is that Anthropometer
of the Frankfurt horizontal.

Result

Shape of test
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5. The width of the hips is the maximum distance
measured above the two iliac crests. The subject
stands in the same posture as for the height

Caliper

measurement.
7. The depth of buttock is defined as the
maximum distance between the dorsal utricle of
the gluteus maximus and the front of the lower

Caliper

trunk.
8. The width of chest is the maximal distance
from the right to the left side of the upper trunk
below the armpits. The measurement is taken

Caliper

while the lung is half inflated.

9. The depth of chest is the distance between the

Bow caliper

lower part of the sternum and the spine at the
same height. The measurement is taken while the
lung is half inflated.

10. The circumference of the head is measured
with a tape measure wrapped around the head
above the eyebrows perpendicular to the

Tape measure

Frankfurt horizontal.
11-12. The height of the right as well as the left
shoulder is measured from the floor to the
acromion. The posture is as for the measurement

Anthropometer

of height.
13-14. The height of hip (right and left) is the
vertical distance between the floor and the center
of the greater trochanter of the femur. The posture
is as for the measurement of height.

Anthropometer
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15-16. The height of knee is the vertical distance
between the floor and the lateral gap between the
condyle of the femur and the condyle of the tibia.

Anthropometer

The posture is as for the measurement of height.
17-18. The height of ankle is the vertical distance
between the floor and the lateral malleolus of the
fibula. The posture is as for the measurement of Anthropometer
height, to assure that weight is evenly supported
by both feet.
19-20. The length of the upper arm is the distance
between the acromion and the gap between the
lateral epicondyle of the humerus and the head of

Tape measure

the radius

21-22. The length of the forearm is the distance
from the gap between the lateral epicondyle of
the humerus and the head of the radius to the

Tape measure

head of the ulna.
23-24. The length of foot is measured from the
rear part of the heel to the distal phalanx of the
longest toe. The posture is as for the measurement

Tape measure

of height, to assure that weight is evenly

25-26. The circumference of the upper arm is
measured at the height of the armpit.

Tape measure
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27-28. The circumference of the elbow is
measured directly around the elbow joint.

Tape measure

29-30. The circumference of the wrist is
measured at the wrist joint directly distal to the

Tape measure

ulna and radius.

31-32. The circumference of the fist is measured
with a tape measure wrapped around the tightly
closed fist touching the metacarpal bones and the

Tape measure

middle phalanx of the fingers.
33-34. The circumference of the thigh is
measured with a tape measure wrapped around
the thigh at the height of the most distal part of

Tape measure

the gluteus maximus or somewhat below it.

35-36. The circumference of the knee is measured
with a tape measure wrapped around the knee

Tape measure

directly across the patella.

37-38. The circumference of the ankle is
measured with a tape measure wrapped around
the shank proximal to the malleolus of fibula and
tibia.

Tape measure

